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Survey stresses fundraising
Finances are a daily concern for many college
presidents, according to a new national survey
Tim Czerwienski
NewsEditor

By

Fundraising seems

to

be the name

of the game when it comes to college
presidencies, according to a new survey
conducted by The Chronicle of Higher
Education, The survey found that 53
percent of college presidents said they
worked on fundraising at least daily, and
that 65 percent of presidents at private,
non-denominational colleges engage in

fundraising daily.
Jack Dunn, University spokesman,
agreedthat fundraising is a significanttask
for a college president. "Fundraising is a
major component of Fr. Leahy's job, as it
is of every American college president,"
he said.
Dunn said that University President
Rev. William P. Leahy, S.J., spends approximately33 to 40 percent of his time
fundraising.
Dunn acknowledged that fundraising

can appear to be a consuming venture.
"Inevitably,students at BC and other colleges say, 'We wish we could see more
of the president.' But they also say, 'We
want state-of-the-art-facilities.A newrec
plex, a new student center, among other
things,'" he said. "The reality is, presidents
are often awayfrom campus,because they
are raising money for these important
amenities."
Other major components of Leahy's
jobas president include strategicplanning,
making decisions around institutional
policy, and leadership in representing the

See Survey, A3
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A daily basis
More than 50 percent of
collegepresidents deal
with fundraising every day.

Here are other activities and
what percentage of leaders

conduct them daily.
Fundraising

52.7 %

Student life

28.1 %

Alumni relations

8.8 %

Athletics

4.7 %

Technology/security

2.1 %

Source: The Chronicle ofHigher Education

Emerging from the shadows
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Student
seminar

focuses
on future
By Lai-Yan Tang
Asst. News Editor

Through a combination of prayer,
singing, speakers, and sharing, students
conversed about modern Catholic dilemmas, how to practice their faith on their
campuses, andthefuture oftheChurch at a
forum for Boston area college students.
In the aftermath of the sexual abuse
scandals thatrocked theCatholic Church,
theChurch in the 21 st Century (C2l) program was developedto providea forum for
Catholics to heal and grow in theirfaith.
On Saturday, C2l hosted its first studentfocused program to begin dialogue on
what it means to be Catholic in the world
oftoday and tomorrow. Over 100students
from across the Boston area gathered for
the conference titled "Our Church, our
Faith, our Future."
"There is a hope for the church in the
U.5.," saidC2l directorTimothyMuldoon
in the opening address. "It's not just a
future hope; the hope is very present right
now. Yourvery interest represents a present hope. Our church needs you today. It
needs you desperately,"he said.
For the past three years, C2l has
focused primarily on the adult Catholic
populationthroughpublications and programshosted on campus.
"I sort ofnoticedlast yearthat wewere
talkingabout handing on thefaith to future
generations,but we weren't talking about
howto do that," saidTina Corea, A&S '06,
who helpedorganize the conference.
Much ofthe day was spent in break-out
sessions designed to foster communication amongthe students, who represented
24 different schools, including Brandeis
University, College of the Holy Cross,
Harvard University, and MIT. Topics
discussed includedAHANA students and

The Cougahs intramural flag football team played in one of the record 61IM games that took place yesterday. Read about the growth of the intramural sports program on page A4.
See Conference, A3

Virginian Former Irish president opens new center
speaks to
...
volunteers
Donald Hafner, professor in the political roots ofBoston College,andit's part ofour
science department; Daniel Kanstroom, commitmentasan institutionto help make
BC Law professor; and M. Brinton Lykes, our worldmore just,more compassionate,
Boston College's Center for Human associate dean in the LSOE.
and more peaceful," he said. "I also think
Rights and International Justice was ofUniversity President Rev. William that in the coming years the activitiesof
ficially launched Thursday by former P. Leahy, S.J. discussed the inspiration the faculty and students will help influence
United Nations High Commissioner for and objectives of the center, saying that the atmosphere on this campus and reach
its founding demonstrates BC's moral out to countries around the world to lead
HumanRights andformer PresidentofIreland Mary Robinson. The inaugural event responsibility to globaljustice. "Theestaba new generation of people."
Kanstroom, the associate director of
concluded years of strategicplanning and lishment ofthis Center for Human Rights
the center, reinforced the globalpursuit
developmentby Rev. David Hollenbach, and InternationalJusticefits so appropriS.J., professorin the theologydepartment; ately with the religious and intellectual of human rights and justice. Although

By Phil Dumontet
Heights Staff

Bernie Zipprich
For The Heights
By

For the hundreds of students in atten-

dance, last night's Appalachia Volunteers
meeting was a family reunion.
At leastthat's how guest speaker Jane
Caburras viewed the event. Traveling to
Chestnut Hill from her home in Weirwood,
Va., "Mama Jane" came with a message
for the students - her "children" - in the
standing-room-only crowd.
Describing her own past struggles to
make a difference in her impoverished
community and her five years of work
with Boston College students through the
Appalachia program, she told students

See Human Rights, A4

IT pros come
to Tech Day
By PilarLandon
Heights Staff

The first IBM PC manufactured in 1981 could perform
4.7 million operations per second. That decadealso saw the
advent of the Internet, which first connected thousands of
users at 300 bits per second. Today's computers carry out 15
trillion operations per second, and the Internet connects one
billion users at speeds ofup to 100 millionbits per second at
home or on the go.
Technology has clearly advanced the condition of the
modern man, and with it, the field ofinformation technology
hasbecomeapredominant factor in the running ofbusinesses.
Tech Day 2005 featured presentations by IT professionals
who addressed how this technology will continue to sustain
progress in today's world.

See Appalachia, A4

JESUIT TRADITIONS AT
BOSTON COLLEGE
The second in a four-part series
examiningthe JesuitidentityofBoston College andhowthemission of
theSocietyofJesushas impacted the
University appears today on pages
C4and C5. The series will confine
over the nexttwo Mondays.
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David Wong, vice president of marketingfor ESPN Mobile, discussed the new ESPN phone at Tech Day on Wednesday.

INSIDE

the directors didn't originally envision
an international center, the challenging,
comprehensiveglobal issues forced them
to reconstruct their designs. The center
was formed because of international
power disparities, legal structures, and
massive human rights abuses for individuals and communities. The plight of
refugees around the world, andthe effects
of harsh immigration laws and policies

Police Blotter lA2 Classifieds lAS
Editorials lA6
Crossword IDS

Comics |D 4
Weather |B4

See Tech Day, C6

M arketplace

Sports

Familiar faces

Downward spiral

New Orleans students at
BC are using Facebook
to locate friends and
family from home. C8

Suffering yet another
defeat, the Eagles
lost to UNC 16-14 on
Saturday. BI
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DeLay using campaign
tactics in criminal case

I HEIGHTS PHOTO / PATRICK FOUHY

UNIVERSITIES

ON CAMPUS

Stanford U. given Steinbeck's
Nobel Prize medallion

Associate dean appointed as
BC harassment counselor
School of Education and BC '75, was appointed to be
the Universityharassment counselor, accordingtotheBC
Chronicle. As counselor, Fulton will advise allparties in
cases of sexual assault, racial improprieties, and other
forms ofharassment in the classroom or on the job. She
willclarifythe steps takentoresolve these incidents and
will work with other administrators in reviewing these
grievances. Tomorrow will be Fulton's first day on the
job as she takes over for Carole Hughes, associate dean
for StudentDevelopment, who held the jobfor six years.
A confidentialhotline, (617) 552-0486, will allowcallers
to reach Fulton directly with questions.

Stanford University was given John Steinbeck's
Nobel Prize gold medallion, which was awarded to
him in 1962, according to Knight Ridder Newspapers.
Steinbeck remains California's only native son to win
the prize for literature. The prize, stored for years in a
safe-deposit box in New York City, was given to the
school Friday as a gift by his stepdaughter from the
estate of Elaine Steinbeck, his third wife. Stanford
also received a cache of personal letters from Elaine
to John and his canceled check in Nobel Prize money.
"The pieces are a capstone to the already important
collectionofSteinbeck'swork. We are delightedto have
them," said Provost John Etchemendy, who accepted
the memorabilia.

Officials map implementation
n
of ew information systems

University of Missouri may create
task force for Facebook info

Mary Ellen Fulton, associate dean in the Lynch

Plans for the redevelopment of student information
systems were announced last week, according to the

BC Chronicle. The plans, known as the University Core
Systems, are essential to admissions, advising, dining,
records, registration, housing, and other operations.They
involve such services as Agora, student development
systems, and financial aid programs. Though plans for
the University Core Systems have been developing
for months, users should expect only gradual changes
over the next two years. Administrators are predicting
that the project will take betweensix and eight years to
fully complete.

Rep. Tom DeLay (R-Tex.) is using
various tactics usually reserved for political
campaigns to win his court battle and
possibly save his career, according to 77;e
WashingtonPost. This aggressivecampaign,
headedby both DeLay and his conservative
allies, has characterizedthe majority leader
as a victim of partisan politics. The effort
has been made in hopes ofundermining the
credibility ofDemocraticprosecutorRonnie
Earle, winning over constituents before his
reelection campaign and fortifying his base
in Washington. Recently, as part ofthe plan,
a television ad was run that depicted Earle
as a snarling Rottweiler. DeLay's team of
well-connectedcommunications aides and
a groupofskillful lawyers are also assisting
in the effort to clear his name.

NATIONAL

The University of Missouri is amongthe many schools
facing a dilemma about the use of the Facebook for
disciplinaryreasons, accordingto its school newspaperThe
Maneater. Officials are considering creatinga task force to
educate students aboutuse of the Web site and to discipline
students for illegal activity in their profiles. "I don't want
to go in and restrict student rights," said Donell Young,
coordinator of judicial services, who initiated the idea of
the committee. "I want students to be aware of how [the
Facebook] can affect them." If the committee is created, it
will alert students to its activity and distribute its findings
through Web mail and brochures, Young said in an e-mail.
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Like before, U2 uplifts
audience after tragedies
Coast, the Irish rockers of U2 have been
upliftingaudiences on theirnationwide tour,

Fenway bar proposes largest
rooftop deck in hub's history

Brighton man seriously injured
after being draggedby train

Fenway favorite Cask 'n Flagon is asking for a
multimillion-dollarmakeover,resulting in a fashionable
eatery with a wraparound outdoorpatio and what could
be the city's largest-everrooftop lounge, according to
The Boston Globe. The bar, located on the corner of
Lansdowne Street and Brookline Avenue, is proposing
a roof deck that wouldallow440 fans to hear the game
or evencatch a ball in the shadowof the Green Monster.
"With allthe improvementsto the neighborhood,we took
it to the next level," said co-owner Dana Van Fleet.

A 69-year-old Brighton man was seriously injured
Saturday after a passing train snagged his coat and dragged
him a short distance, according to The Boston Globe.
Witnesses saidthat a man, who officials didnot identify, was
waiting for a Green line trainat approximately 6:30p.m. An
inbound train passed and hooked the man's coat, dragging
him. He was taken to Brigham and Women's Hospitalwith
serious head and leg injuries, said Joe Pesaturo, MBTA
spokesman. Following the incident, train services were
suspended for an hour and a half, Pesaturo said.

Police Blotter
Monday, Oct. 31
1:51p.m. - Lost property was reported.
2:01 p.m. -An injured student was given first
aid and taken to St. Elizabeth's Hospital.

4:11 p.m. -An ill student in Gasson Hall was
taken to the hospital.

Tuesday, Nov. 1
1:01 a.m. - An intoxicated minor was transported to the Infirmary.
1:09a.m. - A window was brokenby a rock in
Cushing/Hardey Halls. The glass was cleaned
up and the window was replaced.
6:06 a.m. -An intoxicatedminor was takento
the Infirmary.

according to Knight Ridder Newspapers.
Shortly aftertheterroristattacks of Sept. 11,
U2 gave hope to American audiences with
the second round of its "Elevation" tour.
This time, U2 is bringing the same message
of resolve and hope to help victims of
Hurricanes Katrina, Rita and Wilma. In 2001,
Bono, the lead singer, urged for tolerance
and understanding following the terrorist
attacks. During this tour, he hasrounded out
the band's hit song "One" with verses from
"OP Man River." This was done to show
compassion for victims through a songabout
life on the Mississippi River.

Voices from the Dustbowl

- 11/3/05
12:46 p.m. - Property was confiscated in
Edmond's Hall.
3:34 p.m. - A fire alarm was activated in the
Mods due to an overheatedhair dryer.
3:40p.m. - Confiscated propertywas reported
in 90 St. ThomasMore Rd.
3:53 p.m. - Several similar larcenies were
reported in Corcoran Commons. A detective
will investigate.
4:40 p.m. - Property was confiscated in Voute
Hall after a Residential Life staffmember saw
illegal items in plain sight during a routine
safety inspection.
7:30 p.m. - Two students had a dispute in the
Beacon Street garage. They resolved their
conflictand left the scene together.

2:55 p.m. - An ill Boston College employee
was transported to St. Elizabeth's Hospital.

8:54 p.m. - Four disruptiveparties in Gasson
Hall were escorted off campus. Each party was
issued trespass warnings.

3:33 p.m. - A party filed a temporary restraining order against anotherparty.

Thursday, Nov. 3

Wednesday, Nov. 2

1:20 a.m. - A party was receiving threats. A
detectivewill investigate.

Q: Who would you pick for the Supreme Court?
By

Lai-Yan Tang

- A fire

alarm was activated in

O'Neill Library. The cause of the alarm was
an activated smoke detector.

News Tips
Have a news tip or a good idea for
a story? Call Tim Czerwienski,
News Editor, at (617) 552-0172,
or e-mail news@bcheights.com.
Want an event covered? For future
events, e-mail, fax, or mail a
request to the News Desk with a
detailed description of the event.
Be sure to also include the date,
time, and location of the event,
as well as a telephone number to
contact you, for Heights purposes
only. Requests should bereceived
two weeksbefore an event.

Sports Scores
Want to report the results of a
game? Call Kevin Armstrong,
Sports Editor, at (617) 552-0189,
or e-mail sports@bcheights.com.
Arts Events
The Heights covers a multitudeof
Arts eventsboth on andoffcampus
- including concerts, movies,
theatricalperformances, and more.
Is your band performing at a local
club? Does your performance
grouphave an upcoming event on
campus? CallAlex Sharp, Arts and
Review Editor, at (617) 552-0515,
or e-mail review@bcheights.com.
For future events, e-mail, fax, or
mailarequest to theArts Desk with
a detailed description ofthe event.
Be sure to also include the date,
time, and location of the event,
as well as a telephone number to
contact you, for Heights purposes
only. Requests should be received
two weeks before an event.

?

Source: The Boston CollegePolice
Department

Your Opinion
The Heights welcomes both
Letters to the Editor and column
submissions for publication in
upcomingissues of thenewspaper.
Completeguidelinesfor submitting
letters andcolumns to The Heights
appear on today's Op/Ed pages.
Clarifications/ Corrections
The Heights strives to provide its
readers with complete, accurate,
and balanced information. If
you believe that we have made
a reporting error, you have
information that requires a
clarification or correction, or
you have questions about The
Heights journalistic standards
and practices, you may contact
Ryan Heffernan, Editor-in-Chief,
at (617) 552-2223, or e-mail
editor@bcheights.com. You may
also fax or mail your commentsto
the contact information above.
CUSTOMER SERVICE

"Mitt Romney"
Dave Sutherland,
CSOM '08
?

Delivery
You can subscribe to The Heights
and have it delivered to your
home each week by contacting
our Business office at (617) 552-0547. Also, ifyou spot distribution
problems on campus, contact
Dylan Hayre,CirculationManager,
at the number above.

"Jon Stewart."
RyanAspell,
A&S '08
?

Advertising
The Heights is one of the most
effective ways to reach the
Boston College community. To
submit a Classified, Display, or
Online Advertisement, call our
Advertising office at (617) 552-2220 MondaythroughFriday.

"Ellen DeGeneres."

Sheila Sweeney,
A&S '09
?

9:49 a.m.

EDITORIAL RESOURCES

Following the destruction of the Gulf
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Students' rights clarified in forum
Smeallie
Assoc. News Editor
By Kyle

Three members of the departments
concerning student safety and discipline
spoke Thursday on the rights of those
living on campus. The University judicial
system, the role of campus police, and
room searches were among the topics
discussed in the lengthy question and
answer session.
The event,in its second year, was sponsored by the Undergraduate Government
of Boston College (UGBC). "Students
often can get in trouble for lackofknowing what they are able to do. We wanted
to clarify what you can and can't do, and
that helps out the students, faculty, and
the BCPD," said Scan Herman, directorof
students rights for the UGBC and CSOM
'07. "It really helps everyone."
Before opening the forum to the students' questions, Paul Chebator, associate
deanin the Office ofStudent Development,
discussed the University judicial system.
Prior to his arrival at BC, the system was
dubbedPYB, short for "pack your bags,"
he said.As a privateinstitution, the school
had grounds to suspend students without
a hearing or any discussion.
The system in place now, however,
gives studentsthe ability to appeal a decision and refute the charges against them.

"I think it's important that we do thatfrom time, and that is why we use the judicial
the standpoint oftreatingpeopleequitably system here at the University. It's a great
and fairly," said Chebator.
benefit to us as a police department and
Brent Ericson, assistant director of the student body," saidWinslow.
Thefloor was then openedto questions.
judicialaffairs in theOffice ofResidential
Life, furtherclarified the school policy. In Though there were only about 20 in attena case where the details are unclear, the dance, this portion tooka majority of the
judicial board can be brought in to adjuhour-long forum. Onestudent askedwhen
dicate the case. The board is an impartial officials have a right to conduct a room
third party thatrenders a decision after a search. Winslow responded by clarifyhearing involving the accused students ing the differencebetween a search from
and witnesses.
Res Life and from the BCPD. When the
Ericson often speaks with students police search a room they are looking for
accused of violating school policy, and evidenceof a crime, and they need either
many times their infringement involves consent or a search warrant.
substanceuse, he said. "I don'treally talk
When officials from Res Life conduct
a lot about things like drinking, alcohol, a search, they are looking for things that
or drugs, but I talk a lot about decisions could harm the general community, such
and choices," said Ericson.
as improperlighting. Ifthey want to search
Enforcing University policy is the rethrough drawersand personalbelongings,
sponsibility of the BC Police Department they need a warrant issued internally by
(BCPD). Finding the right kind ofofficer University officials.
is pivotalto maintainingpositive relations
The ability of the University to read
between studentsand campus police,said student e-mail was also clarified. Though
Lt. Frederick Winslow, who has been on all BC e-mailis theproperty ofthe school,
the force for 19 years. "Youhave to look there is no system to read specific e-mails,
for that police officerwho doesn'twantto said Winslow.
Chebator added that in certain cases
necessarilyput the handcuffs on everyone
that they come in contact with," he said.
the school wouldlook at student records,
On a dailybasis, an officer comes into includinge-mails. "Ifthey were investigatcontact with someone who has brokenthe ing a crimeor a Universitypolicy breachof
law, he said. "We are lucky enough that a serious nature, then IT, once authorized
we do not have to make that arrest every by the vice president, couldthen go and try

Conference spurs dialogue
Conference,from A1

but being able to engage in that dialogue
campuses," he said during the panel.
White's session emphasized the dif- was really neat," said Cherniga. "I was
Catholic faith on campuses, living social ference between community service and able to focus and concentrate on issues
justice, and discerning one's vocation.
social justice and the importance of havthat I've been thinking about, and it proKara Cherniga, A&S '07, attended ing both to truly affect change, saidLouis vided a foundationwith which tokeep the
a session on relationships and sexuality Eppich, A&S '08. "It was a reminderthat conversation going."
facilitated by Rev. Jack Butler, S.J., a we all need to serve in ways thatwe can.
Eppichstressedthe importance ofdivercampus minister at Boston College. "We It was a reminder of the obligation to be sity amongstudents at the conference."lt
talked about the hook up culture and trywasn't just a BC or Jesuit perspective,
looking for opportunities to help."
A focal point of the day-long conferbut an all over the Boston area Catholic
ing to be faithful andauthentic ina culture
thatdoesn't support your choice," she said encewas theplenary address givenby Sr. program. It was good because in Boston
afterward. "We thought aboutwhat love is, Rosemary Mulvihill, RSM, from Regis thereare so many universities,but seldom
whatcommitmentis, andhow thatrelates College. She took the conference's title do they all get together and share ideas,"
to sexualitywithin this culture on college "Our Church, our Faith, our Future," and he said.
inverted it to emphasize the faith aspect,
"The most significantthing to me was
campuses today."
Butler shared the groups' findings in according to Cherniga. Mulvihill said that people expressed their desire to cola panel of the session's leaders. "There thatfaith is a gift, and everyone'sfaith is laborate so openly.I was amazed by how
is a difference between the perception of wrappedin a differentpackage of a differ- many people had initiatives of their own
what's going on at college campusesand ent shape and size. She also separated the that they wanted to start," said Corea,
the reality," he said. "That perception crechurch into the institutionand the commuwho had many students approach her
ates this expectation,which puts pressure nity of the people of God, and asked how about making the conference an annual
on young people"
someonecan support the institution even event. "They were interested not only
Brian White, a professor at UMass- with disagreementswith some parts of it. in reforming the church, but in getting
Lowell, led a discussion on social justice. While students noted the direction from together groupsofyoung people who are
"We talkedabout whatwe can do as indielder membersof the faith, many walked faithful."
viduals to affect a better change in society, away encouragedby the conversation.
in ourselves, in our church, and in our
"I didn'tcome away with any answers, Kyle Smeallie contributed to thisarticle.

to look into thebackground ofsomeone's
e-mail system justto see ifthere is some-

thing specific there," he said.
Another question was onpunishing studentsbased on informationposted on the
social networking Web site, the Facebook.
It is not school policy to use this information for discipline, said Ericson. It hasbeen
used to discouragepolicy violations.
Prior to the beginning of the school
year, a resident directorfound that there
was a move-in party listed on the Facebook with 84 attendees. The host was
approachedprior to theparty and was told
it wasn't a good idea.
"We have not actually taken a picture of
someone offtheInternet and brought them
in and pursued them judicially,"Ericson
said. "We will call a student in and say,
'You posted this. You need to be careful
and make good choices.'"
Finally, the panel took a closer look at
the ability ofofficers to search bags. If an
officerthinksthe studentis carrying illegal
substances, he can ask to look inside the
bag. The student has the right to say no,
but officers can often find ways to check
the contents anyway, such as shaking the
bag, Winslow said.
Also, if a studentis entering aresidence
hall, the officer can search even ifconsent
is not given, based on a provision in the
Patriot Act.

Survey

spotlights
college
leaders
Survey,from Al
institution before its various constituencies, according to Dunn. "As his spokesman, I can attest that it is not unusual for
him to work 80 to 100 hours per week."
The Chronicle of Higher Education
conducted its survey in June and July
2005. The survey was sent to 1,338 presidents, 764 ofwhom responded. The survey
included a number of specific questions,
as well as spaces for respondents to offer
comments.

The survey found that 59 percent of
presidents said that big-time college athletics is more of a liability than an asset.
Dunn saidthat neitherBoston College nor
its president fits this mold.
"Boston College is the rare American
university in that, through Fr. Leahy's
leadership, we have found a successful
balance betweenacademicsand athletics,"
he said. "Last year, Boston College won
theAmerican Football Coaches' Awardfor
the highest graduationrate in Division IA
football, at 100 percent."
Dunn said that every year, the same
five colleges vie for the highest student
athlete graduation rate in the country:
BC, Duke, Stanford, Northwestern, and

Notre Dame.
"We are fortunate to have a healthy balance and an energetic and supportive fan
base, as well as a presence in the nation's
foremost athleticconference that enables
us to have successful sports programsfrom
a financial standpoint," he said.
A common thread amongmany of the
comments providedby surveyrespondents
regarded the ability ofcollege presidents
to speak out on public issues.
"Of deepconcern shouldbe the neutering of presidents to speak out on public
and political issues because of pressure
from trustees, donors, public officials,"
said themale president of a doctoral-level
university.
Since the survey was filled out anonymously, names of respondents and their
institutions were not provided by The
Chronicle ofHigherEducation.
"Weneedto engage inpublic discourse
withoutfearofretaliation," saidthefemale
president of a doctoral-level university.
Dunn said that certain conditions must
exist for Leahy to comment publicly on
certain issues.
"ForFr. Leahy to speakpublicly on an
issue, it would have to be related to the
mission of BC," he said. "For example,
he led the nation in the aftermath of the
clergy sexual abuse crisis in speaking out
as to what we as Catholic colleges and universities needed to do to help the church
to restoretrust. He has also spoken out for
increasedfederal aid for student loans."
The survey also found 75 percent of
presidents felt that colleges should be
held more accountablefor their students'
educational outcomes.
Forty-one percent ofrespondents said
they werevery well prepared for theirfirst
presidential job.
Only 19 percent of respondents were
selected from within the university for
which they are president.

.
'Mama Jane encourages service
HEIGHTS PHOTO / MARC ANDREW DELEY

Jane Caburras, right, discussed the importance of the Appalachia Volunteers program in her community of Weirwood, Va. yesterday.

Appalachia, from Al
how much of a difference their service
made in impoverished communitiessuch
as Weirwood.
The Appalachia program offers hundredsofstudentsthe opportunity to spend
a week or more in service to poor communities. It is the most popular service
trip program on campus.
Clutching a microphonein both hands
and speaking without note cards, it was
a speech from the heart that touched on
themes of poverty, sacrifice, community,
and family. Caburras stressed the lifechangingeffects ofstudents' service, both
for those the program serves and for the
students performing the service.
"Youhave to wantto do it, you have to
wantto experienceit. It's not just what the
kids and the communities are receiving,
you come back feeling renewed, feeling
differentlyaboutthe rest of the worldand
how you want to approach things," she
told the crowd.
"My children, Mama Jane's children,
have been through something. They have
seen the worst of the worst... They have

made a critical difference in their [the contributed to theprogram by welcoming
Weirwood children's] lives when they BC students intoher community each year.
showedthem love, helped themwith their "I hate to mess my mascara up," she said,
wiping away "tears of joy" and laughing,
homework, played games with them
they gave something back to those chilsharing one of many lighter moments with
drenthat they didnot have the opportunity the crowd.
to have," she said.
Her simple speech inspired students.
The experiences that Caburras dis"She puts a face on the places and the
cussed were shared firsthand by many people we help. She does a really great,
members of the crowd. One such indigreat job of showing how our workmakes
vidual, Jimmy Lajoie, oneof the directors an impact. She shows how an impact may
of the Appalachia Council and LSOE besmall at first,but multiplies from there,"
'06, recalled working with Caburras in said Ted Serra, memberofthe Appalachia
the summer of 2004. "She housed all the CouncilandA&S '06. Herwords were inBC kids in the 'dew drop inn,' which was spirational and her humble optimism was
basically a club-turned-place for BC kids moving. At onepoint she led the crowd in
to sleep. We basically started a summer song before telling them to turn to give a
campfrom scratch," said Lajoie.
hug to those around them.
"If I leave anything with you tonight,
He expressed the gratitude of the volunteers for Mama Jane. "She is the focal I want you to know that in Weirwood
point of the community," he said. "She especially, arms are always therefor you,
takes all those children into her arms and it will always be your home away from
by her example, empowersthem with the home. I want you to goback and tell your
sense that they can do something in the mothersthat MamaJanehas produced this
great, great group of children, and I know
world."
that some of you don't like to be called
Followingher talk, membersofthe Appalachia Council presented Caburras with children, but you're allmy children," said
a plaque to thank her for all that she has Caburras.

...

Iraq War,
what is it
god
for?
Two thousand
sons, daughters,
mothers, and
fathers. That's what
we've lost in Iraq.
Two thousand
is morethan just
a number to the
Shawna
families
of the
Gallagher
dead. Body counts
Vega
tend to take the raw
emotion of war out
of the public consciousness, but even
the most hardenedAmerican should
have sat up when we reached that
mark two weeks ago.
What ifyourbrother was killed
in a roadside bombing in Iraq? Your
father? Your mother? The loss of
that one life would mean a lot more
than hearing a body count jump from
1,999 to 2,000. In saying this, I don't
mean to debatethe merits of the war
- mainly because I think the debate

would be fruitless. Every criticism
raised about the war's direction
seems to lead to one question: "You
don't think we're better off than we
were with Saddam in power?"
I think a better question is this:
Was it worth 2,000 American lives?
There's no question Hussein was
a merciless dictator. But now, two
and a halfyears after our mission
was supposedly accomplished,
we should focus on the American
sacrifice offered to liberate Iraq from
him - or to find those still elusive
weapons of mass destruction, or
whatever the pretext dv jourfor invasion is now.
Ifyou have some spare time,
visit The New York Times'' Web
site. There's an interactivefeature
featuring the photos, names, ages,
andhometowns ofAmerican soldiers
killed in Iraq, arrangedby date of
death. No editorializing.Just facts
about the fallen.
You can search by state, if you're
so inclined. Every state in the Union,
as well as the District of Columbia,
Puerto Rico, Guam, Micronesia, the
Virgin Islands, andAmerican Samoa,
is represented. I recently pulled
up the page for my home state of
Florida, to find the mostly youthful
faces of84 dead men and women.
1 found myself falling into the
trap I abhor in others - thinking in
terms of numbers. Eighty-four? Well,
that's not so bad, I thought.
Then I scrolled over the picture
oflan Zook, the young man from my
hometown who was killed by hostile
fire last October. That's when the
real cost of war hit me.
Lan had it all going for him. He
was the valedictorian ofhis small,
Southern Baptist high school. He attended Bible College and considered
becoming a ministerbefore joining
the Marines at 20. He was scheduled
to receive a Purple Heart for injuries
sustained in a battle a month before
he died, at age 24. He'd been in Iraq
for just 10 weeks.
lan's father, a Florida state
trooper, had to tell a family their
son had beenkilled in a car accident
hours before someone told him his
son was dead. Mark Zook still works
those grisly, fatal accidents regularly.
He still has the same terribletask
- telling families their loved ones are
gone - but now, he does it wearing
a braceletmemorializingthe son he
lost in Iraq. And with indescribable
empathy.
He knows what it's like to hear
the whispered words that I've heard
myself"There's lan Zook's father. He's a
broken man."
That's whatfamilies of thefallen
have to live with every day. More
than 2,000 families suffer thatkind
of grief. Now, ask yourself: Was it

worth it?
I have no doubt that many of the
soldiers killed in action would say
"Yes." But I also have the terrible
feeling that many of them would
shout a desperate "No" if their voices
could be heard. For every Cindy
Sheehan, there's a pro-warmother
who lost a son. Therein lies the
inherent confusion of this war.
1 don'thave the answers. The
scary thing is, I don't think the
government does either. But unless
they find the answers soon, former
supporters of the war might find
themselves protesting in the streets.

Shawna Gallagher Vegais Heights senior staff anda senior in theCollegeof
Arts & Sciences. Her column appears
every Monday in this space.
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Deeply religious, ethical
traditions inspire center
Human Rights, from Al

reparations,we're developingnew

further pushed the project to a

test of identifying human rights
victims, with the legal test of

global scale.

models

to combine

the forensic

Rights to highlightthe importance
of civil rights. "All human beings
are born free and equalin dignity
and rights," she said.
"Our aim is to demonstrate
how internationallyagreed human
rights standards and mechanisms
can be more effectively used to address some of today's most pressing globalchallengesfrom inequities in international trade polices

"It should be a site, a place, prosecuting human rights abuswhere people in this community ers and seeking justice, with the
and beyond can gather to consider psychological test ofhealing," said
these kind of issues deeply and to Kanstroom.
Finally, the "Ruby Slippers
share and to apply new insights
seeks to help the victims
Project"
with people from around the world
of
the
deportation
system in the
to confront these human rights
and global health standards to
issues visible every day," said United States.
In the past decade, hundreds the problems and opportunities
Kanstroom.
The center is distinguished by ofthousands of legalresidents are associated with the growing movethree guidingprinciples. It employs "forcefully deported, and in effect ment of people across national
a multidisciplinaryapproach, or a banished" from this country for borders, with particular reference
to refugees," she said.
"productive interaction" of four life,Kanstroom said.
After the fundamental goals
She criticized the language of
disciplines: theology, political sciand initiatives of the center were current television programs and
ence, psychology, and law.
"Our goal is to nurture a new described, Leahy welcomed the warned of its damaging implicafirst woman president of Ireland tions. Hearing of the creatures
generation of scholars and practitioners who will draw on the back to BC for the second time. called "illegal aliens" on CNN's
strengths of these disciplines and "There's no one more appropri- Lou Dobbs Tonight and programs
be grounded in rigorous ethical ate to speak with us today about on Fox News, hurts her cause,
training as they work for human humans rights than President Mary she said.
"It's important to think about
rights and international justice," Robinson who in her life has acthe language we use to refer to
complished so much," he said.
saidKanstroom.
Robinson praised the values those across borders, and it's
The center is inspired by and
and
strengths of the multidisci- important to emphasize that we
built upon the University's deep
plinary
approach and expressed need to refrain the broad debate
religious and ethical tradition of
enthusiasm
forthe center'spotenon migration through language
service to others, especially the
tial. She believes that its research that recognized the movement of
most marginalized and voiceless.
and application strategy to overpeople as the human face of gloThe directors of the center promised to deliverthe best theory and come the deportationcrisis in the balization," she said.
Referencing the backbone of
the best applicationof that theory United States will have the most
immediate
BC's
new hub, she said "it needs
impact.
to practice.
"I
feel
that
on
that
issue
in
the
of interdisciplinary
parclarity
Kanstroom also outlined the
ticularthis
center
willprobably
at
academic
study."
center's current initiatives. These
Before the question and answer
three specific focuses will change a relatively early stage be able to
the center's guidingprinciples into make a real mark onpolicy in this period, she anticipated the implicit
question of what individuals can
meaningful application, he said. country," she said.
Robinson currently spearheads do to help. "Ifyou thought about
First, it hopes to mitigate the tens
of millions of suffering African theEthicalGlobalizationInitiative that question, you're halfway to
refugees by considering the deep (EGI). The EGI hopes to bring the answer. Everyone not only can
ethical implications and instilling human rights standards into the make a difference, but under the
globalizationprocess and to help humanrights principles,has to go a
a better understanding of this hubuild the capacity for good govlittlebitfurther andrecognizethey
man tragedy.
It will also tackle the decades ernance in developing countries, have a responsibilityas individuals
of violence and human rights with an initial focus on Africa. to do something."
She emphasizes the need to "huShe concluded by urging peoabuses that have shattered indimanize"
the
faces
of
therefugees
to uphold human rights by
ple
viduals, families,and communities
and migrants while quashing the purchasing fair trade products,
in Guatemala.
becoming involved in organiza"Blending the disciplines of barriers thatrestrain them.
She cited Article One of the tions on the Internet, and writing
law and community psychology
in the context of excavations and Universal Declaration of Human letters to Congress.

...
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A member of ITA Ryder, an intramural basketball team, attempts a layup in a battle against All Day Tim Brown.

Seniors!
Let
Capstone Seminars
make YOU
the subject of your course!
Capstone Seminars are
small classes taught by
some of BC's best professors
where you can review your
education and prepare for
life after college.
Course offereings include:
UN50501: Life & Career Planning, T 5:00 - 7:15 Prof. Capalbo
UN50502: Life & Career Planning, TH 5:00 7:15 Prof. Capalbo
UN51301: Ways of Knowing, W 6-8:30, Prof. Green (Cross-listed in English, EN627)
UN52191: Science & Religion MW 4-5:15, Fr. Plocke (Cross-listed in Biology, BI214)
UN52601: Spirituality, Science, & Life Tv, 5-7:30, Prof. Halpern
UN53101: Five Heroic Americans W 4:15-6:45, Fr. Farrell
UN53501: Business as a Calling TuTh, 10:30-12, Prof. Petersen
UN53601: Voices of Wisdom M, 4:30-7, Sister O'Keeffe
UN53602: Voices of Wisdom W, 4:30-7, Sister O'Keeffe
UN53901: Doing Well & Doing Good W, 3-5:30, Prof. Spangler
(Cross-listed in Sociology, SC3OS)
UN54401: Vision Quest Th, 10-12:30, Prof. Miller
(Fulfills Cultural Diversity, Cross-listed in English, EN637)

-

Contact Fr. Jim Weiss at 2-3897
orjames.weiss@bc.edu with questions.

Intramural sports reach
participation milestone
Tim Czerwienski
News Editor
By

in a year when Boston College is celebrating its landmark
first season in the Atlantic Coast
Conference, intramural sports
on campus reached a milestone
of its own. A record number of
intramural events, 61 games,
were held yesterday in six sports;
outdoor soccer, softball, flagfootball, ice hockey, volleyball, and
basketball.
John Pagliarulo, assistant

athletic director for recreation,
chalked up the record number
eventsto several factors. "I believe
itsincreasedfieldtimeandcreativity on the part of the manager [intramuraland club sports manager
Matt Conway]," he said.
Pagliarulo saidthatthree games
ofoutdoorsoccer, a new sport this
year, are being played at Alumni
Stadium at the same time. One
softballgame and two flag football
games can be played at Shea Field.
Hockey is played one game at a
time in Conte Forum, and volleyball and basketball can be played
at the same time in the Plex.
Conway credited his student
staff for the success of the intramural program. "It's a tremendous amount ofeffort by our own
students," he said. "It takes 40
student staffmembers torun these
events, doing things like officiating, scheduling, and making sure
teams show up."

Participation in intramural ketball, volleyball, and softball in
high school.
"I think [intramural sports] give
academicyear, 2,969 studentsparBC students a goodopportunity for
ticipated in intramural sports. Last competition, because most particiyear, 5,191 students participated. pants take it very seriously," said
This year, 6,309 students are regPatrick O'Donnell, CSOM '06.
istered to participate in intramural
O'Donnell has playedintramusports.
ral basketball and softball at BC.
"If you look at the numbers, He didn't play varsity sports in
theprogramshave grown tremenhigh school.
Intramural officials are opdously," said Conway. "We have
a fairly athletic campus. We have timistic that non-varsity sports,
a lot of students who could probincludingBC's 22 club teams,will
ably play Division II athletics at continue to grow.
other schools, but they decided to
The recently purchased Brighcome to Boston College. 1 think ton Campus will offer open space
the quality of play we have here that has not been available on
is very high."
Main Campus. "1 think [BrighPagliaruloagreed. "Students at ton Campus] is going to help us
Boston College are well-rounded, tremendously," said Pagliarulo.
so many of them played varsity "We've been landlocked to date.
sports in high school. They can't For 22 club sports to have the
all play varsity here," he said. opportunity to have competitions
"Having an intramural or club will be great."
opportunity gives them a chance
Conway said that even before
to do what they love. Our jobis to
the Brighton Campus was puradvocatefor themand to give them chased, agreements were in place
the opportunity to do that."
for some club teams to compete
Students who play intramural on that land. Ultimate frisbee and
sports said that the level of commen's and women's rugby conpetition is very high. "It gets quite tinue to hold competitions on the
competitive, which is great," said former Archdiocese property.
Katelyn Rideout, LSOE '06. "It
"Ideally for the intramural
gives those who couldn't play programs, we hope the Brighton
sports at BC a chance to play with Campus moves events on Main
some really goodplayers." Rideout Campus over there, which would
has played intramural basketball free up space on Main Campus,"
since she got to BC and is playsaid Conway. "Students live on
ing Softball for the first time this Main Campus, and they want to
play on Main Campus."
season. She played varsity bassports hasincreased steadilyin the
past five years. In the 1999-2000

Like what you see?
Want to be a part of it?
Write for news. Meetings @
5:45 p.m. in the Eagle's Nest.
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CLASSIFIEDS
CHILDCARE

CHILDCARE

Babysitting / Mother's Helper,
Energetic, happy person needed
to help with two children: a 6-yr.oldgirlandat4-yr.-oldboy.Kicking the ball, playing with dolls,
painting, and helping with baths
are the usual duties.Afternoons:
4ish - 7ish p.m. and/or Saturdays:6ish-10ish p.m. Pick your
day! Good pay, close walking
distance from campus. Call the
Bachmans at (617) 232-4426.
HELP! We are looking for a
student to supervise our two
children (11&13) in our Wayland
home on Tuesday and Wednesday from about 3:00-6:00. We
live about 11 milesfrom campus
and the job dutieswould include
some driving to activities and
help with homework. Please call
Steve Bushee on campus at
(617) 552-3009.

.

NEWTON. GREAT OPPORTUNITY FOR PART TIME &
GRADUATE STUDENTS. Childcare/household helper for active family with 16-year-old girl
J AFTER
AI--r?D
and 12-year-old boy.
SCHOOL
aooroximatelv 2 to
SCHOOL, approximately
IV e
r
P
UP
week
St
e
nce
.?

'
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l havV xpe%S

own transportation to house (not
T accessible). Please leave messane
9 Cfi17,; R54 4705
Newton mom lookingfor babysitter for her 2-year-old son on
Fridays. Please call Anne at
(617)571-2244. NearWoodland
j gx P

'

SOUTH NEWTON. Looking for
creative, occasional evening sitter
for7&10yearold.Carpreferred.
Call Lisa at (617) 795-0955 or e-

HELP WANTED

mail barbash@fas.harvard.edu. Ice Skating. Energetic, happy
Looking for flexibility? Babysit person needed to teach a 6-yr.for children in their own homes old girl and a 4-yr.-old boy (not at
when your schedule permits, the same time). Can use MDC ice
Eam$11+/hr. If you have at least skatingrink. Saturday or Sunday
2 full weekdays open, childcare afternoons. Good pay, close
experience & references, we'd walking distance from campus.
love to talk. (617) 739-KIDS Call the Bachmans (617) 232ext. 111. Parents in a Pinch, 4426.
Inc. www.parentsinapinch.com.
Swimming Instructor. EnerAFTERSCHOOL NANNYPOSI- getic, qualified, female lifeguard
TION. Experienced and friendly needed to give swimming lesperson needed part-time. Three sons to a 6-yr-old girl at the
children ages 5, 9, 11. Newton BC swimming pool. Saturday
Center location right near to or Sunday afternoon: 3ish to
BC Law Campus. Role involves 5ish. Good pay, close walking
driving, mealprep, homeworksu- distance from campus. Call
pervision, along with occasional the Bachmans (617) 232-4426.
errands. Own car helpful but not
required (Minivan provided). Must Soccer, Playing Ball. Enerhave gooddriving record and ex- getic, athletic person needed to
cellent references. If interested, run around with a 4-yr.-old boy.
please call Julia at (617) 964- Kicking and hitting a ball or just
0069 or emailufeldman@hotmail. running around. Afternoons: any
com. M-Th (Fri optional) 3-7pm. two hours in the afternoon; very
flexible. Good pay, close walking
distance from campus. Call the
RCAi CQTATP
KbAL
taiAI
Bachmans (617)232-4426.
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254-9400. WE'LL PICK YOU
GREAT PLACES REALTY.
GREATPLACESREALTY.COM.
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No. 1 Spring Break Website!
Lowest prices guaranteed. Book
1 peo le 9et 1 th <riD free!
P.
t for 6 + www.
Group discounts
SprmgBreakDtscounts.com or
www.LeisureTours.com or (800)
838-8202.
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Get involved.
YOUR independent student newspaper.
The Heights is looking for:
Advertising Staff
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Independent Student Newspaper of Boston College
Established 1919

1$

_OTHER

rr -.???.
\u25a0\u25a0«\u25a0\u25a0-\u25a0*\u25a0OFF-CAMPUS
HOUSING.
_,
GREAT PLACES REALTY. Don't
Sett| eforLESSm CALLGREAT
PLACES REALTY 617 )254 "
_,..,_..,.?,

M The Heights

Artists
Business Staff
Cartoonists
Circulation Staff
Columnists
Comic Artists
Copy Readers

T^l?"

<*<

may qualifyfor up to $70,000 for
collegethrough the Montgomery
Gl Bill and Army College Fund,
Or you could pay back up to
$65,000 of qualifying student
ans throu9h the
L an
RepaymentProgram. To find out
more, call (617)424-0572.
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-?

$36,000.00 a
Nee<
«*«
year? Vending.businessforsale.
Sell $5,000. (800) 568-1281 or
vendingfriends.com.

f"

Graphic Designers
Online Staff
Photographers
Reporters
Web Developers
Writers

Place your classified here! \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0
Only $ 10 per issue.
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*

e-mail byrsonsa@bc.edu

Questions? Call the newsroom at (617) 552-3512, or
come to a section meeting on Monday.

Learn to be a
Professional Bartender!

QJ*

call Sarah at
(617)
J 552-0364
v

TZ,
.^T^
1-800-357-3210
B

Copy
News
Sports
Features
Arts & Review
Marketplace
Photography
Layout
Business & Ads

www.bostonbartender.com
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McElroy 113
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McElroy 112
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5:45 p.m.
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Send Name & Address to:
The Heights
Boston College
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Act is unpatriotic
THE ISSUE: National security letters a threat to democracy and freedom
WHAT WE THINK: Democracy cannot be protected when it is curtailed

The

Patriot Act, meant to protect democracy and freedom in the United

States, is actually having serious
adverse effects by instead allowing
the government to shroud itself in
secrecy as it collects and preserves scores ofpersonal data on U.S. citizens and foreign visitors.
The series of laws, whichmarked theirfourth
anniversary on Oct. 26, has giventhe FBI unprecedented access to mine the records of ordinary
Americans, The Washington Postreported yesterday. Mostalarming is thefact that the agency can
dole out "national security letters" with little to
no oversight. The letters - frequently sentto large
corporations and serviceproviders thatregularly
work with the public - give the governmentunguarded access to telephone, library, and e-mail
records, bills and other financial statements, and
Internet histories.
The FBI, the Post said, issues morethan 30,000
such letters a year - "a hundredfold increase over
historic norms." The letters are approved by the
agency's field supervisors; it's not necessary for
the matterto bereviewed or permitted by a judge,
a grand jury, or a prosecutor. "They receive no
review after thefact by the Justice Department or
Congress," according to the article. "The executive branch maintains only statistics, which are
incomplete andconfined to classified reports. The
Bush administration defeated legislation and a
lawsuit to require a public accounting, and has
offered no example in which the use ofa national
security letterhelped disrupt a terrorist plot."
Why so secretive? It's all in the name of terrorism prevention, of course.
There's absolutely no doubt that the U.S. is
at risk of again being the victim of a terrorist
attack; that is unfortunately something that the
country has grown to accept and deal with in the
wake of Sept. 11. There's also no denying that
the government should do all it can to protect its
citizens and othernational interests. Thequestion
is, at what cost?
National security letters are used to gather
information on any individual that may or may

Supporting

not have a role in a potential or future criminal

activity that is being inspected by the FBI. The
letters are used to both pursue and generateleads,
and in nearly all instances, the subjects of the
investigation have no idea that their information
is being reviewed and permanently kept by the
government.

While it's important for the bureau to be
able to collect adequate data in order to protect
against future attacks, it's also important that
such a wide net not be cast over society. FBI
agents can basically request whateverpersonal
information they'd like based on a whim or a
simple inclination.
What's worse is that, if it's revealed that the
subject of the investigation isn't involved in any
terrorist plots, the government can keep the records that it's collected on innocent citizens.
In 2003, the Bush administration reversed a
policy thatrequired all data attained on innocent
individuals to be destroyed. The information is
nowkept in a central system that can bemade accessible to "state, local, and tribal governments,"
as well as "appropriate private sector entities."
There's nothing wrong with investigating
potential terrorism leads, but it shouldn't be at
the expense of the ideals and foundations ofthe
country. National security letters - along with
severalother parts of the Patriot Act- violateboth
the First and Fourth Amendments, and should be
ofconcernto allcitizens regardless ofwherethey
stand politically.
When used appropriately, aspects of the Patriot Act, including the letters, can be helpful in
keeping the U.S. safe. But, whenexcessively and
recklessly issued, national security letters present
threats to the governmentand itspeople. Democracy cannot be protected when it is curtailed.
The House and the Senate have until Dec. 31
to work out their differences when it comes to
making permanent much of the Patriot Act. It is
absolutely essential that Congress implement a
system ofchecks andbalances thatkeeps America
safe from terrorism and its own zealousness for
freedom.

intramurals

THE ISSUE: BC had record 61 intramural games yesterday
WHAT WE THINK: Support is great, but there's room to improve

A

record 61 intramural games were
played in outdoor soccer, softball,
flag football, icehockey,volleyball,
and basketball yesterday. It was
a banner day for Boston College

intramural sports.
Really, though, it's been a banner year.
Participation in intramurals continues to peak.
Over 1,000 more studentsregistered to participate
this yearcompared to last when 5,191 competed.
The 6,309 students (the number is made higher
because somestudents play more than one sport)
thatsigned up for intramurals during the academic
yearis evenmoreimpressive considering that it is
more thandouble thenumberfrom the 1999-2000
school year and most of the nineties.
Many students were very active in varsity
sports during high school, but only a select few
areDivision I athletes.Intramurals and club sports
(the university has 22 ofthem) give everyone,regardless ofskill, a chance to play sports. There are
many advantages to competing in athletics. Not
only is the exercise an obvious physical benefit,
but sports provide a great social gathering and
studies have been done linking the relationship
between sports and good mental health.

Theintramurals office has done a tremendous
jobresponding to the increased interest. This year,
women's volleyball, both men's and women's
soccer, and a racquetball tournament have been
added. An ACC Campus Shootout is slated to
take place in the spring, as well. All these sports
require a great deal ofwork from the office's student staff which schedules the games, officiates,
andkeeps contact with the teams.
Still, there's a lot more that can be done. As
the University works on its master plan that will
steer the course ofits future, intramural sports and
exercise shouldn't be an afterthought. One ofthe
Brighton Campus' most attractive features was its
vast grass fields. Those fields can be developed
into excellent playing fields to host intramural
and club teams. Also, it's clear to any student
that has been in the Plex that BC needs to build
a new, state-of-the-art athletic complex. A new
Plex could offer more facilities for intramural
andclub teams while bringing BC up to par with
its competition.
In September, Men's Fitness magazineranked
BC the 11th fittest college. With evenmoreroom
for intramurals in the future, there's no reason the
school can't crack the top 10.

Riots continue in Paris
THE ISSUE: Riots rage throughout France for 11th straight night
WHAT WE THINK: French government needs to improve life in suburbs

For

the llth-straight night yesterday,

France was caught in violent night
riots led by impoverished youth in
and aroundParis. Even after an emergency meeting of top government
officials was held earlier in the day, 10 police
officers were wounded with pellet guns, and the

arereferring to the deaths ofZyed Benna, 17, and
Bouna Traore, 15, as an accident.
Jacques Chirac called the emergency session
early yesterday evening and pledged to quell the
violence and make the city safe again, but soon
after his press conference the rioting erupted

again.
city continued to burn, according to reports.
The government of France has been greatly
The rioting started on Oct. 27 after two teenagcriticizedfor its inability to act on the problems
ers wound up dead in a Paris suburb when they and for its tolerance of the prejudices that led to
tried to avoid police questioning, and a third the problems. Chirac and his government must
friend was left suffering from extreme electrocumove to create more jobs and raise the standard
race
exploded
tion. The incident
tensions of
and ofliving in thesuburbs or the tensions will always
are
Paris,
largely
which
be there. Not all of it, of course, can be blamed
poverty in the suburbs of
populated by second and third generation North on government apathy, but it certainly appears
African and Arab immigrants. It'sbeing estimated that the people ofParis and its suburbs deserve
that 3,300 vehicles have been burned and a large an equal chance at life, and they aren't getting
number ofbuildings destroyed.
it now.
are
some
More policing obviously cannot solveviolence
Residents of the suburbs
of the
They
they
spurred
by police actions; the governmentneeds
claim that
face
poorest in the country.
unfair police prejudice and racial tensionsas well to take some real actions and better the lives of
as low wages and destitution, although officials its citizens, whether foreign or not.

WAYNE STAYSKAL / KRT

Letters to
Leave the wild
animals in the wild
I just read that the Massachusetts Legislature is considering a
bill (S.B. 1840) to prohibit the use
ofexotic animals in traveling acts

the

Editor

conditions these creatures need.
Circus elephants' lives are much
shorter than wild elephants.
S.B. 1840 deserves citizen
support.

WilliamMcMullin
Western Michigan University

and circuses. I am very impressed
that this bill has been introduced,
are
and it needs everyone's support. It
seems all too logical to me - wild
animals should be in the wild.
One can't help but compare
Even zoos are beginning to speak
the
fortunes of the nation's only
out against using wild animals in
CatholicDivision I universities in
circuses.
Exotic animals are miserable football this year. I think it comes
in captivity. Elephants are often down to the contrast in coaching
between "Smilin' Tom" O'Brien
kidnapped from Asia and Africa
and flown to the United States to and Charlie Weis: Dogged convenbekept in circuses. In the wild, el- tion vs. innovationand utilization
of talent. No real comparison. We
ephantstypically roam up to 30 or
can be thankful we don'thave to
more miles per day in large social
play the Irishthis year.
herds. In circuses and other traveling acts, they are lucky ifthere are
Jim Mtllea
able to move at all! Elephants are
BC '66
social animals like you and me.
Friends and family are important
at
to them.How would you like to be
kept in isolation your whole life?
And the only way to get elephants
I attended the Boston College
to do those unnatural "tricks" is to
College hockey
Providence
train them by beating them with a
on
Oct.
29.
I was both ofgame
bullhook (a stick with a sharp hook
fended and shocked at the foul
at the end). This is especially painlanguage used in unison by those
ful for elephants as their skin is so
in the BC student sections toward
sensitivethat they can feel an insect
the Providence goalie and other
bite. In circuses, they travel across
players. This reflects very poorly
the country in weather extremes on boththe school and the current
that do not match their natural
student body. Show some classand
climate.
clean up your act.
Put simply, circuses cannot
offer the kind of care and living
Daniel Brennan

Irish eyes
smiling
while Eagles frown

Vulgarity hockey
game uncalled for

Columns

must

be 700 words

or fewer.

Editorials represent the official views of The Heights.
Letters generally respond to
articles,columns, and editorials
published in TheHeights. Columns are selected to provide a
wide spectrum of opinions and
views on topics ofinterest to the
BC community.
The Heights reserves the
right to reject letters and columns and edit for clarity, brevity, accuracy, and to prevent
libel. TheHeights also reserves
the right to write headlines and
choose illustrations to accompany pieces submitted to the
newspaper. Submissions must
be signed and should include
the author's connection to BC,
address, and phone number.
Letters and columns can
be submitted online at www.
bcheights.com, by e-mail to
editor@bcheights.com, in
person or by mail to Editor,
The Heights, 113 McElroy
Commons, Chestnut Hill, MA
02467. The deadline for submissions is 6 p.m. on Saturday
for the Monday publication
and Tuesday at 6 p.m. for the
Thursday publication.

I want to thank you personally
for all your support of our team
during the 2005 season. Your enthusiasm at allthehome gameshas
been a major factor in our 4-1 home
record and we need you again on
Saturday night. We have another
great opportunity in prime time
on ESPN2 to showcase Boston
College and our footballprogram.
It is Senior Night against a strong
ACC rival NC State who is coming off a big win at Florida State.
We are competing on the field in
an important game for both teams
that willhave a major impact on the
postseasongoals for each. We need
your enthusiasm and intensity off
the field to make Alumni Stadium
a real home field advantage. It is
alsoyour opportunity to say thanks
to thefourth andfifth year seniors
who have been a big part of our
success. Their dedicationhas been
a major factor in leading the team
to postseason bowl victories in
each of the past five years.
The seniors in theirlast year of
eligibity include Will Blackmon,
Francois Brochu, Ricky Brown,
Ray Henderson, Larry Lester,
Chris Miller, Quinton Porter, Jeremy Trueblood, Al Washington,
Jazzmen Williams, and co-captains Mathias Kiwanuka and Pat
Ross. Come early, be proud, and
be loud!
Tom O'Brien
HeadFootball Coach

TheHeights

READSNOTE:
The Heights welcomesLetters to the Editor not exceeding
200 words from the Boston
College community. Letters do
not include anonymous letters,
poems, or fictional work. The
Heights also welcomescolumn
submissions for its op/ed pages.

needed
for senior night
Superfans
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VIEWPOINT

Thumbs
Up
Bat Boy The Musical: This weekend's performance sold out all four
of its shows andhad attendees raving. It provided a high level of fun
and amusement for the audience,
but at the same timeleft theviewers
with a moral lesson about acceptance. The acting was terrific and
energy was high for all the shows.
Congratulations to the cast for putting on a great performance.

Fixing of the Quad cement: Everyone has at one point or another tripped on that section of
cement in the Quad right after
passing Devlin Hall. You know
what we are talking about.
It was raised a littlebit higher than
the previous square, just waiting
to take the toenails from innocent
academics in flip flops. This year it
even seemed to have grown more
menacing,until, that is, thefacilities
staffdecided it had to go and shaved
it downand paved it over.Welldone
to them on making a huge difference for the student body. The only
downside is theloss of the amusing
time wasting activity of sitting on
the Quad benches and watching
people consistently trip on it. But
overall, the work is a plus.
USA Today: We know we haveused
this space in the past to express
anger towards theunfairness of the
poll system in college football, but
this week The USA Todaypoll took
the unusual step of giving Boston
College a break. Leaving theEagles
at 25 this week was a blessing for
the team, because The USA Today
poll is the one actually used in the
BCS rankings, which means BC has
a chance at a higher bowlgame, assuming it can win another game.

PhiladelphiaEagles: Finally someone had the guts to stand up to Terrell Owens. The loud-mouthed,
teammate-bashing, not-even-thatgreat-wide-receiverwas suspended
indefinitelyby the Eagles thisweek
after he tore uphis organization, this
timefor not excessively celebrating
his 100th career touchdown catch,
and for gettingin a fight with Hugh
Douglass. This guy has gotten away
with too much and is an unnecessary distraction to his team. Maybe
four weeks on thebench will force
some changes.

Thumbs
Down
Boston College offense: Wait,
wasn't the football team supposed
to be able to run over everything?
Weren't they supposedto be a rough
and tough tank charging down the
field, as they wereon the first drive
of the game? What happened on
Saturday was another Eagle squad
failing to a team it should havebeat.
And Florida State lost, meaningBC
should have still been mathematically in the heat of the ACC title
race. This loss hurt a lot morethan
the others.
Boston University: No, this isn't
because of the ice feud that has yet
to begin this season (although BU
does always deserve that thumbs
down). This thumbs down is for
the lack of tickets at its BU Fusion
Elements VI dance performance
on Saturday night. Many Boston
College students made the trek to
see BC's Synergy hip hop dance
group but were shut out at the door,
leaving them unhappyand Synergy
lacking a portion of its audience.
Synergy itself, however,had a great
performance andis fast becoming a
very popular group on campus.
Deborah Hale: The Denver resident has recently placed her house
for sale on eßay, but it comes with
a catch - ifyou buy the house you
also buy her. The 48-year-old has
given up on trying to find a husband in a conventionalway andhas
decided to sell herselfinstead. The
biddingbegins at $600,000and runs
until Valentine's Day.

People must take back the power Missing:
By Justin

the UGBC

Galacki

embarrassing withdrawal, the president
nominated neo-conservative Sam Alito.
year ago America was
I wonder how Judge Alito feels knowfaced with one ofthe most
ing that the president thinks that Harriet By Scan Scanlon
difficult choices a country
Miers was more qualified than him to be
A few weeks ago, close to a month and
can face: who our leader
a Supreme Court associate justice?Actua half after the beginning of the school
shouldbe for the nextfour
ally, 1 wonderwhat every person who has year, I received the first indication that
ever been a judge feels after hearing that
years. It seemed as if the 2004 election
the Undergraduate GovernmentofBoston
took on added importance; an ongoing
a womanwith no judicialexperiencewas
College(UGBC) actuallyexisted: they sent
war, a troubling economy, an uncertain
the most qualifiedperson in the country to
me an e-mail about a homecoming dance.
future to the Supreme Court, and much
be the next associate justice.
While dancesare alwaysregarded asa good
more. A year ago, America decided to
Unfortunately for the country, Judge
I sat there wondering,"Where has the
time,
reelect George W. Bush over JohnKerry
Alito is yet anotherhorrific choice. ShowUGBCbeen?" It was therefore only natural
and send him back to the White House.
ing that he is beholden to the religious
for me to find UGBC, so-to-speak.
As we sit and look back at this past year,
right, thepresident nominated a man who
So, as anyoutsider would, I loggedonto
once ruled that a woman must notify her
however, we arrive at one clear conclusion
the UGBC Web site. But, to my surprise,
about this election: Democrats were not
husband before exercising her right to
there were no official statements by the
the only ones to lose in 2004. America
choose and alsoruled that it was permispresident or vice president on thebig issues
lost as well.
sible to strip search a 10-year-old girl facingstudents thepast few weeks(censorIn a year since the president claimed
without a warrant. JudgeAlito is out ofthe
ship or the chaos of the basketball/hockey
that he had earned "political capital" and
mainstream of our nation and is a threat to
ticket sale) but rather an online poll about
each of our civil liberties.
he intended to spend it, our country is
where the best place to live on campus is
worse off than it was a year ago. His first
One year from now, our country will
CHRIS JONAS/ FOR THE HEIGHTS
and a calendarof events such as "Pimpyour
face another choice. We will choose to
major initiative was to ravage Social SePumpkin" and "Newtonvs. UpperDodgecurity and take away the safety net from ravaged the Gulf coast, putting the lives keep aparty in powerthat's house majority
ball." And even though I myself struggle
our retirees. Luckily, even his own party of thousands in danger. The president, leaderand chiefof staffto the vice-presiwith the questions ofwhich dorm is better
felt he was out of touch on this issue and meanwhile, decided to fly westfor politi- dent has been indicted and that's senate
thanthe other and when I can "pimp"anyit was quickly defeated. Next, we had the cal events and the occasional strumming majority leader and deputy chief of staff thing I own, is this all our representative
shameless interventionof a very personal of a guitar. When the citizens of this to the president are under investigation.
government on campus should be doing?
issue in the Terri Schiavo case. It is hard country needed leadership, the president We must decide if we want to keep a
I don't think so.
to believethat the "party ofsmallgovernwas nowhere to be found. Some sight the party that wants government so small it
I dug further, simply believingtherehad
ment" would support passing resolutions fact that most of his senior staff was on fits in your bedroom. We must decide if
to be something the UGBC was doing. So
that apply only to one family. Mercifully, vacation, thus the lack of direction for we want more guns on the streets, fewer
I clicked the link for "UGBC Newsletter"
Ms. Shiavo's 15 years of suffering came Mr. Bush. I may be mistaken, but a year after school programs, and a cessation of
to see the "brand new" edition. But, upon
to an end withoutfurther disruptionfrom ago we elected a president, not his staff, scientific research.
clicking the link, I found that the "brand
the federal government. Things stayed and it is his responsibility to do the job
One yearago, not only did Democrats
new" edition was actually brand new back
relatively quiet - well, let us ignore the we elected him to do, notto be ledby the lose,but America did as well. We can not
in February. So maybe I'm not the only
ongoingquagmire that is Iraq and Bush's hand by his puppet masters. This excuse let that happenagain, and the time to do
one who doesn't know what goes on in
refusal to meet with a grieving mother was used again after the nomination of justthat is now.
the UGBC?
during his five week vacation,for the moHarriet Miers. Bush's deputy chief of
Last but not least, I logged onto The
ment - until the end of the summer when staffwas too busy testifyingabout leaking Justin Galacki is a senior in the Carroll
Heights Web site. I was looking for anyincompetence was in full effect.
the name of a covert CIA agent to help School ofManagementandis president
thing that stood out about the UGBC but,
On August 29th, Hurricane Katrina with the nomination process. After her of the CollegeDemocrats ofBC.
onceagain, couldn't seem to come up with
too much. I did stumble, however,upon an
article from May on the current president
andvice president andtheirambitiousplans
for this fall. It was a pleasing article that
would makethereader look forward to the
fall and to begin to see some of their ideas
put into place.But, now that it's fall andwe
By Meghan Ryan
have all more than settled in and are finishing up midtermsofthefirst semester,where
not sure what I expected of yankees. Loudness, defiis theprogress? Where is theUGBC?
nitely.
If one was to log onto the UGBC Web
A certain elementofrudeness, a dashofmockery, a
site
like I had, they might come across
coldness, ifyou will. They would be people who speak
a link to the UGBC Constitution. And,
through their noses, laugh like a horse's braying, and
being busy college students, it is highly
be ignorant and unrefined. After all, "yankee" is Southern for
unlikelythat this documentwouldbe high
"pyromaniacbarbarian."
on the reading priority list in front of the
I was not surprised to find that candles were banned in the
thousandsofother pages we're required to
dorms.
read.
Nevertheless, onewould not have to
People up here are different, sure, and woefully ignorant about
look
far to noticethepreamble, for it's
very
"TheWarBetween the States", but they are hardly theforeigners
the
first
line.
It reads as follows:
Sure,
I imagined them to be.
I was right about the mockery ("all
the undergraduate studentsofBos"We,
y'all" is so the proper plural of "y'all") but while snow before
ton College, in our duty to take an active
Halloweenis not exactly my cup of tea, the people of this region
role
in the governanceof our university,in
are just as friendly, polite, and well, human as my friends back
to protecting theinterests
our
commitment
RANDY MACK BISHOP / NEWSART
home. Who knew?
and
of
the
student body at large,
opinions
Virginia is a red state, and proud of it. Popular opinion at who have had abortions andthe men who supported them in the
and in establishing a democratic student
home dictatesthatblue states are havensfor godless,murdering, decision. But this country is not a theocracy, and those beliefs
namby-pamby,rich intellectuals who think they're better than should not be forced on people who follow different faiths or government to serve as that collaborative
voice, do hereby establish this Constituwe are. Up here, I've found that people view Southerners as funno faith at all. It is not the government'splace to interfere with
tion for the UndergraduateGovernmentof
damentalist, gun-toting, Confederateflag-waving,pick-up truck a woman's body.
Boston
College."
driving rednecks who are five years behind the times.
I am pro-choicebecause, while I mightbe againstmany aborThere it was; the mission statement of
This is untrue.
tions because of my personal beliefs, I do believe thatthe choice
to have an abortionis a painful and, aboveall,personal decision, the UGBC. But where has the active role
We are at least 10 years behind.
in the University been? Was therea collecBut thepoint is that peoplewho perceiveeach other differently and that the option to safely undergo the operation should be
tive voice raised on behalf of the students
- wrongly -based solely on geographyand misperceptions only availableto those whose beliefs differ from mine.
who were denied access to basketball and
See? Pro-life and pro-choice.
grow when alignedwith more controversialand culturally diviticketsbecause of a boondoggleof
hockey
Now, I realize that the debate over abortion is much more
sive issues ofrace, religion,or, increasingly these days,political
a
sale
Was there a voice raised
process?
affiliation. Peopleassign complete strangers character defining complicated than that which I've set forth, but 1 present my
for
those
who
felt
theirFirst Amendment
beliefsbased solely onpolitical labels without thinking it through. stance on the issue to bring forward an interesting dichotomy:
rights were being violated whether you
For example: I am pro-choice. I am also pro-life.
In a culture that loves its labels, I fall in both categories, even
agreewith them ornot? Iftherewas, I didn't
thoughthey profess to be opposing sides. I'm not alone.
Impossible? Think about it.
hear about it and I'm fairly certain no one
I believe that abortionis an optionoflast resort, ideally to be
I know Republicans from blue states, Democrats from red
used onlyto save the life ofthe mother, but acceptableto be used ones. I know fundamentalistswho believe in the separation of else did either.
I think it's about time students started
in the first few weeks ofpregnancy, before the fetus becomes a church and state, New Englanders who don'tsay "wicked," and
looking for the UGBC because it's clear
person(according to my beliefs). I do not believe that late-term Southerners who don't drawl.
that, besides organizing a dance and conabortions are morally right.
Labels are misleading, so think the issue (or stereotype)
ductingpolls, they have not been looking
I also do not believe, however,that it is the government'splace throughbefore applying them.
for
us since the polls closed last spring.
all,
to dictate to women what must or must not happenwithin their
After
up here I've met some yankees who aren't pyroown bodies. If the religious groups within this country wish to
takea stand on the issue, thenthatis theirright, and they are well Meghan Ryan is afreshman in the College ofArts and
Scan Scanlon is a sophomore in the Colwithin those rights to denymembership to theirfaith to women Sciences.
lege ofArts and Sciences.

One

Labels are really just misnomers

.

I'm

Passive about everything, and proud of it
By Andrew C.

Last

Mauro

week, The Heights published an opinion article
that had some pretty candid
things to say about thepolitical aptitude ofour campus. In
it, the writermade numerous generalizations aboutBoston College students, most
notably that we are apathetic and care
more about college football than politics.
As any aspiring intellectual would, I
looked the piece over and thought about
it for awhile.After reading it a few times,
I decided that in my case her observation
was correct and more importantly, that I
was proud of it.
Hello, my name is Andy Mauro. I'm
a sophomore, an undecided major, and
a proud non-voter. For 19 years, I have
lived my life with a complete and selfish
disregard for the worldaround me.
Take last Sunday, for instance, when I
woke up at 1 p.m. just in time for the Giants' gamekickoff, and proceeded to watch

a staggering 11 straight hours offootball.
During that span, I watchedESPN's NFL
Live at least threetimes, memorizingall of
Chris Berman's quips and obscurely-referencedplayer nicknames in theprocess.
Exhausted after a long day, I settled into
bed around midnight. It was by far my
most ambitiousand productive afternoon
of the week.
This Sundayroutine may seem strange
and foreign to some of you more pretentious, self-absorbed,politics-lovingreaders, but I do not think it's unreasonable to
assume that most of you find yourselves
in a similar situation on the first day of
every week.
We college students are a rare breed;
we crave simplicity and enjoy the finer
things in life, like playing video games,
eating Chinese food, sticking it to the
man, and most of all, stalking people on
the Facebook.
The fact is, your averageBC student
could not care less whether Harriet Winslow or whoever earned a nomination to

the Supreme Court. The state of politics,
more specifically the executive decisions
of our much-reveredpresident, does not
mean anything to us. To expand on the
sentimentof some guy who I saw on TV,
George Bush does not care about Andy
Mauro, and Andy Mauro does not care
about GeorgeBush.
Going further, I think I speak for the
entire campus when I say that I have not
read a newspaper(or book, for that matter) from beginning to end in my entire
life. When I double-click on the Mozilla
Firefox icon on my computer's desktop,
I am taken straight to sparknotes.com,
which has served as the base of my Internet operationsfor goingon five years. My
typical essay-writing techniques include
procrastination and plagiarism. I have
never been to the library. I use the Welch
basement lounge for whatit was intended
and nothing more (i.e., lounging).
I, for one, dread the day that I wake
up in the morning and anticipate the daily
newspaper, because I know that when

that day comes I will have become truly
un-cool. At that point I'll most likely be
trapped in a thankless job - only one bad
break away from the welfare line - and
have a bunch of bratty kids who don't
respect me. The morning routine ofwaking up, walking the dog, and reading the
newspaper over lukewarm home-made
coffee is so Willy Loman, it's not even
funny.
Until that day, I will remain apathetic
and stubborn. Whenever I finally get the
motivation to go out and vote, I will do
so completely uninformed and ignorant.
Whenever I turn on my TV, I will go
straight to ESPN. Whenever I open a
newspaper, I will not hesitate to turn to
the sports section and only look at the
pictures - and maybe, just maybe, read
the captions.
And I dare, no, double-dareyou, to try
and stop me.
Andrew Mauro is a sophomorein the
College ofArts and Sciences.
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Mark Stolze:
Early Riser
Rookie Surfer
Professional Rocker*
Is Welcome Here
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Down Hill

Ryan needs
to be given
call to arms

Sloppy from
kickoff to

final plays
By Kevin Armstrong
Sports Editor

CHAPEL HILL,
N.C. High above
theKenan Stadium

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. Ryan Ohliger
was thefirst Eagle to the ball.
He kicked it off the tee, and watched it
fly 55 yardsthrough
UNC 16
the Carolina blue
No. 19 BC 14
sky to the North
Carolina 10-yard line. UNC's Wallace
Wright fielded the kick, went left, then
right, fumbledthe ball twice, and evaded
four Boston College tacklers all the way
down the field.
Ohliger was the last Eagle to have a
shot at him, and he missed that opportunity. Off went Wright, running 90 yards
to an openingkickoff touchdown return.
Gone in 16 seconds, BC was down 6-0.
The extrapointby Connor Barth followed,
andBC responded on its first drive. From
there, though, the foot shootingcontinued
as the Eagles lost, 16-14 in front of a
thouroghlybluecrowdof 48,000 atKenan
Stadium.
"I don't want this to be takenthe wrong
way,but I think we did a goodenoughjob
that we should have had more points, but
we shotourselves in the foot way too many
times," BC left tackle Jeremy Trueblood
said. "When you're your own worst enemy, you can't win too many games."
Those shots to the feet were fired in
various ways. Whether it was the missed
tackles on defense, the inability to stop
UNC from converting third downs into
first and 10s,or the general ineffectiveplay
by the offense, BC playedsloppilyin the
serene settings ofNorth Carolina.
"It was a tough day for us today," said
BC head coach Tom O'Brien. "We didn't
play well enough to win thefootball game.
We seemedto movetheball in betweenthe
20s, but then when we got in thered zone,
we couldn't get the ball in the end zone.
BC tied the game at 7-7 when Andre
Callenderplunged through a hole into the
end zone after a 3-yard run. Will Troost
converted the extra point, and things appeared to be going the Eagles' way.
'"I figured after the way [the first
drive] went, we could get a rhythm and
?

?

post-game festivi-

ties, bells tolled in the
campus bell tower as
Quinton Porter told
about his day.
Kevin
The Maine question
Armstrong
was answering inquiries as the bellsrang in
the four o'clock hour, but the important
statement of the day had alreadybeen
made. It was done on the field as he
threw afinal act of incompletion. Porter
is not the best quarterback for this team.
He hasn'tbeen for at least a few weeks
now, and if things are to be righted this
week, Matt Ryan will be startingagainst
North Carolina State this Saturday.
It was ironic that on the day when he
may have started his final game as an
Eagle, Porter did not turn the ball over.
He did not fumble. He did not throw any
interceptions. But he was ineffective. He
did not find his stride until his last drive
whenhe threwsix straight completions, and even that drive ended with
him throwing an incompletionon third
and 32 from the 36-yard line. With that,
Ryan took off his hat. Put on his helmet
and got loose. In short, Porter (16-26,
144yards, O TD) did not turn the ball
over. Instead, he most likely turned over
his job.
"I figured afterthe way [the first
drive] went, we could get a rhythm
and get going, but it was really tough,"
Porter said.
It was tough to watch is what it was.
Although the University ofNorth Carolina's nickname is the Tar Heels, Boston
College lookedlike the one stuck in
back country mud as it was slow to get
things going, playing sloppilythroughout the first half.
Nothing seemed to work afterBC
used 12 plays and marched 63 yards
on the opening drive. It appearedthe
evidence was on the field that BC could

See Armstrong, B3
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Quarterback Quinton Porterended his day with his helmet off and a position on the sidelines. With missed tackles and lost opportunities
addingup, head coach Tom O'Brien put Matt Ryan in during thefourth quarter, which unfortunately proved not soon enough.

SeeDown, B6

UNH proves to be no
quandary for Quandt
impossible. Though the Eagles had several breakaway
runs down the ice, a tough UNH squad was ready and
willingto takeplayers downto prevent goals. Excellent
play on both teams kept the gametied and drove it into
"It was a tough loss," said freshman Stephanie Olchowski of the Eagles' first season loss, a 4-0 defeat at overtime, forcing the Eagles to face the prospect of a
the hands of the No. 5 University ofNew Hampshire fourth tic on their regular season record.
Wildcats. She smiled, triumphantly, "And a great
But it was not to be. Though keeping UNH off the
comeback."
boards until thethird periodwas something to be proud
Saturday night at Kelly Rink the Boston College of in and of itself, the Eagles continued to fight with a
Eagles proved that while they could be outshot, they vengeance.
couldn't be outplayed or outWith just under a minute remaining in play, sophoi.,
r.
-.
~.
Boston College
3 classed,, rallying
?
2
to score their more Deb Spillane, who scoredthe second Eagle goal,
first ever victory against the got the puck to freshman Becky Zavizafor a goal and
Wildcats with a 3-2 score in overtime.
an importantleaguevictory for the Eagles early in the
The Eagles took an early lead in whatproved to be a season.
HEIGHTS PHOTOS / NICKTARNOFF
"We came out really strong," said freshman Megan
very physical game, with sophomore SarahFeldman's
Alison Quandt deflected the puck in one of her 21 saves in Saturday night's 3-2 overtime victory over UNH. The
unassisted goal in the first period, her third of the Fardelmann. "We wanted it a lot more. And we sursenior captain kept her team in the game and helped the Eagles improve theirrecord to 3-1-3 this season.
season.
prised them."
Senior goalkeeper Alison Quandt, whose sterling
These teams have played each other 35 times and
performance included an incrediblecatch with her left, this was the first time in the history ofthe BC women's
held back an increasingly aggressive Wildcat offense ice hockey that it has defeated UNH. The young BC
ACC Championship Update
throughout both the first and second period, as UNH team, comprised of mostly freshman and sophomores,
Nov. 3, College Park, Md.
racked up 13 shots to the Eagle's seven and played handled themselveslike experiencedpros in the face of
violentlybehind the BC net.
increasingly aggressive opposition.
Field Hockey
The offense, Feldman, Wedig, and Zaviza, "really
The Eagles, however,refused to give an inch, killing
two power plays for theWildcats. UNH finally broke the came together,"Olchowski said. The Eagles'crisp passAnd on the first day, the Eagles lost. Though they outplayed UNC on both the field and the score sheet,
defensive line on a power play in the beginning of the ing and aggressive play kept the Wildcats offbalance.
the Tar Heels outscored BC and cut short the Eagles stay in the ACC tournament. The final score was
third period, scoring for the first time five minutes in. Both teams made excellent use of theboards, and both
2-1, marking BC's exitfrom the tourney. Still, the team's postseason hopes are alive and well as they
Though theEagles drove straight for the Wildcat goalin racked up several fouls apiece for hooking, slashing,
awaitwordfrom the NCAA selectioncommittee on whetheror not they will be playing in the tourney
retaliation, they werequickly put back on the defensive, high stick, and interference.
for the third straight year. The selection will be announced Wednesday at 7 p.m.
and UNH scored again, not three minutes later.
UNH outshotthe Eagles 21 -15. This is only the secThis proved to be more than enoughincentivefor the ond loss for the Wildcats this season and an unexpected
Women's Soccer
Eagles, who fought back viciously and tied the game upset ofsuch a highly ranked team.
The No. 13 ranked Eagles dropped a 2-0 decision to Duke, who was ranked No. 12 in the nation last
with 11 minutes remainingin regulationplay. After this
The Eagles, with an improvedrecord of3-1-3 overall
week. A tough regular season scheddule and quality wins in conference should put the Eagles on the
goal, play was taken to a higher level that brought the and 2-1-1 in conference, face No. 6 Dartmouth at home
receiving end of an NCAA tournament invitation this week.
sparse crowd to its feet as both teams tried desperately tomorrow. BC has yet to loose a game on its home ice.
After Saturday's performance, it looks as though that
to score.
Superb play by both goalkeepers rendered this trend will continue.
By Meg Ryan
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I want my CSTV

AHeights staffwriter questionswhy a number of
sports stations are unavailable to BC students. B3
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Check out the newest addition to page 2. You instant message your comments, we post them. B2
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NOTABLE QUOTABLE

Short

"That right there justshows you the type
of class and integrity that they claim not
to be. It's an embarrassment. It just shows
a lack of class they have ... Had it been
somebody else, theyprobably would have
popped fireworks around the stadium"

in

Sports

Philadelphia Eagles' wide reciever Terrell
Owens on his team not recognizing his 100th
career touchdown reception
?

Page 2 Weird News
Sure, Bob Stoops
has had a tough season
in Oklahoma, but he
could take some consolation from this one.
The good news in this
story is that the Hanna
High School basketball
team wasn't shutout.
The bad news is that
they lost by a score of
112-2.
The Earlsboro Wildcats led 42-0 after the
first quarter and by halftime they were ahead
73-2. In the second half
Earlsboro coach Jim
Walling pulled his starters and the referees
kept a running clock.
Despite this, Hanna

KRT PHOTO

Coach Bob Stoops.
High couldn't add to its
two points.

To make matters
worse, each of the
10 Earlsboro players

scored in the game and
seven of them finished
in double figures.

Sports Calendar
TIME

DAY

EVENT

FOOTBALL

Sat., Nov. 12

vs. NC State

7:15 p.m.

MEN'S SOCCER

Seminoles can't take the

Tue.-Sun., Nov. 8-13

Wolfpack

The 179 yards on the ground for Andre Brown and three
interceptionsby the Wolfpack defense helped North Carolina
State upset No. 9 Florida State 20-15.
FSU's offense was largely ineffective. With tailbackLeon
Washington out with injuries, the Seminoles only managed
43 yards rushing. Drew Weatherford completed a dismal 5
of 17 passes in the secondhalffor 55 yards. He was replaced
halfway through the fourth quarter by Xavier Lee.
The Seminoles' only touchdown camein the second quarter
when Chris Davis caught a Weatherfordpass for 33 yards.All
other FSU points came on field goals and one safety. Before
the game the team was averaging 40 points a game.
NC State got an early lead with a 65-yard touchdown run
from Brown just 17 seconds into the game.
On the defensive side, the team was helpedby two interceptions from A.J. Davis and one from Garland Heath.

KRT PHOTO

Hokies

ACC

overcome by Hurricanes

In what was the biggest game of the week, No. 5 Miami
came into Blacksburg as the underdogand left with a huge 27-7
victory over the No. 3 Hokies. Virginia Tech's first loss of the
season bumped them out of the national title picture.
The Miami defense, allowing the fewest yards pergame in
the nation, led the way to victory by forcing six Virginia Tech
turnovers. Marcus Vick fumbled four times and threw two
interceptions. The Hurricane offense turned those turnovers
into 17 points. Vickfinished 8-for-22 with 90 yards. The only
scorefor the Hokies came on Vick's 2-yardrushing touchdown
in the fourth quarter. It kept his team from being shutout for
the first timesince 1995.
Miami quarterbackKyle Wright was 13 of 22 with 146
yards, while Charlie Jones, filling in for the injured Tyrone
Moss, rushed for 97 yards with a touchdown

Volleyball shutout after Friday win

BCSPORTS

The women'svolleyballteam wasblanked by the University
of Virginia 3-0 on Saturday, a day after shutting out Virginia
Tech 3-0 for their second conference win.
The Eagles lost Saturday's match 30-26, 30-28, and 30-23.
Co-captain Allison Anderson had a match high 20 digs and a
served ace to bring her team-leading total to 32. Sophomore
Kelsey Johnson added to a team high 235 kills by notching
nine more in the match.
Friday's win put an end to a tough stretch of eight straight
losses. The Eagles started out on top and finished strong, winning by scores of 30-25,30-19, and 30-28. JuniorAlison Shepp
led the team with 14 kills, while junior Dorota Niemczewska
was second with 11.
Thebest chance VirginiaTech had was when they took a 3-0
lead in the second game,but Boston College came back, thanks
in part to Anderson serving for seven straightpoints. The third
game was a back and forth struggle until the Eagles went up
13-12and never relinquished the lead.

Soccer drops final game to UNC, 5-0
The men's soccer team ended its regular seasonwith a disappointing 5-0 loss to No. 4 North Carolina. The team will begin
the first round of the ACC Tournament tomorrow.
In Friday's gametheTarHeels scored early when Cory Ashe
netted a rebound in the fifth minute. Scott Campbell had a great
offensive day for UNC with three goals, one of which was a
header in the 20th minute of play.
UNC led 2-0 at the halfand kept the Eagles offbalance offensively. Boston College had seven shots, but couldn't get one
past Tar Heel goalies Justin Hughes and Ford Williams. Issey
Mahalo had five saves and gave up three of the goals, while
Shane Boggis made three saves and let up two goals.

Swim squad splits against

Fordham

The swimming and diving team earned a split against
Fordham this weekend as the women's team won by a 153-88
margin, while the men fell 154.5-84.5.
SistersCaroline andElizabeth Byron had strong performances for the women's team. Carolinefinished first in the 200-yard
freestyleand secondin the 100-yardfreestyle. Elizabethfinished
first in the 50-yard freestyle andthe 100-yard freestyle.
ToreyThelin won the 200-yardbutterfly and Tanya Suryoutomo placed second in the 200-yard backstroke.
On the men's side Andrew Faughnan, Matt Northrup, and
Daniel Kollar finished first, second, and third respectively in
the 100-yard freestyle.
Jeffrey Benson combinedwith thethree to win the 400-yard
freestyle in 3:16.49, but the team couldn't pull off the win in
the meet.

I

ACC Playoffs

3 p.m.

@ Vermont

MEN'SICE HOCKEY
Sun., Nov. 13

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Sun., Nov. 13

7 p.m.

vs. St. Michael's

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Fri., Nov. 11

7 p.m.

Sun., Nov. 12

3 p.m.

Preseason WNIT

TBA

NCAA First Round

vs. Drexel

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Fri., Nov. 11

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
Fri., Nov. 11

7 p.m.

Sat., Nov. 12

7 p.m.

@

Wake Forest
@ Duke

WOMEN'S SWIMMING
Fri., Nov. 11

NATION

TBA

4 p.m.

@

Northeastern

UCLA crushed in first loss to Zona

WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY

Virginia Tech wasn't the only unbeaten team that was
toppled on Saturday. No. 7 UCLA lost in a big way, 52-14, to
Arizona, who pounded out 519 yards of totaloffense.
Arizona's 18-year-oldfreshman quarterback, Willie Tuitama,
madehis second career start and completed 14 of 24 passes for
204 yards and two touchdowns.On the ground,Arizona's Mike
Bell rushed for 153 yards and one touchdown while Gilbert
Harris added a career best 116 yards with a touchdown.
In three of their previous four wins, the Bruins had come
from behind in the fourth quarter, but this 52-7 third-quarter
deficitcould not be overcome. UCLA quarterback Drew Olson
had a solid performance statistically, going 23 for 38 with 232
yards and two touchdowns.
UCLA was the highest ranked team to lose to Arizona since
1992, when the Wildcats beat No. 1 Washington.

Tue., Nov. 8

7 p.m.

vs. Dartmouth

Sat., Nov. 12

Ip.m.

@Vale

Tulane basketball to play at home
New Orleans is still reeling from the devastation ofHurricane Katrina, but Tulane will be back in the city to play
basketball this season.
The men's team willplay 10 games at FogelmanArena
in New Orleans with its first home game coming on Dec.
27 against Richmond. The women's team will also play the
majority ofits games in the city.
Following the hurricane, Tulane moved its football team
to Louisiana Tech in Ruston, La. In the pros, the Saints and
Hornets' games have been relocated, so the basketball teams
will be some of the first teams to return to New Orleans.
The other four games on the team'shome schedule will
be played on the campus ofTexas A&M.

USC, Texas win big, stay unbeaten
The nation's two best football teams both won decisively

this weekend, as No. 1 USC and No. 2 Texas cruised to blowout
wins this Saturday.

The top-ranked Trojans (9-0) took a 37-0 second-quarter
lead against Stanford and never looked back, winning 51-21.
The USC offense racked up 529 yards oftotal offense, and their
defenseforced five turnovers.
Reigning Heisman Trophy winner Matt Leinart completed
22 of28 passes for 259 yards andfour touchdowns. ReggieBush
added 113 yards rushing and a touchdown for USC.
Texas (9-0) blanked in-state rival Baylor 62-0, outgaining
Baylor 645-201 in the win.
Longhorns quarterbackand Heisman candidate Vince Young
threw for 298 yards and a pair oftouchdowns.

Taking AIM
File Edit

Insert People

WarningLevel: QZ

BCHeightsSports: Want more touches for Andre
Callender? Think Brock Bradford is the next Pat
Eaves? Still crying over Theo's departure? Well, tell
HeightsSports about it. The Heights sports department has set up an AIM account - BCHeightsSports
- and we'll leave it on with a witty away message as
often as we possibly can. So lend us your thoughts
on any Boston College, college, or national sports
news. We'll keep all comments anonymous, so keep
it clean, keep it funny, keep it real. See you online.
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Warn Block

Add Buddy

Get Info

GAME OF THE WEEK
College Football No. 5 LSU vs. No. 4 Alabama
Where: Tuscaloosa, Ala.
When: Saturday, 3:30 p.m.
TV: CBS
?

After Louisiana State University and Virginia Tech fell, Alabama is one of the three remaining unbeaten teams. It will
have possibly its biggest test this Saturday when the LSU
Tigers come to town for an important SEC game. The Tigers
are 7-1 andhave wonsix straight, including wins over Florida
andAuburn. On the other hand, Alabamahad a big win over
Florida and an exciting 6-3 victory over Tennessee. LSU will
be looking to improve on its third-place position in the West
division, and a win againstfirst-place Alabamawould definitely
go a long way.
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Christmas list growing? I want my CSTV and ESPNU, too
By

Dan Schwartz

With hockey season back in gear at
Boston College, we all havereturned to
the habit ofcarrying out our favorite traditions. Personally, I've already checked
eachkey item off my list.
I have heard Jerry Yorkremind me
that it was "a well-playedHockey East
contest." I have compared the opposing
goaltenderto a sieve. 1 have shouted,
"How much time is left?" with 1:03
on the clock, and then heard the public
address announcerreply, "One minute to
play in the period." I have evenwatched
a few BC road games on television.
On second thought, I should confess
that one ofthe preceding statements was
not true. You can probably take a guess
as to which one.
The most recent BC game, a 3-2 win
at New Hampshire last Tuesday, was
broadcast on the College Sports TelevisionNetwork (CSTV). The Eagles' next
game, on Nov. 13 at Vermont, will be
televised on ESPNU.
Doesn't that sound great?BC gets
two straight televisedconference games,
so that prospective Eagles can see York's
boys in action - there may be no better
recruiting tool than winning a game on
TV.
But hold on. There is, as always, a
catch. You probably know the answer
to this one as well.Has anyone seen
these networks?Not even those with

HEIGHTS PHOTOS / NICK TARNOFF

All we need are some more chances to see the Eagles play when they are not in Kelley.
digital cable off campus, who get such
necessities as the Food Network and the
vaunted Nickelodeon GAS channel, can
tune in to these great stations.
I love the premise behind these allcollege-sports channels. 1 am among the
many people who love college sports.
We invest a lot of time(and money) into
them, especially during March. When
big-time programslike Duke and North
Carolina hook up on the hardwood, the

masses tune in to ESPN to see it.
Now that we have ESPNU, or, as
I call it - with all due respect to our
friends in Miami - the U, you can switch
channels to find thatpivotalmatch-up
betweenthe two lowest-rankedteams in
the Big South or some other low-major
conference.
You mean that I cansee Charleston
Southern tangle with Coastal Carolina?
Where do I sign up? What is the phone

number ofmy cable or satellite provider? Where has the U been all my life?
In all seriousness, I do appreciate
the efforts ofCSTV and ESPNU to
show more of a college sport thatneeds
exposure: hockey. The sight of a BC
hockey game on TV is a rare one indeed,
and even I sometimes lack the patience
to sit at a radio to listen to theseroad
games. Simply put, if I could watch the
U, I would tune in to BC-Vermont next
Sunday.
On the otherhand, the worldis not
exactly clamoringfor one more channel showing a game during footballand
basketball season.
It's great that the second tier of major-conference schools, like BC, can be
broadcast nationally on a fairly regular
basis, but we really are nearing that
dangerousline of too much.
We have had syndicated regional
broadcastsfor overa decade now. Our
new southern friends have Jefferson
Pilot, and its gameof the week is shown
in Boston. Heck, you can still see the
Big East game of the week on ESPN's
regionalsyndicate.
(No, I was just fired by The Heights
for mentioning the Big East.)
Maybe these networks need to spice
things up. ESPN could craft some spinoff networks.
You know that if they launched
ESPNUP, to show coaches' press conferences, you wouldTivo every Bobby

Knight presser.
Then they could launch ESPNUC,
where they wouldshow student-athletes
in class. That could wind up resembling
thefirst few days of the NCAA Tournament, with Greg Gumbel taking us
around to four differentclasses at once.
I would watch just to hear things like,
"And nowwe're going live to Chestnut
Hill and Will Blackmon's English class,
where they are discussing Beowulf."
But since thatwill never happen, all
we have left to see is whether one or
both of these obscure all-college-sports
networks lives to become a mainstay on
yourbasic cable package.
If one drives the other out ofbusiness, I won't predict the winner, but the
U has four big advantages over CSTV:
E, S, P, and N.
Consideringall of the energy that
ESPN spent advertising its latest project, culminating in the U's launch last
March, it appears to have overlooked
one small detail. ESPN did a good job
ofreminding us that it was starting a
network. It apparentlyforgot to tell your
cable or satellite provider to put it on
the air.
If it ever fixes thatproblem, you can
be sure that I will be tuning in.
Dan Schwartz is a a staff writer o/The
Heights and juniorin the College ofArts
andSciences.

Better off trying with Ryan
Armstrong, from Bl
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Larry Lester's touchdown was too little too late and left BC still trailing by two points in the end.

Feeling Carolina blue
Down Hill, from Bl
get going, but it wasreally tough,"
Porter said.
From that point on, punter
Johnny Ayers became the most
used option for BC as he was
calledon to punt seven of the next
eightpossessions.
The other possession? That
ended with a Will Troost 48-yard
field goal attempt sailingwide left
ofthe goal post. It hadthe distance,
just not the accuracy.
"We need to be a better third
down team on offense. We need
to be a better third down team on

defense," O'Brien said.
At one point, UNC had converted eight of 15 third down
opportunities, further allowing
the clock to tick away and BC's
defense to remain on the field.
"Wecouldn't get off thefield in
the first half. We didn't tackle very
well then," O'Brien said. "And
then they made some long drives
and playedkeep-away and didn't
give us much of an opportunity, so

Football
USA TODAYCOACHES POLL
Rank

1

2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Votes

1,544
1,494
1,398
1,385
1,283
1,139
1,124
1,116
1,093
962
919
754
745

744
710
667
619
491
385
360
302
275
242
117
56

NORTHCAROLINA 16, BOSTON COLLEGE 14
Pr.
1
2
3
5
6
11
9
3
10
13
13
15
17
7
16
8
18
20
14
22
24
23
25
NR
19

OTHERS RECEIVING VOTES:
California 55, UTEP 52, Northwestern 43, Boise State
31, South Carolina 18, Minnesota 17, Oklahoma 8,
Clemson 1, lowa State 1,

ACC FOOTBALL STANDINGS

credit them."
BC did not score again until
MattRyan entered the game in the
fourth quarter and led the Eagles
on an 80-yard drive that lasted 11
plays. Only 44 seconds remained
when that drive ended with a Larry
Lester touchdownreception.
Last week Virginia Tech put
on a fireworks display after the
national anthem. This time, the
site was Chapel Hill, and Wallace
Wright brought the spark. Down
went BC.
"I knew it was going to be a
long day when they ran the opening kick back on us," Will Blackmon said.
Scheduling Note:
Saturday's game against NC
State will be broadcast on ESPN2
and will kick off at 7:30 p.m. It is
also Senior Night.

Team (FP)
Record
USC (56)
9-0
Texas (6)
9-0
Alabama
9-0
Miami(FL)
7-1
LSU
7-1
Perm State
9-1
Notre Dame
6-2
VirginiaTech
8-1
Georgia
7-1
OhioState
7-2
Oregon
8-1
Florida
7-2
Texas Tech
8-1
UCLA
8-1
West Virginia 7-1
FloridaState
7-2
Auburn
7-2
TCU
9-1
Wisconsin
8-2
Fresno State
7-1
Colorado
7-2
Michigan
6-3
Louisville
6-2
Georgia Tech
6-2
Boston College 6-3

ATLANTIC
Florida State
Boston College
Clemson
Wake Forest
Maryland
N.C. State

OVERALL
W
L
7
2
6
3
5
4
4
6
4
4
4
4

CONF
W
5
3
3
3
2
2

COASTAL
Virginia Tech
Miami
Georgia Tech
North Carolina
Virginia
Duke

OVERALL
W
L
8
1
7
1
6
2
4
4
5
3
19

CONF
W
L
5 1
4 1
4
2
3
2
2
3
0
7

L
2
3
4
4
3
4

ASSOCIATED PRESS POLL
Rank
1
2
3

4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Team (FP)
Record
USC (57)
9-0
Texas (8)
9-0
Miami(FL)
7-1
Alabama
8-0
LSU
7-1
Perm State
9-1
Notre Dame
6-2
Virginia Tech
8-1
Georgia
7-1
Ohio State
7-2
Oregon
8-1
Florida
7-2
Texas Tech
8-1
UCLA
8-1
Auburn
7-2
WestVirginia 7-1
FloridaState
7-2
TCU
9-1
Wisconsin
8-2
FresnoState
7-1
Michigan
6-3
Colorado
7-2
Louisville
6-2
Georgia Tech
6-2
Northwestern
6-3

Votes

1,617
1,563
1,500
1,395
1,328
1,271
1,201
1,147
1,097
1,076
943
905
753
693
680
677
605
536
438
410
372
312
242
109
82

Pr.
1
2
5
4
6
10
8
3
11
12
15
13
16
7
17
18
9
20
14
21
22
25
24
NR
NR

OTHERS RECEIVING VOTES:
California 38, Boston College 24, Boise State 23,
Oklahoma 16, South Carolina 14, Minnesota 12, lowa
State 5, South Florida 1, lowa 1,

Scoring Summary
NorthCarolina
Connecticut

10
7

3
0

3
0

0

16
14

7

First Quarter
UNC-Wright,90 kick return 14:43.
Boston College-Callender 3 run (Troost kick), 9:24
UNC-FG Barth 20, 0:23,
Second Quarter
UNC-FG Barth 22, 4:05,
Third Quarter
UNC-FG Barth 44, 4:14,
Fourth Quarter
Boston College-Lester 10pass from Ryan (Troost
kick), 0:44,
Att

punish UNC in the trenches, but thatflow ebbed
and BC did not score again until there was less
than a minute remainingin the game.
The singlebright spot for Porter was the one
drive with six straight completions. A Will Blackmon touchdown reception was called back on that
drive, and BC movedforward no more. A penalty
was called on the nextplay. Porter was sacked
afterthat. Then there was a false start by tight end
Chris Miller. Those penalties put BC in the third
downand 32 yards to go position, leavingPorter
to throw another incompletion. Off went Porter.
In came Johnny Ayers to punt. On a drive that BC
got as far as the 14-yard line, Porter's day ended
with an incompletion.
So with 14:45 left in the fourth quarter, Ryan
got wordfrom O'Brien that he was goingin.
Another day spent mostly on the bench ended
with Ryan (10-14, 94 yards, 1 TD) throwing
passes and leadingBC to a late touchdown. This
time, though, it was too little too late. The deficit
remainedtwo points. No comeback for BC. No
save for Ryan.
"ft seemedlike we needed a spark there starting the fourth quarter," O'Brien said. "That's
why I went to Matt Ryan. Obviously, he brought
something whenhe got in the game, so I'll have
to sit downand assess that situation."
The question now is: who should start? Ryan
came in for Porter against Florida State when Porter hurthis ankle. He playedin his stead against
Clemson, and engineereda win in the ACC's second most hostile environment(after Blacksburg).
He led an aerial assault against the pushovers
from Ball State, and then Porter returned and beat
Virginia. All was well. But then he proved ineffective againagainst Wake Forest and was relieved
by Ryan.
On national televisionand in high definition,
Porter struggled against Virginia Tech, just as

he did against UNC. Passes were thrownbehind

receivers, ahead ofreceivers, and into coverage. He
rolled out and was caught from behind. He sunk in
the pocket and was never able to get into a flow. By
the time the first half was through, he was six of 13
for only 68 yards.
Nonetheless, there was no bullpen activity or
any sign of Ryan's entry into the game.The score
was 13-7, despite BC's lack ofoffense. The deficit
grew to nine points after another Connor Barth field
goal.
So now the scorecard is set. The Wake game
was strike one. Virginia Tech was strike two. Strike
three may have been Saturday.
No one can say Porter has not had his chances.
O'Brien has given him plenty ofrope, and now the
right call is saving the situation with Ryan. Porter
has not been able to handle therush the past two
weeks.His offensive line was beaten up by Virginia
Tech, but Porter did not help the cause, either.
Against Carolina, therush was againin his face,
but he was not able to dance awayfrom trouble.He
lookedlike the one with tar on his heel.
The next call? Ryan has to be slated as the starter this week. He needs to be the one getting thereps
in practice, the extra attention to detail. Whatever it
takes to get him ready needs to be done.
He will need to keep the Wolfpack at bay. They
are coming off a big upset of Florida State last
week.
It will be Senior Day at Alumni Stadium.
Porter's last game in front of the home crowd. Still,
O'Brien said that will have no bearing on his decision. Seniorityand sentimentalityneed to be put
aside. Ryan's the right call. The relievernow needs
to be the starter. His bullpen days are over.
Those bells in the bell tower? They weren't just
ringing for the hour change. They were ringing in
the Ryan era.
Kevin Armstrong is the sports editorof The Heights.
His column appearsevery Monday and Thursday.

- 48,000
Team Statistics

TOTALFIRST DOWNS

BC
20

UNC
19

NET YARDS RUSHING
Rushes

100
30

99
40
211

PokeU

NET YARDS PASSING

237

PUNTS-AVERAGE

8-38.2

5-43.8

RETURN YARDS

33

25

PENALTIES-YARDS

8-55

7-60

FUMBLES-LOST

0-0

0-0

TIME OF POSSESSION

25:56

34:04

Passing
NORTH CAROLINA
Baker

CMP ATT
20
32

YDS TD
211
0

INT
1

BOSTON COLLEGE
Porter
Ryan

CMP ATT
16
26
10
14

YDS TD
144 0
93
1

INT
0
0

Rushing
NORTHCAROLINA
McGill
Edwards
Baker

ATT
20
10
7

BOSTON COLLEGE
Whitworth
Calender
Toal
1
Porter

ATT
14
11

YDS
75
32
1

YDS
58
45
3
4-6

TD
0
0
0
TD
0
1
0
0

Receiving
NORTH CAROLINA
REC
Holley
8
McGill
3
Edwards
2
Mason
2
1
Mitchell
Starcevic
1
Cook
1
1
Pollock
Wright
1

YDS
125
20
31
3
11

REC
BOSTON COLLEGE
Blackmon
8
Lester
7
Miller
3
Gonzalez
2
Lynch
2
Lilly
1
1
Whitworth
Challenger
1

YDS
78
54
18
49
15
9

7
6
5
3

7
5

TD
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
TD
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

?Played 11/05/05

PHOTO COURTESY OF RYAN BROWN

Fencing took the gold in Individual Men's Epee and placed in Women's Sabre and Foil on Saturday.
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WEATHER
FIVE DAY FORECAST FOR CHESTNUT HILL
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61°
Partly sunny;
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ALMANAC DATA
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Mainly clear
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45°

LOCAL WEATHER TODAY
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70740°
56742°
54.4°
49.0°

Last week's aye. temperature
Last week's normal aye. temp

Precipitation
trace
Precipitation for the week
trace
Precipitation for the month
Normal precip for the month
0 65"
1H'37'09"
Precipitation for the year

__

AccuWeather RealFeel®
The exclusiveAccuWeather composite index ofef?

fecttve temperature based on etght weather factors.

Shownts the htghest value ofthe day.
Today
Tuesday

55°
57°
47°
54°
48°

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
nniinin*Ti

POLLEN DATA

(yesterday)

N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

Grass
Trees
Weeds
Mold
Source: National Allergy Bureau
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SUN AND MOON
Day

Sunrise
6 7s

Ta

TnesrL

wednesHavy
Day
Today
Tuesday
Wednesday

t?l
am'
?7

'
?

Moonnse
12:23 p.m.

1:01p.m.
1:31p.m.

Sunset
~,?

::

4 ?9
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weather

Springfield

»
57/40

n'm'

4 2Bn'm
p
Moonset
9:22 p.m.
10:40p.m.

11:57p.m.

Today

,-,..

?.?

?
Brackto

~,,

62 39 pc
56 34 pc
60 42 pc

Concord, N.H.
Fall River
Fitchburg
57/38/pc
Gloucester
62/41/pc
Hartford, Conn. 58/40/pc
Lowell
62/40/pc
Lynn
60/42/pc
Montpelier, Vt. 48/32/sh
New Bedford
61/40/pc
Newport, R.I.
60/44/pc
pittsfield

Providence,R.I.
Springfield
Worcester

Temperatures
are today's
highs and
tonight's lows.

"

55/36/pc
62/42/pc
59/38/pc
57/40/pc

Tuesday

...?

?.,

1

_

b»iau»i
Mnee
REGIONAL
CITIES

BOSTON

49°

BOSTON

,

Lyn
a
"60/42

|

Fitchburg
57/38

Pittsfield
55/36
?

Gloucester
62/41

Waltham
60/41

Sfc-

Chance of a
shower

STATE WEATHER TODAY

Lawrence
62/39

«

Lowell
62/40

|

42°

KJIIHrHiJAJ

56°

,
?,
Clouds and sun

Boston for the week ending Saturday.

Temperature
Last week's high/low
Last week's normal high/low

|LVJjil!IJH»ni~

61°

New Bedford
£,;<n

«

H^"nis

«n
63e38 pc
55 33 pc
60 42 pc

58/37/pc
60/38/pc
62/40/pc
60/38/pc
61/41/pc
49/30/pc
61/39/pc
59/45/pc
53/36/pc
61/42/pc
59/39/pc
55/39/pc

59/42

WORLD
\u25a0"»\u25a0»«#
CITIES
wus

.

|

61°

Bd:MVJ

57°

"'?'.

~ sunny
Partly

Chance of a little

|

45°

?

|

42°

NATIONAL CITIES
Today
City
Anchorage
Atlanta
Atlantic City
Chicago
Denver
Dcs Moines
Detrolt
Honolulu
Houston

Hi/Lo/W

16/1/pc

81/59/s
65/42/s

64/48/pc
68/39/pc
70/49/pc
58/46/pc

Tuesday
Hi/Lo/W
City
14/13/ c Miami

80/58/pc
67/49/pc
66/46/sh
72/26/pc
73/44/pc

Minneapolis
Nashville
New Orleans
New York City
Orlando

Today

Tuesday

Hi/Lo/W
86/73/sh

Hi/Lo/W
85/73/sh

58/44/pc
75/60/s
86/66/pc
62/50/pc
84/65/pc
64/46/s
88/62/pc

60/46/sh
Philadelphia
85/73/sh
85/73/sh
Phoenix
84/71/sh
St. Louis
76/59/s
83/68/pc
Indianapolis
67/53/s
69/55/sh
Salt Lake City 63/44/sh
Kansas City
75/57/s
San Francisco
62/50/r
80/49/pc
Las Vegas
74/56/ c 70/50/pc
Seattle
48/40/sh
Louisville
72/58/s
77/58/sh
Tucson
87/57/pc
%my
M vM
75/66/s
70/48/s
Wash., DC.
v
Forecasts and graphics provided by AccuWeather, Inc. ©2005

Today
Tuesday
Today
Hi/Lo/W
Hi/Lo/W
Hi/Lo/W
City
City
Jerusalem
59/46/sh
63/47/s
Rome
66/54/sh
57/43/pc
London
59/51/sh
Stockholm
50/44/r
79/48/pc
74/45/pc
58/48/pc
Mexico City
73/46/t
72/48/ c Sydney
54/44/pc
53/45/pc
71/66/pc
Montreal
48/30/sh
Tel Aviv
72/55/sh
66/58/pc
69/62/pc
45/30/pc
54/48/r
50/39/sh
Moscow
46/32/ c 41/33/pc
65/52/s
Tokyo
Paris
56/46/r
FlongKong
Warsaw
84/75/pc
84/75/pc
58/45/pc
50/41/pc
Weather (W): s-sunny, pc-partly cloudy, c-cloudy, sh-showers, t-thunderstorms, r-rain, sf-snow flurries, sn-snow, i-ice.
City
Amsterdam
Baghdad
Berlin
Buenos Aires
Dublin

60/38/pc
85/60/pc
86/66/pc
66/54/pc
86/65/pc
68/54/pc
85/58/pc
81/55/pc
52/32/sh
62/50/pc
48/44/r

82/54/pc
68/54/pc
v

Today

Tuesday

Tuesday

Hi/Lo/W
54/46/r

Hi/Lo/W

Hi/Lo/W
64/51/sh

52/41/pc
86/69/r
70/56/s
66/46/s
48/40/sh

A southern view of All-American hoopsters
ACC

players
named to first team
Two

Mike Huguenin
The OrlandoSentinel

By

The signs are getting clearer
that college basketball is on its
way. Practices have started, freshmen are getting acclimatedto new
plays and faster tempos, but the
clearest sign is in the polls and
Ail-American teams that are hitting the stands.
Here is a look at this year'sAllAmericanteam.
ERIC WILLIAMS
Center, Wake Forest
He had the luxury of playing
with PG Chris Paul for the past
two seasons, but more will be on
his shoulders this season.
He is just one of two returning starters for the Deacons, so
for Wake to be as good as it can

VT

? £

be, Williams is going to have to
increase his production from 16.1
points per game to about 20 per
game. He is surprisingly nimble
for a guy who weighs 280 pounds.
TAJ GRAY
Powerforward, Oklahoma
He's a beast in the lowpost. He
andKevin Bookout form a terrifying big-man duo - terrifying for
opponents, at least.
Gray is a fierce rebounder and
doesn'tmess with straying too far
from the hoop. He knows he's at
his best 10 feet and in, an admirable traitfor a big man in today's
basketball world. He needs to
improve his free-throw shooting
(64.6 percent).
RUDY GAY
Small forward, UConn
Gay is supremely athletic and
can run all day. He can score down
low. He can pop from the outside.
He can put the ball on the floor
and drive to the hoop. He's a solid

1

M

I

1

2005-2006
Preseason

BC Basketball in November
Sun., Nov. 13 vs. St. Michael's
7 p.m.
Fri., Nov. 18 vs. Dartmouth
7 p.m.
Sun., Nov. 20 vs. Shawnee State
2 p.m.

passer.
He's a passable defender.Gay,
a sophomore,is also likely to leave
for the NBA after this season, so
this is a contract year. In short,
he has it all - and is the leading
contender for National Player of
theYear.
J.J. REDICK
Shooting guard, Duke
Everyone has heard - ad nauseam - about Redick's outside
shooting ability. Thing is, Duke
hype aside, this guy can fill it up
from the outside (40.3 percent
from 3-point range, and he's not
afraid to pull up from anywhere).
He's also an underrated passer

Tue., Nov. 22 vs. Buffalo
7 p.m.
Fri., Nov. 25 @ Drake
7 p.m.
Sat., Nov. 26 Oklahoma State/TCU
TBA

and defender, and he's a fierce
competitor.
So you can be a Duke hater, but
please give Redick his due.
DEE BROWN
Point guard, Illinois
The lllini's three-headedpoint
guard is down to one. Brown is
jet-quick, a super passer, a pesky
defender, and a better shooterthan
you'd think (43.4 percent from 3point range).
More oftheperimeteroffensive
burden will fall to Brown this season, but there also are some guys
up front who can do some damage.
Averages of about 17 points and
six assists are legitimategoals.

Don't like
this list of AilAmericans?

Coaches Poll
USA TODAYCOACHES POLL
Rank Team (FP)
Record
1
Duke (28)
0-0
2
Connecticut
0-0
3
Texas (2)
0-0
Villanova(l)
4
0-0
Michigan State 0-0
5
6
Oklahoma
0-0
Gonzaga
7
0-0
8
Louisville
0-0
9
Arizona
0-0
Kentucky
10
0-0
11
Boston College 0-0
Memphis
12
0-0
13
Stanford
0-0
14
Alabama
0-0
15
West Virginia 0-0
Syracuse
16
0-0
17
Illinois
0-0
18
UCLA
0-0
18
Wake Forest
0-0
20
lowa
0-0
Maryland
21
0-0
22
Indiana
0-0
23
lowa State
0-0
24
GW
0-0
25
Nevada
0-0

Votes
767
692
683
644
632
617
540
536
532
511
484
354
331
295
265
210
201
190
190
176
167
153
118
109
88

Pr.
7
17
NR
13
4
20
18
3
6
5
19
NR
NR
NR
12
21
2
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR

Write for sports
and make
your own.

OTHERS RECEIVING VOTES:
NC. State 76, Ohio State 72,Washington 57, Kansas
56, Wisconsin 52, Texas Tech 51, LSU 45, Michigan
35, Charlotte34, Oklahoma State 34, North Carolina
16, Old Dominion 13. Georgetown 10, Florida 7,
Northern lowa 7, MIAMI FL 6, WESTRN KENTUCKY 3,
Vanderbilt 3, UNLV 2, Utah State2, California 2, Ohio
2, Oral Roberts 2, Temple 1, TEXAS AM 1, Bucknell 1,

Meetings.
Mondays.
5 p.m.
Eagle's Nest.
Be There.

X

AUTO BODY
EAST BOSTON

.

That person is You!
§

? \u25a0is*.'

569-8869

I

y
»

I

MR.

.

1

'"4fi

\u25a0-"

?Free estimates

I

LA

One person
makes a difference

when the mission of

Christ meets the

/

\3\

world.

Share their lives.

Join us
\\ JB Fathers & Brothers

»
[$*£:

..

If we happen to meet by
accident, you'll be glad we
did!

HVIARYKNOLL

A*

?Free pickup and delivery
?Minutes from Logan airport and public transportation.
Get your car detailed while you're away and save on park-

ing!

?Dealer trained staff

?Guidance through the entire claims process provided
?Rental cars arranged

?All insurancecompanies accepted includingout-ofstate
?Proud member of the Certified First Network
?Fully licensed and insured
?Custom bodywork, paint, and accessories available

?College student specials withvalid school ID

Contact Rev. Francis Breen, M.M.
Maryknoll Fathers and Brothers
80 Emerson Road

www.DanilchukAutoßody.com
73-85 Addison Street (Corner of Rt. 1A N) East Boston, MA

Telephone: (508) 668-6831
Email: mklboston@maryknoll.org

TRY THE DANILCHUK EXPERIENCE!

617-569-8869
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SCOREBOARD
MEN'S HOCKEYEAST STANDINGS
1
2
2
2
5
6

7
8
9
9

Team

Conf.
W-L-T

Overall
W-L-T

Providence
Boston University
Maine
New Hampshire
Boston College
Mass.-Lowel
Vermont
Northeastern
Merrimack
Massachusetts

5-1-0
3-1-0
3-1-0
3-1-0
2-1-1
2-3-0
1-1-0
0-3-1
0-3-0
0-4-0

5-3-0
3-2-0
8-2-0
4-3-1
3-2-1
3-5-0
7-1-0
0-6-1
3-5-0
1-6-0

10
6
6
6
5

4
2
1
0
0

?As of 11/6/05

WOMEN'S HOCKEYEAST STANDINGS
Team

Conf.
W-L-T

Overall
W-L-T

1 Boston

2
3
3
5
5

7
8

University 2-1-2
Boston College
2-1-1
New Hampshire
2-1-0
Providence
2-1-0
Maine
1-2-1
Northeastern
1-3-1
Connecticut
1-1-0
Vermont
0-1-1

4-4-3
3-1-3
5-2-0
3-3-1
5-2-1
1-8-1
2-5-0
1-8-2

UNH (5-2-0)
BC (3-1-3)

Pts.

0 0
10

freevibe.com

I

BC 3, UNH 2
2
1

0
1

?2
?3

First period: 1, BC. Feldmen (unassisted) 16:37.
Penalties?Wright-Ward, UNH(tripping) 14:04, Wright, BC
(tripping) 15:06, TEAM, BC (too many playerson ice) 19:13,
Bellamy, UNH (hooking) 19:56.
Second period: 2 Penalties?Stuart, BC (checking)
05:06, Lombardi, BC (slashing) 09:37, Faber, UNH(slashing) 10:10, Clement, UNH(HH) 11:16.
Third Period: 3, UNH,Wright-Ward (unassisted) 04:49,
Wright-Ward, UNH (Zerafa) 08:53, BC, Spillane (Stuart)
09:37. Penalties?Zavisza, BC (interference) 08:07, Peters,
UNH (hooking) 09:15.
Overtime: OT BC, Zavisza (Spillane, Feldman)
04:01.
Shots on Goal: UNH 7-7-7-2
22: BC 2-5-8-1
16.
Power Plays: UNH 1-5: BC 1-4.
Goalies: UNH,Bourdon4-23-B(l6shots ?l3saves);
BC, Quandt 8-5-7 (23 shots?2l saves).
Referee: Patrick Silva. Linesmen:Tony Petone, John
Murray. Scorer: Stefanie Howlett

o
o

?

?

Pts.
6
5

o

O

4
4
3
3
2
1

?As of 11/6/05
\u25a0
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You'd think it would be easy to spot a kid with a vision problem,
but the signs aren't always so obvious. One in four children
has a vision problem, but only an eye doctor can tell for sure.
And, since 80 percent of all childhood learning is visual,
good grades and good vision go hand in hand.
(
For more information, visit K. A

vyww.checkyearly.com.
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Fundamental*

Just tell your teammates you missed the race because you were getting stoned. They'll understand.

Check Yearly
See Clearly*
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a game or show
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Athletic Events
Conte Forum Ticket Booth

On-Campus Cleaners
90 St. Thomas More, ist Floor

I
I

617.552.9274

I

I
I

Bay State Taxi/Red Cab

I

I

617.566.5000

Residence Hall Laundry
MacGray

BC Bookstore-Chestnut Hill
McElroy Commons

Robsham Theater

617.552.G0BC

I

Get a hair cut

Take a taxi
cab ride

I

I

\

Get take-out
or eat in

!

1 617.552.3520
I

617.552.4800

-

BC Bookstore Hillside
21

1.800.622.4729

Campanella Way

Store 24
1441 Beacon Street
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I
I
I
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617.731.3757

Stuart House
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Store 24
1912 Beacon Street

I

617.738.4874

I

City Convenience
2195 Commonwealth Avenue

Student Agencies
McElroy Ticket Booth

I
I

//&\\

617.254.6499

617.552.4994

I

Design Team HairSalon
,-.,
1106° Beacon Street

Veterans Taxi

I
\u25a0

/4*fei reagle
1 Bucks
n

BC Bookstore Newton

617.552.4403

617.964.6545
Economy Hardware
144 Harvard Avenue

617.789.5552

r

617.527.0300

Your

eaners

628 Commonwealth Avenue

617.558.0158
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J Cash
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Welcome to...

This is the third in a Heights
series introducing BC students
to the schools the Eagles will
face in the ACC.

North Carolina
Famous Alumni
Peter Gammons

ESPN baseball analyst

JamesTaylor

Singer-songwriter

James K. Polk

11th president of the United States

Thomas Hart Benton

Senatorfrom Missouri

Rick Dees

Radio personality and writer of
"Disco Duck"

Carolina born, Carolina bred, and when they die they want to be Carolina dead. All in all, it is a heavenly atmospherefor those in Chapel Hill.

Learning the ABC and bar economy of UNC
By Kevin Armstrong

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. OK. I'veheard all about this Civil War stuff and how the
South is still livingin the past. Best bumper sticker I ever saw? "North 1, South 0.
Halftime."The joys of theroad.
But after taking a trip to Virginia last week and NorthCarolina this weekend, I can
honestly say that the folks down south are ahead of us on at least one account.
What is it? Beers for 25 cents. That's right. Forget the inflationthat has set in at
Mary Ann's with their $1.50 AmberBocks. Think past your days abroad drinking
pound pints. This future is in ChapelHill on Franklin Street. It comes in little plastic
cups. The transactiongoes down like this:
It's a Thursday or Friday night. You walk in. You scout the scene. You are informed by a friend about the Souths bar economy. Then, you hand over $1, and the
bartender gives you four beers. Finally, you give a nice little tip, knowing that you
must keep this system funded and moving forward.
The bar's name? Upstairs is the Martini Bar. Downstairs is The Deep End. That's
a littleclassier. Live music is played on the weekends.The band did a nice job with
some Dave Matthews and Coldplay songs. And ifyou order more than threebeers in
one purchase, they will put the beers in a six pack bottle holder.Not a bad deal at all.
One caveat. Youpay a $5 cover charge. But seriously. Four beers for a dollar. C'mon.
Stop salivating.
Then, you gotta go downstairs. It's like moving from the top floor at Roggie's
and then finding Mary Ann's downstairs. All of suddenthe flooris a little stickier,
and some of the armroom is gone. There is a jukebox,and the difference withMary
Ann's becomes very clearwhen you head to the bathroom and don'tfeel like you are
maneuveringinside a telephone booth. I don'tknow what the ladies room is like, but
I'll just leave that to speculation.
That's the party scene, though. To put it simply: Carolina'sFranklin Street puts
ClevelandCircle to shame. Except, of course, for Morning Star, the biggest celebrity
roaming the Circle these days. Also, Franklin Street is located right next to campus.
No need for a shuttle bus.
Moving out of the bar scene and back onto campus, you start to think that maybe
you attend school at the wrong Hill. Theirs is Chapel. Ours is Chestnut. I'm just saying it's something beautiful down there. How nice is it? Well, Pete Franconi, formerly
A&S '06 and currently on pace to graduate from the Tar Heel nation with a degree in
economics, lamentedthe fact that it will, in fact, drop to around 60 degrees over the
course of the next week. Tough life for him, right?
"Yes, I will be wearing shorts for a while," he said with a smile that said, "HA!
?

Hope you enjoyed getting yourfirst snowfall in October."
This world can be cruel sometimes.
How's the life down south in Chapel Hill? Well, ifyou are a fan ofThe Waffle
House, Bojangle's, or anything barbecue you are set. Food? Good. Price?Nice.
In terms of the athletics facilities, I trekkedto the Dean Smith Center, better
known as the Dean Dome. Couldn't get in though, and I did, in fact, try every door,
and each was locked. Another time, I guess.
The soccer field was beautiful as well. Some call it"TheHouse that Mia Built," in
recognition ofMiaHamm's achievements.
As a track and field guy, I also appreciatedthe beauty of the Carolinabluetrack.
That is simply amazing.
And the baseball fieldhad no cars parked on it. Hmm. Were they not tailgating?
No, they were. They just have enough space to park many, many cars on asphalt, not
grass.
Being aroundthe ACC you learn one thing immediately.The ABC of the ACC
is Anybody But Carolina. That's a backlashreaction to all their wins.Basketball is
kinda important down there. Still, they are only No. 2 in the all-time wins list for
men's hoops. Women's soccer is dominant, and the track program features a woman
named Marion Jones as a graduate.
That being said, if I had missedmy plane after the game Saturday, I would not
have beenremiss to remain in the Southland, enjoying weatherin the 70s.
I do have onebone to pick. Peter Gammons, the greatest baseball reporter and
writerofall timeis an alumnus ofUNC. He was electedinto the Baseball Hall of
Fame this summer. I'm thinking some love should be shown to him. Just trying to
make sure sports writers get some respect.
Speaking of unseen monuments, there needs to be one for Michael Jordan. I'm
thinking of him wearing Hanes underwear, smelling like his own cologne. He should
be raising a Gatoradebottle, wearing Nikes, and havingpoker chips falling out ofhis
pockets.
Here is a letter I left in the press box:
Dear UNC,
Ifyou are reading this, I'm back in Chestnut, not Chapel,Hill now. I miss you,
warm weather. Maybe I will see you in basketball season. Jan. 25 is the date. See you
then?

Sincerely,
Kevin
Kevin Armstrong is the sports editor of The Heights.

UNC Profile
Founded:

1789

Enrollment:

15,961

Mascots:

Ramses

Stadium:

Kenan Stadium

Capacity:

60,000

Fight Song:

"Tar Hell born, Tar
Hell bred"

Location:

Chapel Hill, N.C.

Campus:

729 acres

"Gasson":

The Old Well

U.S. News Public School
Ranking:

No. 5

Team Colors: Light blue and
white
Princeton Review
Best College Newspaper
No. 3
Students Pack the Stadiums
No. 5

Happiest Students

No. 8
Jock Schools
No. 16

National Dominance
Michael Jordan and the UNC
men's basketball team are the
ones typically in the spotlight. But
Tar Heel athletics are much more
well-rounded.
The Tar Heels have won 39
team nationalchampionships and
51 individual national championships. Women's soccer has won
18of the past 24 championships.
UNC continutally appears in the
top-10 of the Director's Cup,
which measures overall athletic
performance, winning the trophy
in 1994.
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From start to finish,
volunteers score

with point drive
Dining Services allows
students to donate meal
plan money to help
fund immersion trips

Every year, Dining Services budgets a
set amount of proceeds to fund point drives,

provided that students donate the money.
The collection tables are set up in McElroy,
Corcoran Commons, and Stuart Hall.
Each group must cap donations at 45 percent of their trip budget, a number that can
reach as much as $30,000 for biggertrips like
By Lauren Gerber
the one to Ghana.
For The Heights
Dining Services feelshonored to helpraise
money for such magnanimous projects. "We
You walk into McElroy to grab a quick are part of the BC community and therefore
sandwich, but are soon distracted by a table we share in themission and the commitment
in the entrance with music, glittery posters, of the school to give to the community in the
and free candy. Most students can probably Jesuit Catholic spirit," says Helen Wechsler,
directorof Dining Services.
relate to this scenario.
These tables are set up by the immersion
The point drives, however, are an exprogramsheading to places such as Ghana, El tremely competitive process.
An advisory group made up of deans,
Salvador, andvarious sites withinAppalachia.
They are attempting to raise funds for their professors, and campus ministers review a
travelprograms through student donations.
number of applications and decide who will
Called a "point drive," the system albe accepted eachyear.
lows students to donate directly from their
"They base their decision on how wellmandatorymeal plan, dining bucks, or Eagle organized, credible, and seriousthe proposed
bucks. As a student, contributing is simple: group is," says Ponsetto. "They also must fit
All you need to do to donate is swipe your a lot ofcriteria."
To be eligible, an immersion group must
Eagle-onecard.
Boston College Dining Services transfers have a scheduled trip with planned flights,
the donation straight from the students'meal transportation, and sleeping arrangements.
plan to the organization's accounts, where it They must have a host organization in the
has complete access to the money and uses country, a faculty advisor, a plan for raising
100 percent of it to fund travelexpenses.
money, and a philanthropic project in mind.
"Theprocess hasbeen in effect for anumThe advisory group wants to make sure the
ber ofyears, and it is extremely generous of trip is completely legitimate before it can
Dining Services," says Dan Ponsetto, director collect money.
oftheVolunteer andService Learning Center.
Once approved, the group beginsplanning
"Granted, it is the students' money,but ifyou a flashy and effective table.
think about it, the money could be going to
See Point Drive, C3
bagels, and it's not."

Specific
studying
styles vary

A whole new world of unique languages
Students can fulfill the core
with uncommon courses
By Lisa

Nicole Wong
For The Heights
By

Ever wonder how students can focus on their
homework in the dining hall with all the noise and
distractions? Perhaps youwonderwhy your roommate
leaves the room after midnight with a heavy armful
of books, and still isn't back when you wake up to
go to the bathroom a couple hours later. Or maybe
you just don't see how people can get up at ungodly
hours of the morning (even on a weekday) to get
their work done.
Every student hashis or her own study habits, and
whatworks for somepeople may not workfor others.
There are many different definitionsof thebest studying environment, whetherit involves readinginBapst
Library, listening to Coldplay to help you focus, or
pulling an all-nighter to cram for a midterm.
Thefirst thing students consideris location, location, location. "If the homework I'm doing is really
important, I'll go to the library. I try to find a goodspot
where there aren't manypeople around, and there's a
nice window view," says Brian Miller, CSOM '08.

See Studies, C3

Cook
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French, Spanish, Italian, German - all fine languages. They introduce students to a foreign culture
and way of thinking, all enhance an educational
experience,and all satisfy the Boston College core
languagerequirement. But many students don'tknow
that they have options outside of this standard set of
courses.
BC offers a variety of unique languages in addition to the common repertoire. From Arabic, to
Bulgarian, to ancient Sanskrit, the languages taught
are diverse and allowstudents to exploremore of the
Eastern world.
They also set BC apart from many comparable
universities.
"We are doingquite well for a department of our
size," says professor Maxim Shrayer, thechair of the
department of Slavic and Eastern languages. "The
fact that we offer three or four full years in so many
uniquelanguagesspeaks well for itself."
He notes that many studentsmay be wary ofstraying from the well-establishedranks of the romance
languages.
"Languages that do not use the Latin alphabet
seem to scare students - they are intimidatedby such
languages," says Shrayer.
He asserts, however, that students who embark

INSIDE FEATURES
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upon an Eastern language will be rewarded by a
novel educational experience. "The languages we
offer are often associated with contextualizedissues
in today's world. They give you a skill that you can
use in many careers."
One of the most distinctive subjects taught by
the department is Bulgarian, a Slavic language with
deepcultural roots. It was thevery first writtenSlavic
languageand linguisticallyserves as a building block
for learning otherEastern languages.
"Bulgarian is a linguistic phenomenon," says
professor MarielaDakova.
She emphasizesthat BC is one of a limited number of universities that teach the language in the
United States. "There are no schools in the area that
teach Bulgarian. Generally, in the U.S. you find it
mainly in Chicago and L.A., but definitely not here
in Boston."
The Bulgarianprogram, according to Dakova, appeals to a unique person, someone who is genuinely
interested in the language and in broadening his or
her knowledge. This year, 16 students are taking
advantageof the opportunity.
"I got excitedbecause it wouldbe a challenge for
me and, most of all, 1 love languages," says Stefanie
Joseph, A&S '09. "I even dropped a class to take
Intro to Bulgarian."
The students believe thatBC made a wise choice
when it added Bulgarian to its catalog of classes
in 1996, even if enjoys less popularity than other
languages.
"It makes arather homogeneousstudent body like
BC's that much more cultured," saysThatcher Merrill,

A Day In the Life
See the world from Tofik Mamedov's point ofview
| - he's a bus driver on the Comm. Aye. route. C2

A&S '07. "Part ofwhat makes the program so great
is the subject's obscurity. It makes the classes small
and studying an adventure."
While Bulgarianis slowly gainingrecognition on
campus,other uniquelanguages offeredby the department of Slavic and Eastern languages are growing
rapidly. Arabic has seena surge ofinterestedstudents
inrecent years.
"We've had incredible growth in Arabic. A few
years ago we offered no courses, now we offer three
full years," says Shrayer.
He attributes the increase in popularity to current
events. "When the geopolitical situation in an area is
bad, interest in the languages of thatpart of the world
increases," he says.
"An understanding of the Arabic language and
culture is important especially at the present time,"
says Atef Ghobrial, an Arabic professor.
Both professors note that many students study
Arabicto increase future joboptionsor to supplement
their international studies. Some students, however,
are simply interested in the nuances of the language

itself.

"I am ofLebanese descent, and Iknew a few words
growing up, but I thought it'd be really cool to officially learn the language," says MaryclaireAbowd,
A&S '08. "Arabic is a language that actually means
something to me."
Abowd says that such programs are crucial to a
university such as BC "In order for BC to be an adequate center for higher learning, it needs to provide

Names on Campus
This week delves into the history behind
Robsham Theater. C2

SeeLanguages, C3
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The Name Behind The Buildings

FITNESS

Fad diets
are bad
diets
From the glossy
pages of magazines, to billboard

advertisements

Ximena
Rameriez

lininghighways,
to the characters
on TV, beauty has
become equated
with one thing:

Being thin.

Dieting has
become a way oflife for many
Americans striving to meet the
demandsfor an ever shrinking
waistline. Everywhere you turn
today women are presentedwith a
standardof beauty that, for many, is
physically impossible to attain. This
drive for thinness is so great that a
lot of people are undergoing severe
measures in the name of beauty.
What Americans really want
is a quick fix. The low-carb craze
of recent years set out to meet this
demandand, in turn, has proved to
be successful - at first glance, that
is. Pounds were dropping and waistlines were shrinking, but further
research has proved that these diets
are ineffective in the long run and
highly unhealthy.
Dieting is not a new phenomenon. With over 55 percent of the
U.S. populationtipping the scales
as overweight, according to the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, it is no wonder thatnew
diet trends resurface time and time
again. The low-fat craze of years
past has been replacedwith a new
emphasis on lowering carbohydrate
intake. Several diet books have built
upon this theory creating programs
that emphasize a low-carb regime as
the key to losing weight. What these
dietsfail to note, however, is that by
discarding an entire food group they
arepromoting a severelyunhealthy
lifestyle.
Forproper nutrition, our diets
should include carbohydrates, fats,
proteins, fruits, vegetables, water,
vitamins,minerals, andfiber. Diets
that limit carbohydrate intake as a
means to lose weight are depriving dietersfrom one of the vital
components of life, not to mention
the body's main source ofenergy.
Fifty-five percent or more of our
daily caloric intake should come
from carbohydrates, accordingto
the American Heart Association.
Diets like the South Beach Diet and
Atkins, arguably the most popular
low-carbfad diets available, limit
the intake of carbohydrates well
below therecommended level.
In Dr. Robert Atkins bestseller,
Dr. Atkins 'New Diet Revolution,
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Cheese:
The good,
the bad,
the ugly

Robsham Theater

Beste
FeaturesEditor
By Meg

Robsham was the first
permanant home for performing arts and theatrical

productions on campus.
Today, Robsham Theater
is one of the only spaces
available for the many Boston College performance
groups and plays.
The Robsham Theater
Arts Center openedin 1981
and was built tomeet the demandon campusfor a facility
for peforming arts groups.
Planning for the building
began in the late 19705, and
years were dedicatedto raising sufficient funds for the
new performing arts center.
On May 19, 1978, one of
the most famous performers
in America came to BC to
help with the fundraising
efforts.
Bob Hope gave a benefit performance as part of a
major fundraiser that would
eventuallyearn over $5 million that was neededto complete construction.
Tickets to attendthe event
ran as high as $ 1,000per seat
for a front row view.
The evening drew in over
$250,000.
At theperformance,Hope
was presented with a BC
jacket on stage by thenUniversity President Rev. J.
Donald Monan, S.J.
The first performance
that was held onstage was a
production ofCamelot.
The theater got its name
four years after it opened at
a ceremonyheld in honor of
E. Paul Robsham Jr., a BC
student who died in a caraccident during the summer of
1983, just after finishing his
freshman year.
Robsham's parents were
in attendance and unveiled
a plaque with the theater's
new name.
Robsham'sfather, E. Paul
Robsham Sr., was heavilyin-

So I was at The
Core (Corcoran
Commons, for the
layman) with my
buddy from home
over the weekend,
and I ordered a
cheddar cheeseTim
burger.
Czerwienski
As I was
marveling at how
deliciousmy meal was, I began to
think about the toppings I had put
on it. Not the lettuce, or the tomato,
or the bacon.
Rather, I was intrigued by the
cheese. Whatmakes cheddar the
way it is? It looks like American,
but it couldn't taste more different.
If it's all just curdled milk, what
makes all the different cheeses
distinctfrom one another? Actually,
I've tasted curdled milkbefore, and
it doesn't taste a thing like gouda or
muenster.

...
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Robsham Theater is named for a student who died in a car accident after his freshman year.
volved in BC activitiesand had
helped the University boost its
endowment in 1982, two years
before his son's death.

It is named for Rev. John
Louis Bonn, S.J., a professor
and avid fan of the performing arts.
Bonn bolstered the campus'
The Bonn Studio
Dramatics Society by offering
The Bonn Studio, a flexible a small Dramatic Arts course
black box studio theater, and in the summer sessions during
is one of the main side venues World War 11.
within Robsham.
The success of the classes

A day in the life

prompted the University to
enlarge them into a School of
Dramatic and Expressional
Arts in 1947after the war had
ended.
NowtheBonn studio is used
for the Department of Theatre
Arts' productions and classes,
as well as numerous other peforming groups.

of...

a B.C.

bus driver

he advises dieters to limit their
carbohydrate intake and replace
it with a high-protein diet. The
logic arises that in the absence of
carbohydrates the body will begin
to burn storedfat for energy instead,
which will result in a significant
loss of weight (ketosis). The reason
such weight loss is experiencedis
becauseketosis has a toxic effect
on the body. To get rid of the toxins
created, the body begins to purge
itself of water, which is where the
weight comes off. Ketosis also results in muscle breakdown, nausea,
dehydration,headaches, light-headedness, irritability, bad breath. The
Atkins diet, by depleting the body
ofcarbohydrates so severely, causes
the body to enter a starvationmode
whereketosis is seen as the body's
ultimateemergency response - all
in the name of weight loss. With
the limitationof carbohydrates also
comes an emphasis on protein. Diets
high in protein are often high in
cholesterol and saturated fats, which
increase therisk ofheart disease,
kidney damage, high blood pressure,
gout, andbone mineral loss.
Fad dieting is ripe with consequences. Our bodies are essentially
composed and maintained by chemicals. When one of these chemicals,
like carbohydrates, is restricted in
an effort to lose weight, the body
suffers. It is both unnatural and unhealthy. The "quick fix" Americans
are after with low-carb dietsmay
workfor a while, but in the meantime the body is being harmed and
weight gain is probable after dieting.
The best way to lose weight is to
lower the amount offood intake and
hit the gym.
XimenaRameriez is a columnist
for The Heights. Her column appears every Monday in thisspace.

Take an inside look at the lives of
campus personalities and get to know
how some of the busiest people on
campus spend their day

Tofik Mamedov drives a Commonwealth
Avenue shuttle bus.
He lives in Revere, Mass., with his wife,
and has been working for Boston College
since 1996.
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TofikMamedov
5 a.m.: I wake up and get ready
for work, then leave my home
and commute to BC.
6 a.m.: I get to work and park in
the garage.

7 a.m.: My shift officially starts
and I make my first stop at the
Reservoir T stop.
The route goes down
Chestnut Hill Avenue, to
Chiswick Road, and up
Commonwealth Avenue, and
continues around campus when
I get to the Robsham stop on
Lower.

As I munched on my lunch, a
disturbing idea came to mind. If I
were abducted by aliens tomorrow,
and left on some strange planet in
the Dagobah system, and was forced
to make cheese for my survival, I
wouldbe doomed.
What an enigmatic,mysterious
food. Think about it. The only difference between a glass of milk and
a slice of cheese is
well, I don't
know. Let's find out.
A word for the squeamish before
we begin: cheese is a gross, gross
thing. I wouldn'tjoke around about
something this serious.
The rest of this column is not for
the faint ofheart.
Ifyou can handle learning the
terrifying truth about what goeson
your pizza, sandwiches, and pasta,
read on.
The first part of the cheese-making process is coagulation. Milk
needs toturn into curds before it can
be made into cheese.
Coagulation occurs when an
acid substance (like lemon juice)
or a bacterial culture is added to
the cheese to turn it into a solid.
Coagulation can'ttake place in temperatures under 10 degrees Celsius.
Warm milk. Eww.
An aside: Rememberlittle Miss
Muffett? She's eating her curds, the
spider sits down, and she gets scared
and runs away.
The untold story behind that little
rhyme is thatthe spider wasn't trying to scare her, but rather warn her
that curds are gross. They're curdled
milk!
That's what's scary.
Once the curds form, they're
separatedby size and shape. Large
curds have more water than small
curds, so they get made into softer
cheeses, according to the good
people at www.cheese.com.Consequently, medium-sizedcurds are
for firmer cheeses, and small curds
are used for hard cheeses. That's
straightforward enough.
Salting of the curds is one of the
most important parts of the process.
The amount of salting a cheese gets
is a big factor in determiningits
flavor. Salt can be applied dry or by
putting the cheese in a brine bath.
Finally, the processthat everyone
loves the most: maturing. Cheeses
are matured in ripening cellars,
which arekept at anywhere from 46
to 60 degrees fahrenheit.
The ripening process, according
to the experts, includes the exchange
of gases like ammoniaand carbon
dioxide, which is essential for the
growth ofinteriorflora. Whatever
that means.
All I'm concerned with is how
gross that ripening cellar must
smell. Yuck.
So back to cheddar. Its natural
colorrange is from white to pale
yellow. Orange cheddar has color
addedto it. The maturationprocess
can last from nine to 24 months.
I could go on and on about
cheese. The www.cheese.comsite
has a databaseof 654 cheeses from
dozens ofcountries.
I find that the more I think about
cheese, the more grossed out I get.
So I'm just going to close my eyes,
bite my burger, and enjoy my cheese
for what it is: Delicious.

10:22 a.m.: My last full trip
starts now from Robsham.

11 a.m.: I have my break.
My wife cooks my lunch at
home and I bring it to work.
During my break I heat it up in
McElroy - or, if it's closed, in
Corcoran Commons - and eat.
11:50 a.m.: My break
ends and I start driving the
Commonwealth Avenue route
again.

1:22 p.m.: My shift officially
ends.

3 p.m.: I punch out in the
garage and drive back home to
Revere, where I'll take a shower
andrelax by myself for a couple
hours.

5 or 6 p.m.: I pick up my wife
from Mass. General Hospital,
where she works, then we return
home.
We eat dinner together, and
stay in for the rest of the night.
Usually we'll watch the news.
10 p.m.: I try to get to bed by
this time.
?

By

Lisa Cook

Tim Czerwienski is the news editor
of The Heights. His column appears every Monday in this space.
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Habits differ among students Languages offer
opportunities
for life after BC

Studies,from CI
Boston College offers a plethora of study options, but discerning
students have their preferences.
BapstLibrary is heavilypraised
by many students for its quiet but
comfortableambianceandstainedglass windows.
"The atmosphere in Bapst is
nice, calm, and just a really good
atmosphere for doing work," says
Brooke Schepman, CSOM '06.
"Bapst just has such a cozy,
Harry Potter-ishfeeling," says Jen
Pascual, A&S '07.
But the larger and more comprehensive O'Neill Library has
its perks, too.
"The appeal ofO'Neill Library
is the location. I can go downstairs
to the computer lab, or go eat
nearby," says Dan Doyle, CSOM
'06. "It's also on the way back
from classes."
"O'Neill Library is kind oflike
my home base," says AliciaKinton,A&S '09. "When it closes at 1
a.m., Iusually go to a study lounge
in my residence hall. I'm pre-med
so I'm always up late, tired, and
drinking coffee."
Some students shun the libraries, opting for a more unconventional studying locale. "I
like the dining hall because I can
just grab a snack to eat while I
work, and I have to drink Coke
when I'm studying," says Kyle
Murray, CSOM '09. "As long as
the noise is constant, it's easy to
block out."
This brings up an equally important elementof the study environment: thenoise factor. Students'
opinions on this topic vary as much
as the subjects they study. Lisa
Rodeschini, A&S '08, is partial to
a littlenoise. "I like having background noise when I study, which Mark Filenbaum, CSOM '08, (top) and Mike Delsesto, A&S '08, (above) study in
is why I liketheChocolateBar and
upstairs in theLower dining hall. says Young.
busier is helpful because it forces
If I'm at the library, the quiet puts
In the past few years, iPods you to get organized to do work,"
me to sleep," she says.
and MP3 players have become a says Emily Murphy, A&S '07.
The new ChocolateBar isoften mandatory study buddy for some.
Some have found that sleeping
filled with students of a similar "Listeningto music helpsme zone less, however unpleasantthat may
opinion.
in and block everything else out," be, is the way to get the studying
"I'mprobablyin theChocolate says Addie Smith, A&S '06.
edge. "If anything, I sacrifice
Bar two to three times a day,"says
Some students, however, need sleep," says Rodeschini. "I wish I
Jessica Young, A&S '08. "The the silence to concentrate.
had better time management. I'm
constant noise ofthe people order"I have to have zero noisewhen a horrible procrastinator, but I get
ing, the coffee machines brewing, 1study," says Miller.
my stuff done." She begrudges
theradio playing... I love it." She
Finding the time to study also having to wake up early to finish
says that she can't be productive poses a problem to students who work that she just couldn't do the
when theenvironmentis too quiet. workor are very involved with acnightbefore.
"If I'm in my dorm, the TV is on, tivities. "I have ajob so it's harder
Conversely, Young has a difand I'm listening to classical muto find time to study. I get it done ferent outlook. "I wake up in the
sic. I just can't study in silence," when I can, and plus, I thinkbeing morning and do all my work so I

Languages, from CI
varied opportunities to students.
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O'Neill Library.

This includes going beyond the
commonlanguages and embracing
new, rarer ones," she says.
She also praises the department, saying that it has been
extremelyunderstandingand helpful to students attempting foreign
languages.
"Professor Ghobrial puts so
much effort into teaching his
students. Arabic is a different languageto learn, andheunderstands
this," she says.
A close geographic relative of
Arabic is Hebrew, and this rich
language is also available at BC.
In fact, a Jewish Studies minor
was just recently launched, and it
is expectedto positivelyimpact the
number ofstudents registering for
Hebrewclasses.
"Hebrewis potentially an area
of growth," says Shrayer. "We are
very excited to see what happens
with that; modern Hebrew hasn't
really taken off yet."
"Anyone interested in the history of the Middle East, or the
Arab-Israeli conflict, should take
Hebrew," says professor Anat
Green. "It will enable the student
to understand Israeli politics, follow the Israeli press, and understand Israeliculture."
Another area of the worldthat
is becoming more prominent is
the Far East, andBC offers plenty
of languages of Eastern origin,
as well. Chinese, Japanese, and
Korean are drastically different
from the Latin-based Romance
languages that many students
drudged through in high school
and are becoming quite popular
atBC.
"Korea is very rich in arts, culture, and tradition, and now Korea
is the 16th strongest economy in
the world," says professor Susan
Yoon.
She sees Korean as an integral

don't have to work at night. All
my papers are written the morning they are due. I purposely arranged my schedule so that all my
classes would be later in the day,"
she says.
Then there are the students
who would rather not manage
time at all.
"I waste a lot of time during
the day when I'm 'studying' but
I'm really just talking to friends part of the University's language
or getting distracted by the TV," program, as it can open up many
says Murray. He notes that the
Internet is a prime distraction. "I
try to stay away from AIM as much
as I can."

Bursting with creativity?

Donations taken at dining halls
Point Drive, from CI

they willprobably run into one.
"I think students arepretty used
Some students argue that the to seeingit. I haven't everheard of
übiquitous fundraising tables can an unsuccessful point drive. 1think
becomebothersome.
the only problem is that so many
"Some experience it as harassgroups do it andstudents justevenment," says Ponsetto. "It's a fine tuallyrun out of money on their
line - theclubs have to play music, mealplans," says John Madonia, a
give candy, and makeflashy fliers memberof the Appalachiacouncil
- so there are going to be negative and A&S'O6.
responses. Some students suffer
A number of students support
from donor fatigue. It's definitely the cause indefinitelyand want to
a mixed bag."
do whatever they can to help.
Most students, though, accept
"I usually donate. I think since
thatthe fundraisertables are a part whatthey're doing is worthwhile,
of everyday life at BC. They know why not support it?" says Emilie
that when they go to have lunch, Feiten, A&S '07.

l

Many students, however, don't
prioritize the same way; some
don'thave the money or the time
to spare.
"The main reason I don't donate is because I don't have the
money. I would give them money
ifI could afford it, but I can't. I'm
pretty low on dining bucks," says
Anthony Romano, A&S '09.
Some students think that, in
certaincases, immersionmembers
get too aggressive.
"If the members are yelling at
me and making me feel guilty for
not donating, 1 won't give them a
donation," says Feiten. "But other-
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future opportunitiesfor students.
"Korean will help students
with international relations, and
learningKorean could openup job
opportunitiesin many fields, such
as law,finance, business, and arts,"
says Yoon.
The department also offers the
obscure written languages ofclassical Armenian and Sanskrit for
students truly interestedin ancient
cultures.
Not only do all theselanguages
offer greatprospects for edification
and newknowledge - not to mention that most of them fulfill the
languagerequirement in an original way - but they carry with them
uniqueopportunities, as well.
Students of Bulgarian have
the chance to take a three-week
summer course at the University
of Sofia in Bulgaria. Room and
board are provided, the tuition is
minimal, andthe amazing cultural
experiencedoubles as a BC-certified course.
"You have the option to be
amongnative speakers of Bulgarian," says Dakova. "Any language
is very passive if you don't use it
amongnative speakers."
She emphasizes the unique
cultural experience,saying a language is more than grammarand
memorizedphrases.
"Ifpeople who teachlanguages
teach more about the culture, the
politics, the life of the language, it
would be tremendous for education," she says. "Languageis just
onepart ofculture. Ifit's separated,
it becomes much less useful."
The department of Slavic and
Eastern studies recognizes the
value of a non-Western perspective on campus and regrets that it
cannot offer a larger selection of
languages.
"We are a relatively small
department at a relatively small
college," says Shrayer.
"In an ideal world, one would
offer everything that there was
interest in. That would be a true
university."

Write for Features!

wise, I'm happy to donate."
Although there is a slight discrepancy among students, the
groups are raising money for a
legitimateneed.
Members of the organizations
are there for the sole purpose of
this cause, and will do what they
must toraise money.
"Students [in service and immersiontravel programs] are given
a privilege to raise money and
solicit fellow students this way,
so most of them takethis privilege
very seriously. I've yet to see an
unsuccessful point drive group."
says Ponsetto.

Meetings are Mondays at
5:30 p.m. in the Eagles Nest

E-mail Meg at Bestem@bc.edu
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JESUIT TRADITIONS at BC
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The vantage point from the top of St. Mary's Hall provides a view of Lower Campus and far into Boston (above). Constructed in 1917, the architecture of St. Mary's Hall was modified Gothic to flow with its surroundings (below).

A place to call home
St. Mary's Hall is

home to the largest
contingency of Jesuits
in the world
By Becca

Shaw

Special Projects Editor
Along Linden Lane, adjacent to Bapst
sits one ofBoston College's lesser-known
treasures - St. Mary's Hall, home to
the largest contingency of Jesuits in the
world.
St. Mary's Hall was first built in the
early 1900s when BC moved from its
original location in South Boston to
Chestnut Hill. It was the second building
constructed after Gasson Hall.
When it was built, the architecture of
St. Mary's Hall was modified Gothic so it
wouldflow with the natural scheme ofits
surroundings.
Elegant arched windowsand elaborate
Gothic images adorn the structure's vast
gray walls.

There are 112 Jesuits atBC, including
54 involved in the University eitherfull or
part time, and 27 Jesuits pursuing graduate degrees at BC, according to Rev. Paul
Harman, S.J.
Seventy-three of the Jesuits reside in
St. Mary's Hall, eight reside in student
residences, and others live in houses on
the perimeters ofcampus.
St. Mary's Chapel, which is part of
St. Mary's Hall, has four public Masses
each weekday, as well as one at 8 a.m. on
Saturday and Sunday mornings.
A music series called "Music in St.
Mary's" is sponsored by the Jesuit Institute, and features a vocal or instrumental
concert held monthly in the chapel, said
Harman.
A unique feature of St. Mary's Hall is
a largerecreation area on the roof, which
spans nearly the entire length and breadth
of the building and is completely hidden
from the ground below.
This vantage point provides a magnificent view of Arlington, Watertown,
Cambridge, Boston, and Brookline.

"The Ignatian Society has the potential to be the best representation of the student body at BC.
The students care about Jesuit ideals, community service, and our relationship with the Jesuits, and this is whatthe club represents. "
?Erik Anderson, A&S 07,
former Ignatian Society vice president

Ignatian Society gives without counting the cost
By Lisa Cook

Heights Editor
"Love oughtto manifest itself moreby
deeds thanby words."
This thought, voicedby St. Ignatius of
Loyolain the 16th century, epitomizesthe
philosophy of Boston College.The Jesuit
tradition encourages students to be "men
and women for others" and to actively live
out theirfaith.
The Ignatian Society of BC cultivates
a respect for such notions. Under the
umbrellaof Campus Ministry, this studentrun organizationprovides the opportunity
to live out the ideals of its namesake.
"The club is about students taking
ownershipfor the Jesuitphilosophies and
actualizing Ignatian spirituality through
variousprograms," says Rick Rossi, moderator of the Ignatian Society.

Although he is the official faculty
advisor for the organization,he says the
Ignatian Society is almost completely
student-driven.
"It's greatbecausethe club is a uniquely student voiceand a student perspective
on the Jesuit tradition."
Founded in the early 1990s by several
graduates ofJesuit high schools, the Ignatian Societyembodiesthe essence of Ignatian spirituality, which Rossi describes as
living one'slife with an emphasis on God,
in the traditionof St. Ignatius ofLoyola.

"It is the concept ofseeking God in all
things. God is foremost on our minds in
all that we do," he says.
The Ignatian Society is comprised
of three branches - spiritual, social, and
service. Students deepen their faith and
awareness of God while serving and
forming powerful relationships with his
people.
"The society is awesome in principal
and practice," says Timothy Manning,
a co-director of the spiritual branch and
A&S '08. "The fact that students care
about Jesuit ideals is reassuring, and the
idea that students put their interest into
action is affirmative of the fact that we
recognizeand appreciatethat the ideals of
St. Ignatius are worth emulating."
The spiritual branch runs theKairos retreat,which allowsparticipants the chance
to contemplate therole of God, love, and
eachother in their lives.
It is responsible for organizing the
logistics of the retreats. It coordinates
four retreat weekends a semester, each
comprisedofabout 40 participants, seven
student leaders,one adult leader,one adult
director, a Jesuit, and a peer minister.
"Kairos is an incredible way to embody the Jesuit tradition of fostering a
lovingcommunity on the Boston College
campus," says co-director Elise Melvin,
CSOM '06.
The details surrounding Kairos are

kept confidential, but the feedback for
participating students is overwhelmingly
positive.
"It allows people to talk about some
oftheir most difficult life problems," says
Joe Wong, A&S '08. "To get that many
people to open up in such a short amount
of timeis a staggering feat."
The Ignatian Society also helps facilitate spiritual growth through the social and
service branches.
"There are two main spiritual tenets
that students live out through the Ignatian
Society," says Rossi. "The first is seeking
God in all things - this means branching
out, doing service, and getting to know
others. The other is the philosophy of
'Cura Personalis' - care for the whole
person."
The social branch of the Ignatian Society is responsible for planningactivities
that encourage a closer community at
BC.
Such programs include weekend ski
trips, cookouts, guest speakers, and the
new "Labels are for Jars" initiative - a

the line to ask themfor lunch. Having the
Ignatian Society there to help is always
lovely," says Michelle Hubele, A&S '08.
This semester the social branch has
focused on designing dynamic events for
IgnatianAwarenessWeek, which will take
place in the spring andinclude an interfaith
gathering, a faculty panel, and a small
lecture series.
"We will orchestrate Open Door Day,
giving students a chance to check out upperclassman dorms and foster a greater
sense of community," says Greg O'Kane,
co-directorandA&S '08. "It was inspired
by the trend from early freshman year to
prop the dooropen in order to reach out
and meet other hallmates and make new
friends."
As importantas cultivating on-campus
relationships is, the Ignatian Society also
recognizes the importance ofreaching out
to the greaterBoston community,which it
does through the servicebranch.
Its central endeavor is managing the
youth religious education program at St.
Gerard'sParish in Canton, Mass., where
BC students run the Confirmation retreats
fundraising effort to combat homelessness and prejudice.A popular event is the for the high schoolprogram, as well as the
"weekly lunch with a Jesuit sessions," in recently taking up responsibility for the
which students sign up to dinewith one of middle school youth group.
Service co-director Katy Meagher,
the campuspriests and to discuss a variety
ofissues.
A&S '06, sees the value in this genre of
"BC is blessed with so many Jesuits, community service. "It's great to have
but it is intimidating to put one's self on college kids involved in the lives of high

school andmiddle school kids. Both sides

benefit from the relationship," she says.
The Ignatian Society also plans many
smaller service opportunities throughout
Boston, including baking cookies for a
localnursing home, visiting a Jesuitretirement home, volunteering at the Walk for
Hunger, and taking a trip to the Greater
Boston Food Bank.
Through these opportunities students
can further live out theirfaith.
"We often hear the terms 'men and
womenfor others' or 'having a faith that
does justice'- these are more than just
words. These are ways to live your life to
better serve Godand others," says service
co-directorCara Caponi, A&S '08.
Students involved with the Ignatian
Society affirm the value of its programs.
"Working inthe serviceprograms builds a
sense of community and developsleadership and volunteer skills," says Hubele.
"Plus, serviceis vital for openingpeople's
eyes to the world around them - a key
aspect of the Jesuitmission."
As the club continues to expand, Erik
Anderson, former vice president and A&S
'07, has high expectations. "The Ignatian
Society has the potential to be the best
representationof thestudent body at BC,"
he says."The students care about Jesuit
ideals, community service, and our relationship with the Jesuits, and this is what
the club represents."
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MacMillan sets the world aflame Students
react to

By Lai-Yan Tang

Heights Editor

You've

seen his face by
now. The collared man
who stars on the hit parody
The BC is a real Jesuit, a
fact that outsiders can't seem to believe.
For those within the Boston College
community, however, it is only fitting for
Rev. Donald MacMillan, S.J. - "Father
Don," as he is affectionately known - to
be playing this comedic role. Though
his on-screen persona sings karaoke at
Roggie's, dances to a salsa cell phone
ring, and jams to Usher, MacMillan'srole
alsoreflects the serious ways he mentors
the BC community.
The epitome of the often-cliched Jesuit slogan "Men and women for others,"
MacMillan devotes himself to students
with everythingfrom The BC and advising the Band programs to his quest for
social justice, which includes leading the
School of the Americas (SOA) protest
and the Pedro Arrupe Immersion trip to
Cuernavaca, Mexico.
Humility aboundsfor the Boston native and triple Eagle (BC High, BC '66
and '72), who is called "hilarious," "honest," and"a champion for the underdog"
by the students he loves."Father Don
is one of the most important people at
BC," says John Xeller, GLSOE '06, who
has worked with MacMillan in Campus
Ministry for four years.
"He'sthe sunon a cloudyday, he's the
order in the universe, he's a rock star,"
says Joe Sabia, A&S '06, who looped
MacMillan into The BC. "But seriously.
He goes above and beyond what Jesuits
are called to do."
As he reclines in his office in the first
floor of McElroy, the faces of these students flash on his computer screen, line
his door, and fill dozensof photo frames.
Hisconversationis filled with talk ofother
people - the Jesuits who encouragedhim
to enter priesthood, the Mexican families
who inspire him with kindness, and the
students who have defined his 10 years
atBC.
He speaks oftheneeds ofotherpeople
and particularly the injustices and poverty
in the world. One of the topics closest to
his heart is protesting the SOA, a combat training school for Latin American
soldiers. Every year, MacMillan leads a
contingent ofstudents to Ft. Benning,Ga.,
to join thousands in this cause.
In a few weeks, he will make the trip
for the seventhtime. Thoughhe looks forwardto the experience,he hopes thisyear
-just like every year - thathe won'thave
to makethe trip again. The Jesuit who was
tear gassed in Harvard Squarefor protesting the VietnamWar is frustrated with the

Jesuit
influence
By Lisa DeGray

Shaw

Special Projects Editor

On

the second floor
ofFulton Hall, right
past tour guides
pointing out the Wizard ofOz architecture, is theoffice ofRev. Richard McGowan,
S.J. Cartoon cutouts, articles,
and humorous sayings plaster
the door and walls. Books on
economics, class papers, and
the course guide are piled and
scattered all over the floor. And
though it appears the tornado
made a stop here before taking
Dorothy to Oz, the office helps
paint the personality of a Jesuit,
self-described as "not your stereotypicalpriest."
Raised outside of Philadelphia, McGowan was first exposed to the Jesuits while attending St. Joseph's Prep. He
continuedhis education, receiving a B.S. in mathand a master's
in econometrics.
"I knew I wantedto do something in the churchand I wanted
to be a teacher," McGowan
said. He went on to teach at St.
Joseph's College inPhiladelphia
for two years andhasbeen teaching full time at Boston College
since 1987.
McGowan described the
three-pronged purpose of Jesuiteducation as being, "about a
sense offaith in God, a sense in
serving other people, and about
challengingpeople. The Jesuits
in high school alwayschallenged
me, and that's why I try to do
atBC.
"As a teacher, I have to make
sure people move on - that's Jesuit education," he said. "When
you can rise to the challenge,
you realize you can do great
things."
Though McGowan challenges his students in the three
courses he teaches - Statistics,

Alyson

Silkowski

Heights Staff

In 1551, only a fewyears aftertheSociety
of Jesus was establishedas a religious order,
the Jesuits opened theirfirst school, beginning a centuries-old devotion to spiritualand
intellectual education. This dedication has
resulted in the founding of28 coeducational
Jesuitcollegesand universities in theUnited
States, including Boston College, Fairfield
University, Fordham University, and the
College of the Holy Cross.
"Although only 8 percent of the faculty
is
Jesuit, the idealsofthe education
actually
PHOTO COURTESYOF THE BC
personal
attention, challenging courses,
campus
BC
as
a
S.J.
Sabia
part
Woody
parody
As
of his role at
minister Rev. Don MacMillan starswith Joe
and
Tondorf in the hit
The BC.
educating men and womenfor others - are
"Thereal workof justiceis back in the
As he does with all aspects ofhis life, hallmarks of Fordham University," says
camp that he says trains Latin Americans
to kill. "Here we are in the '90s trying to U.S., because we hold the purse strings
MacMillan sees the spiritual in The BC Joe Marutollo, a senior at Fordham. The
and the policy strings. Students need to experience. "No matter where I go, I'm Jesuit presence at BC, especially in the
say, 'What have we learned?'"
He knows the reality of the struggle. learn what else can be done so that the doingministry at all times," he says. "This classroom, is met with mostly positive
studentresponse.
Even if the SOA closes, it's already in amount of poverty and hunger can be is another way of encouraging them."
existence at other camps, he says."The reduced. How do we get into the driving
The momentary fame is irrelevant, he
"It seems that the Jesuits place great
symbolism is that that'sthefirst one, that's force that will change the picture of the believes. What's more important is the importance on our education. Some - not
where people were trained and started planet?"
relationships he's developing, and the all - non-Jesuit professors can give the
These are the questions heasks himself bridge he is building between priests and impressionthatteachingis not theirnumber
assassinating anyone who was working
with the poor. The guilt of it all lies right and the students he mentors, questions students. "This shows people that we're onepriority; applying for grants, doing their
on our doorstep."
that don't have an human beings," he says.
research comes beforetheir classes, even at
"In the lives a
Underthe gazeof
Sabiaagrees.He summedup MacMilthe sacrifice of their students' education,"
easy answer. The exOscar Romero, who
periences in Georpeople, Ym making a
lan's devotion to his students with an ansays Anna Leszczynski, A&S '07. "From
watches from the
Were all making a gia, Mexico, and in ecdotefrom last year, when The BC crew my limited exposure to Jesuitprofessors, I
corner of the office,
the scores of other was scheduled to shoot a scene following definitely got thefeelingthat teachingis their
in lives together
MacMillan defends
trips that students thepresidential election.MacMillan came life. They really seem to enjoy their classes
takeare "internships in 10 minutes late, saying "Sorry, I'm and put a lot oftimeand effort intothem."
justice in the name
of the Jesuits who
for life," he says.
late. The Kennedys just invited me over
Another trademark of Jesuiteducation is
?Rev. Don MacMillan, S.J.
were assassinated in
seen through the theology and philosophy
While he imtheir house."
Campus minister
El Salvador.
merses himself in
"Why didn't you go?" the crew core curriculumrequirements. "Subjects like
He fights not only throughprotesting national and international causes, he still asked.
theologyand philosophyare more conducive
the SOA, but by inspiring students to has plenty of work left on the Chestnut
"Well, we'refilming,right?Howcould to Jesuit teachings, but I think its influence
make lasting changes in their lives that Hill campus.
can be found in any academic sphere," says
I miss this?" MacMillan said.
will affect the lives of others.
What began as a conversation with
"FatherDonrefused to accept an offer Brendan Downes, LSOE '07.
The Pedro Arrupe Immersion trip Sabia over ice cream in the Dustbowl to have apost-electionreception with the
Furthermore, Jesuit universities do not
that he leads to Cuernavaca, Mexico two years ago has sprung into a television Kennedys to film a three-minute scene typicallylimit students to studying Catholic
has given him this chance for 10 years. series garneringattentionfromthe likes of of a TV show no one really knew about, theology. "The only thing [about the core]
For two weeks each summer, the group Sonyand Disney. MacMillanhasreceived that extras didn'teven show up for," says that's Jesuit-related is theology, but we can
takethatin any realm ofreligion,"says Allivisits squatter settlements andindigenous attention as "the man who plays a priest" Sabia. "His life is for students."
MacMillan describes the experience son Kaufman, a sophomore at Holy Cross.
peoplesin the mountains, and speaks with on the show.
It's no wonderhis role has audiences asa privilege and honor to work with stuOutside oftheclassroom, the Jesuit influclergy, health care officials, and social
workers in the area.
curious.
dents. "In the lives ofa handful ofpeople, enceis present in daily campus life at Jesuit
"When you meet people who live
In the latest trailer,MacMillan dances I'mmaking a difference. We're all making universities. "I see the Jesuit traditionplayminute to minute, you can't help but be and sings, "1863, a bunch of Ignatians a difference in lives together."
ing a role on campus every day. Everyone
touched," he says. While the trips have an made a college invasion / two years after
He sits up and cups his hands, as at BC genuinelycares," says Stephanie St.
immediate "band-aid" effect of helping 2003, our claim to fame we set the world thoughforming a miniature globe.
Martin, A&S '07.
"Wouldn't it be nice ifthe whole world
This view is not uniqueto BC. "The Jesuthe poor, what is more important is what aflame," to the tune of Billy Joel's "We
could work this way?" he asks.
happens when students return to Boston. Didn't Start the Fire."
its play a largerole in Fairfield University's
campus," says Caitlin Callaghan, a senior
at Fairfield University. "The Jesuit mission at Fairfield University is very much a
part of both the educational and the social
experience."
"As a student at Fordham University, I
find the Jesuit mission to be an important
Forecasting, and Strategy and
McGowan has become wellPolicy - he said his teaching known on campus living in the
aspect of our school and community. The
Jesuittradition challenges us while also supstyle is a lotdifferentfrom when residence halls for the past 22
he first started.
years, especially to the freshporting us, whetherthrough small class sizes
"What I expect out of stuor the very idea of cura personalis- care of
man community as he currently
dents and what I expect from resides in GonzagaHall. As the
the whole person," says Marutollo.
The Jesuits also place an emphasis on
myselfis different," he said. "In "adult presence," McGowansaid
the old days, you were just the he does not enforce any rules, but
service and community outreach.
"BC has a spirit of service, of giving
professor. Now, it's like here takes advantageofhis proximity
is why you are studying this, to get to know a lot ofstudents.
back to those in need. There are, it seems,
and why you need to know this.
innumerableservice trips going all throughIn addition to having students
out the year to places where students can
Students now expect you to put over to dinner in his room, he is
on more of a show."
use their limited time and resources to the
thereto giveadvice on any issue,
maximumbenefit of the community," says
And McGowan puts on a from serious topics to questions
good show. The Jesuit knows about course selection.
Leszczynski.
how to keep students on their
"I always remind students,
Downes agrees. "I have learned the most
feet, especially in early-morning you'recapable ofso many things.
about what it means to be at a Jesuitinstitution through discussions with friends, proclasses.
The biggest thing is live life to
fessors, and Jesuits, and especiallythrough
Even in a statistics class of thefullest. Thatis what Ignatius
over 190 students, McGowan is all about," he said.
service and reflection," he says. "Programs
like PULSE and the Pedro Arrupe Immermakes a point to know everyIn addition to being an asone's nameand include everyone sociate professor in the Carsion program have been especially influential in my time at BC."
during class, through jokes and roll School of Management,
While the Jesuit influence can be felt
including students'names in the McGowan is also a research
word problems.
across various campuses, students say that
associate at Harvard Medical,
they do not feel uncomfortable or pressured;
And apparently there isn't Division on Addictions. He dejust one McGowan. For a few scribes his research as a "blend
participation in the Jesuit community is
HEIGHTS PHOTO / MARC ANDREW DELEY
based upon an individual's own personal
years, at the end of class, there of ethics, strategic analysis, and
McGowan,
S.J.,
Rev.
Richard
lives
out
the
Jesuitmission
of education
choices.
were enough people trying to strategy."
CSOM,
research,
through
teaching
living
me,
he
said.
"One
focuses
on
how
the
several
classes
in
his
and
in
St. Martin became involved in the Jesuit
day
govimitate
He
they sat me down and someone ernment regulates the cigarette, Gonzaga Hall on Upper Campus.
community freshman year by serving as a
lector and Eucharisticminister. "The Jesuits
did an imitation of me and at the gambling, andalcohol industries.
endthrew a piein my face. Did I McGowan also serves on the he had with McGowan driving ter with McGowan, with such are such wonderful people - someone you
get even? Oh yeah," McGowan Board ofDirectors oftheMassaback from Rhode Island. "We lines as: "With a jokehere and a can talk to about almost anything, any quessaid. During the Statistics final chusetts' Compulsive Gambling were in Rhode Island, which jab there we thought he was just tionsyou are having aboutreligion or life in
that year, he gavethepie thrower Council, as well as a consultant is Powerball state, and [Mc- being silly / Then we realized general,"she says.
the Forecasting final instead of to numerous lotteryand gaming Gowan] said, 'My son, there he was on crazy Jesuit straight
Kaufman says she is "indifferent as to
the Statistic one. And after 10 commissions.
is a convenience store on the outta Philly
and we learned whether the Jesuit aspects influence my exminutes of watching the frantic
perience." Leszczynski, however, says she
In addition to having six right past the set of lights. Pull he's more than some Bible-tostudent, McGowan approached books published, with books over.' So he went in and bought tin' preacher, He's one, what... reallyenjoys the Jesuit influence, "All of my
her with a smile saying, "Oh, I seven and eight in the works, he a few Powerball tickets. When what, one kickass teacher."
interactions with the Jesuits have been very
must have given you the wrong has also published 48 referred he came back, I said to him,
McGowan said he hopes to positive, and ifnothing else, I feel that many
exam."
articles in various academic 'You're the one who lectures on continue writing and enjoying students on campus agree that the Jesuits
"Although he may seem injournals and has made over 80 theevilsof gambling, and you're his teaching. "I'm perfectly generallymake excellent professors."
"Fordham has been my first experience
timidating when he's calling on academic and professional prea priest.'"
happy with whatI'm doingright
at a Jesuitinstitution and it has truly changed
you in front of the whole class sentations.He also will hold the
Though he was officially now."
the way I look at the world.The teachings of
to answer a question that you MacLean Chair at St. Joseph's voted the Best Professor Award
McGowan continues to chalSt. Ignatius and the ideals of 'Ad Majorem
didn't volunteer to answer, Fr. University from 2007-2008.
by the CSOM Honors Program, lenge BC students in the classMcGowan is one of CSOM's
"As gruff as he is, you're not McGowan says one of his bigroom and make them feel at Dei Gloriam' ("For the Greater Glory of
Dan
to
meet
nicer
said
going
professors,"
kindest
said
a
guy,"
gest honors was when a student home in the residence halls. God") have challenged me to consistently
Guyton, CSOM '07. "Without Mike Barry, a CSOM finance wrote a poem about him. HangMaybeone day that office on the strive to improve myself, both in my faith
him, my switch from A&S into professor. "His bark is worse ing above his desk, the 16-line second floor ofFulton Hall will and with those around me," says Marutollo.
CSOM wouldhave been disasthanhis bite."
rhyming poementails the experi- be pointed out on a tour. After "I am eternally grateful for having the opportunity to attend a Jesuit university."
trous."
Barry recalled an adventure ences studentshad overa semesall, there's no place like home.

of
difference.
difference

of handful

Father figure
By Becca
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Verizon,
ESPN execs

talk business
Tech Day, from A1
"Lately we have seenareemergence for IT and a respect for it,"
said Shaygan Kheradpir, chief information officer ofVerizon. "It's
IT's job to make surewe get there
faster than the competitor - ifyou
can't, it's a tough marketplace."
Not only has IT made the lives
ofthe generalpopulace easier, but
with inventions like cell phones,
Internet, andwireless capabilities,
it has also made doing business
much more economical.
"You can go from company to
company and see that the ones who
are winning have wrapped informationprocessing around muscle
and machine," said Kheradpir.
"This phenomenon will accelerate as more and more people get
connected."
Kheradpir explained that five
of the top-10 growth jobs are in
the IT sector. Verizon, the largest
telecommunicationscompany in
the world, spends more on investment and innovation than any other
companywith the exception ofthe
U.S. government.
"We focus on operational execution, automation, new ways of
operating, and digital services platforms. Making these moreefficient
brings down costs for companies
and also enhances capabilities
for things like storage," he said.
"When someone asks me what it
takes to be successful, the answer
is people who can drive business
change in a company through the
accelerationof IT."
IT advances allow people to
work at what Kheradpir called
"the speed of need," citing popular
devices like Blackberries and cell
phones as examples.
With these devices people
can stay connected all the time,
answering e-mails and calls as
they come.
"IT has become so proliferated," he said, "andthe connections
and automationsmake everything
that much more efficient. Think
about how many devices you're
on from the timeyou wake to the
time you sleep."
Verizon's latest venture, lobi,
would ideally integrate all these
devices, such as phones, TVs,
computers, or Palm Pilots into one
seamless system that allows the
accessing ofany storedfiles in the
network from any remote device.
This would allow the consumer
to play music files stored on a PC
through a home stereo system or
view picture files stored in a cell
phone onaTV, all through a wireless connection.
"As you go from device to dc-

vice,our network allowsyou to get
the content you want," said Kheradpir. "You can also cross-search
the content on all devices. Think
of it like being able to 'Google'
yourfiles."
The second presenter, David
Wong, vice president ofmarketing
for ESPN Mobile, shared with the
audience an equally innovative
wireless device soon to be available on the market: the ESPN
mobilephone.
The device willbring the latest
in IT to the sports fan, connecting
them not only to those they will
call but also to the ESPN Mobile
systems.

"It's a mobile phone for the

sports fanatic - you can check
scores, buy tickets to sporting

events,read game previews, watch
video clips, know if your friends
are at the game, and even buy
concessions at the stadium - all
with one press of a button," said
Wong, who received his MBA
from BC in 1985.
The phone features a 4.3 megapixel camera, a camcorder, a
bigger LCD screen than the average phone, speaker phone option, MP3/AAC player, and WiFi
among other things.
"ESPN is the world's largest
sports fan," he said. "We follow a
specific culture, relating with fans
and understanding the emotional
passion of sports. This phone
captures that passion and serves
it back to the fans in a shared

voice."
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Health & Science

Our generations horror: Avian flu
Withallofthe

hype and controversy surrounding the threat of
a global avian
flu outbreak,
anyone would
think that we
Alexis
were back in the
Mark
1300s with the
menacing and deadly epidemic
of the bubonic plague upon us.
If you haven't been paying attention to the news, here's a brief
catch-up to the latest information
on what could possibly result in a
pandemic.
The disease in contentionis the
lethal HSNI avian flu. It falls into
the category of diseases known
as zoonoses, which are animal
diseases that can infect humans.
KRT PHOTO
It has killed approximately 62
A Chinesefarmer surveys the area around an enclosure that holds his flock. His province has been hit by bird flu.
people in Southeast Asia since
Although the effects of the avi2003, according to the World gies devised and ready to be
an epidemic. The Chinese spice
HealthOrganization(WHO). Most enacted. David Nabarro, the new anflu may seem distant, itsappearstar anise is the required starting
of the accounted human deaths United Nations coordinator for ance in the Western hemisphere material for the production of
have occurred inpeople who have pandemicflu,reported to TheNew may be closer than you think. On this pharmaceutical drug, and its
close contact with infected birds. York Times thatit is also necessary Nov. 5, a 19-year-oldwoman from amounts are insufficient to manuThe concern lies with thefact that to perform repeated simulation Tangerang, Indonesia died ofbird facture the increasingly popular
healthexperts have cautioned this drills involving healthcare proflu and her 8-year-old malefamily global demand for Tamiflu. Provirus can potentially transforminto viders, safety officials, and utility membercontractedthevirusand is fessor John W Frost, a chemist at
a human-to-humancommunicable workers, amongothers.
currentlyhospitalized.The woman Michigan State University, develOther preparations are being is believed to have contracted the oped a technique for synthesizing
disease, initiating a worldwide
endemic.
takenby U.S. agenciesas part of a virus from infected deadchickens the starting material, shikimic
Preparations are being taken nationalpreemptive measure. The in her neighborhood. Another acid, without the use of the much
on both federal and global levels. National Wildlife Health Center outbreak was reported on Oct. 26 sought after star anise. The pharLast week, President Bush issued is recruiting hundreds of orniin Liaoning, China during which maceuticalcompanyRoche, which
a warningaboutthe avianflu strain thologists, veterinarians, amateur 8,940 chickens were killed. Since has recently used Frost's method
and discussed a $7.1 billion plan bird-watchers,and park rangers, as late 2003 the HSNI strain of the of production, recently cut back
- which is currently in progress well as otherprofessional wildlife avian flu has wiped out poul- its utilization of this production
- in a speech addressed to theNa- experts to inspect birds found try stocks and infected humans method, according to The New
tional Institutes of Health (NIH). travelingalongthemain migratory working in close range to or with York Times. As a result, Frost is
planning to start a company that
In March, the Centers for Disease paths in the United States. One infected birds.
would be able to handle creating
Control (CDC) ranked bird flu as devised strategy calls for testing
So by nowyou may be wondertheworld's No. 1public threatand bodies of water for the influing if there really is any hope for the starting material in a larger
health officials reason that now is enzavirus, which can be found in survival if people in the United capacity and without the reliance
the time to focus on preventative bird excrement. Ducks and geese States become infected, and what on star anise.
action.
For now, the top line ofdefense
will be periodicallycaptured and is being done in terms of reducing
Health officials are arguing that screened, andthenreturned to their therisk of the pandemic. Current is educationand awareness. Paying
the world will not be prepared to natural habitat. Under this plan, efforts are being madeto develop attention to the latestnews updates
face such a fatal disease unless farmers are currently mandatedto Tamiflu, an anti-influenza drug, and travel advisories is the best
governments have vaccination, report deathsof any birdsfrom any which will most likely be used way to keep yourself informed
as a first line of defense against and prepared.
quarantine, and treatment stratetype offlu strain.

ESPN has grown to be such a
household name, in fact, that 16
children have been named after
the company.
The Web site alone receives
hits from 16 million unique users
who spend an average of 31.2
minutes on it.
Expansion into the wireless
sector makes sense for the enterprising brand.
"Wireless revenues will lead
to 20 percent of the revenue in
Finance, from C8
the next years," said Wong. "We
expect over 4 million monthly ing their money, and that their
unique wirelessusers."
parents don't put limits onor have
The key to developing such a rules about their spending.
"I just have the credit limit on
popular product lies in finding a
my creditcard," said Rob Lemein,
way to unify a platform and making it apply to a target audience, CSOM '06. "I pay the balance every month, so if I have the money, I
Wong said.
ESPN first determines what can spend it. I take care ofmyself,
although not my basic needs, but
typeof experienceit wants to create and thenfinds the technology once I graduate everything will
to support it.
be on me."
"I put limits on myself," said
"Technologicaladvances give
ESPN an opportunity to deliver Julie Kelley, A&S '07, who has
an immersive sports experience," both a credit and a debit card. "If
said Wong. "It's all about how the I make a big purchase I try to even
benefitsoftechnologydeliverwhat it out so it doesn't get out of conwe're looking for."
trol. I have an on-campus job so if

Banks offer incentives for students

International Studies
Information &
Pre-Registration Meeting

something costs an entire week's
worth of pay, I think again about
buying it."
To make financial decisions
easier for students, many banks
offer special student accounts and
credit opportunities. Sovereign
Bank has free student checking
with no minimum balance or
monthlymaintenance fee, according to James Robinson, business
banker at the Chestnut Hill branch.
The bank's ATM card can be used
at otherbanks without incurring a
fee, and it also offers freeInternet
banking and bill pay, unlimited
check writing, and free domestic
wiring to make it easierfor parents
to transfermoneyto theirchildren.
They also have preferred student
Master and Visa cards that offer
students betterrates and arebacked
by Sovereign. Sovereign is also
open to teachingyoung adults how
to managetheirmoney, althoughit
notes that this responsibility ulti-

mately lies with the parents.
"On a branch-by-branch basis
we will go to colleges nearby and
give a seminar on how to set up a
checking account and what you
should and should not do," said
Robinson. "We leave that up to
the parents,but ifa schoolwanted
to have a seminar then of course
we're willing to do that, and we
have the materials to do that."
Bank of America offers a
"Campus Edge checking" account with no minimum balance
and no monthly maintenance fee
for six months, according to Diane
Wagner, Bank ofAmerica spokeswoman. If the student's parents
have an account with Bank of
America, there is no fee for five
years.
The bank also has free online
banking and unlimited bill pay
to make things easier for college
students on-the-go.It alsoprovides
account users with a Visa check

card and debit card and a "total
security protection package" that
covers customers for purchases
made when their card is lost or
stolen. The bank has also recently
introduced a new feature called
"Keep the Change" where purchases a customer makeswith their
debit card are rounded up to the
nearest dollar, and the difference
is put in the customer's savings
account. The bank matches the
amount for the first three months
and then at a rate of 5 percent a
year afterthat.
"It's like an electronic change
jar, you are saving moneythatyou
probablywouldn't evenknowyou
had," said Wagner.
For more information on student accounts andfinance managing you can visit the Sovereign
Bank and Bank of America Web
sites at www.sovreignbank.com
and bankofamerica.com, respectively.

Students

Fly Cheaper
Sample roundtrip StudentAirfares from Boston to:
Chicago

$99
$159

Florence

$395
$422

San Francisco

$231

Hong Kong

$869

Philadelphia

Learn about the International Studies Major and Minor and
relevant course options for the spring semester.
Meet Program Director Robert Murphy and International
Studies students and advisors

Wednesday, November 9
4:3OPM Higgins 300
Refreshments will be served.
For more information logon

to

the International Studies website at be.edu/isp

Madrid

FREE

)

Text "LONDON" tO 22122
It's your chance to win one often pairs
of roundtrip tickets to London

J

StudentUniverse.com
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Politically Speaking

Hardcover Nonfiction

Slowly, surely, Clinton moves to center

Bestsellers

This
Week

1 Healthy Aging. Andrew Weil.
M.D. Knopf, $27.95

Last
Week

Weeks on
List

2

2

2

The Truth (with Jokes). Al
Franken. Dutton, $25.95

1

3

Team of Rivals. Doris Kearns
Goodwin. Simon & Schuster, $35

1

4 The World Is Flat. Thorns
L. Friedman. Farrar, Straus &

3

Don't look now, but
Hillary's moving toward the
center.

Andrew
BUTTARO

30

dential bid.

The surprise here isn't that Clinton is
posturing for a run in 2008. The surprise is
how far she's straying fromher liberal roots
in doing so.
Over the past summer, Clinton gave a
speech denouncing the number ofunwanted
pregnancies. She's paired up with Rick
Santurom, probably the most conservative
memberofthe Senate, to pass legislation
against graphic video games. She was one of
a handful of senators in her party to oppose a
KRT
measure thatwouldhave killed Bush's misSen. Hillary Clinton (D-N.Y.) has beentaking a centrist stance, possibly with a presidential bid in mind.
sile defense plan. Most conspicuously, she's
strongly lobbied liberal members of Congress
been a consistent hawk on Iraq, even arguing a minutebecause a page ofher speech was
to send more troops in the face of escalating
missing. Herlater attempt to explain the gaffe to support her husband's crime bill, which
expanded the federal death penalty, and
attacks.
didn't go much better.
"A couple ofweeks ago, certainly a couple
"Was it my best day? Absolutelynot,"
supported his welfare-reform plan, which
Pirro said, recalling the incident. "Am I better prompted one of her close friends, the former
months ago, Hillary was off there on the
than that? Absolutely not."
Kennedy aide Peter Edelman, toresign from
left," said Chris Matthews, MSNBC news
show host, last May. "We thought ofher with
the administration."
Meanwhile, Clinton has been focusing
Barbra Streisand, BarbaraBoxer, Rob Reiner, on hernational work in the hopes of sapping
Besides, the argument that Clinton's too
interest from the race.
Chuck Schumer even. Now I see her as sort
divisive for the nomination has always been
of part of this drifttowardthe center."
Some have a predicted thatthere will
a weak one. Bush has proved thatbeing
At the same time, Clinton's been a fairly
be a sharp backlash against Clinton, long a
controversial is not necessarilypolitically
effective senator. She's taken a lesson from
Republican bogeywoman,in 2008. She's the
problematic. But whatremains to be seen
subject of a nasty new biography, The Truth
the playbook of one her predecessors, Sen.
is whether her electoral arithmetic adds up
D'Amato, who was so attuned to local issues
About Hillary, by EdwardKlein, that asserts,
in 2008. The Clintons are two of the most
among other things, that she's a lesbian. In a
politically astute figures in contemporary
that he was known as Sen. Pothole. Clinton
has funneled millions of federal dollarsback
recent interview with Human Events, a conAmerica, but they aren't infallible. Ifthe war
to her constituents, especially in the conserhe
that
the
senator
continues to go badly, then Hillary'sproposal
magazine,
servative
added
vative upstate area. Not coincidentally, she
was a "radical feminist" and"a true, bred-toto add 80,000 troops to Iraq will look less
the-bone, ideologue."
currently enjoys a 60 percent approval rate
like a principled decision and and more like a
As Matt Bai pointed out in a profile in
fool's errand. A resolutely anti-war campaign
upstate, only a tadbelow her statewide rating
of 63 percent, according to a poll conducted
The New York Times Magazine, this probon the part of someone like Russ Feingold,
inAugust by QuinnipiacUniversity.
Clinton's colleague in the Senate, could comably isn't the case. Arguing that "politicians
that
live
in
the
narrow
boxes
we
early
wagering
rarely
ideological
pletely
change the dynamics of a Democratic
strong
There was
a
like to create for them," Bai writes, "Hillary
Republicanchallenge in 2006 for Clinton's
primary battle.
seat couldknock her out of the Senate and,
But Feingold and otherprospective chalClinton was probably never as dogmatic as
by extension, a presidential contest, but those her most ardent critics and supporters insisted lengers wouldbe wisenot to underestimate
she was. She did, after all, propose controverhopes have all but evaporated. Jeanine Pirro,
Hillary in gaugingpositions for 2008. They
a district attorney with a strong criminal jussial educationreform in Arkansas, where she
wouldn't be the first to lose to a Clinton.
picked a gratuitous and colossal fight
tice background, was tapped for this difficult
Andrew Buttaro is the marketplace editor of
assignment. When announcing her candidacy with the teachers'union by demanding
The Heights. His column appears biweekly in
in August, she was speechless for over half
that teachers submit to testing. And she
this space.

Giroux, $27.50

5

The Year ofMagical Thinking.
JoanDidioa Knopf, $23.95

5

4

6

Natural Cures "They"Don't

1

20

6

29

Want You to Know About. Kevin
Trudeau. Alliance Publishing,
$29.95

7

Freakonomics. * Steven D.
Levitt and Stephen J. Dubner.
Morrow, $25.95

1

8 Drivenfrom Within. Michael
Jordan. Atria, $35
4

5

10 YourBestLife Now. Joel Osteen.
Warner Faith, $19.95

10

54

11 You: The Owner's Manual.
Michael F. Roizen, M.D.,
and Mehmet C. Oz, M.D.

8

26

12 The Purpose-Driven Life. Rick

7

142

13 1776. David McCullough. Simon
& Schuster, $32

11

23

14 Marley andMe. JohnGrogan.

14

2

9

3

9

The City of FallingAngels.
JohnBerendt. Penguin Press,
$25.95

Harperßesource, $24.95
Warren. Zondervan, $19.99

Morrow, $21.95

15 My FBI. Louis J. Freeh. St.
Martin's, $25.95

That's right, the former
first lady and current junior
senator from New York is
slowly but surely retooling
her position on a number of
issues, seeminglyresurrecting her husband's strategy of
"triangulation"for apresi-

indicates title has beenreviewed by The Heights.
Compiled from data from independent and chain
bookstores, book wholesalers, and independent
distributors nationwide by Publisher s Weekly.

TechJournal

Tipsfor mixing up your AIM experience

KRT

Surowiecki argues the stock market is evidence of the wisdom of crowds.

Surowiecki loses
touch in second
half of new book
Crowds, from C8
wide array ofother situations. It's
why the crowd on the game show
Who Wants to Be a Millionaire is
right over 90 percent of the time
when polled by a contestant, and
it explains Google's uncanny accuracy (Google's searchresults are
determinedby how often a site is
linked by others).
Without proper guidelines,

though, the wisdom of a crowd

can't be tapped. An intriguing
example of this lies in professional football. Statisticians have
continually proved that in terms
of probability, teams would usually be better served by going
for it on fourth down rather than
punting. The close-knit culture
of the football world, however,
inspires a much moreconservative
approach.
Though Surowiecki masterfully frames his ideas in the first
half of the book, he stumbles a
bit in the second part in applying
them to practice. By this time, the
avalancheofanecdotesbecomes a
bit overwhelming, and ultimately
distracts from his case. The idea

for this book grew out of an article
in the The New Yorker (where he
is a columnist), and one gets the
feeling in converting a column
into a book the content got spread
a bit thin.
Most ofthis section is devoted
to the market, which Surowiecki
clearly sees as a powerful force.
This isn't a problem, but his beliefthat market forces are nearly
infallible is. It leads him toward
blithely writing off stock market
bubbles(like the dot com bust) as
unusual examples of "irrational
exuberance," rather than more
systemic flaws.
Nevertheless, Surowiecki's
book is a well-thought out and approachable discussionof a vast and
amorphous concept. The reader
can easily glean lessons that can
be applied to all sorts ofsituations,
from the business world to the
footballfield.
Surowiecki should be thanked
for new defense of an old idea. In
themoldofMalcolm Gladwell, he
shows that confidence in crowds
need not be misplaced. If many
buy his book, it would seem an appropriate validation ofhis thesis.

So you sit
down at your
computer and
tell yourself
that you're
going to buckle
down and finish
that paper. Or
Chris
maybe you just
Cahill
need to send a
quick e-mail
and then you're off. But wait!
Who's online?Did someone IM
you? Let's face it: we can't stay
away from instant messenger
programs.
By far the most popular such
service for college students is
America Online's Instant Messenger, or AIM as it's more
affectionatelyknown. It gives us
an easy-to-read list of "buddies"
that are online, has easy-to-use
personalmessage windows, and
even has a chat feature for multiperson conversations.What more
could students ask for?
Well, for one, I like a bit less
clutter. AlM's buddy list now

We're

comes with a fantastic array of
junkincluding ads and a stock
ticker. Plus, who wants to deal
with the mess that takes overthe
taskbarwhen you talk to more
than a couple offriends? Fortunately, there are a few programs
that can take care of these and
other inconveniences within

AIM.
I personallyprefer a program calledDeadAlM. (Get it?
DeadAIMP) My favorite feature
is the tabbed IMs. One window
contains a multitude of conversations that are all accessible in
a manner similar to FireFox's
tabbedbrowsing. Also, it gives
you options about how the buddy
list is displayed. Another great
aspect ofDeadAlM is the option
to log all ofyour conversations.
My suitematethinks thatthis
is a bit shady, but I find myself
looking up directions to a party
or other such informationthat
wouldhave been lost otherwise
when I closed the conversation.
Sadly, though, newer versions

looking

for

ofDeadAlM aren't availablefor

free, unlike olderones.

Another option that I'm
partial to is Gaim. (Wow, these
guys love theirpuns.) Gaim is
an open source project, which
Bill noted last week as meaning
"free" to the average consumer.
Furthermore, it provides a build
for Linux, unlike DeadAlM.
In addition to the features that
DeadAlM provides, Gaim also
allows users to give theirbuddies
aliases. That is, instead of seeing
yourpals' screennames in the
buddy list or IMs, you can have
it display their names.
I have alsotried out two
otherprogramscalled Trillian
andAiMutation. Trillian client
has all the functionality ofGaim
and then some. Users can pick
their own skins (styles) to be
displayed. Trillian also allows
peopleto simultaneously log
onto accounts on other protocols
(like MSN Messenger, Yahoo!
Messenger, etc.). AiMutation is
one of the most customizable

programs I have everseen. Sadly,
though, I find these programs too
user unfriendly torecommend.
Some of it is counterintuitiveand
some is justoutright useless.
For those of you out there
rockin' a Mac, my roommate
swears by Adium. He says it is
"highly customizable, and yet
retains intuitiveness."That is, it
lets users make as many choices
as they want, but doesn'tmake it
as confusing as otherprograms.
It also logs conversations, but
makes it immediatelyaccessible
per buddy.
Nowthat you've got some
options the choice of what instant
messengerclient to use is yours.
I personally stick to an old (read:
"free") version of DeadAlM, but
that's just me, and I hate change.
I recommend trying out a few to
see which one works best. Good
luck with thatpaper.
Chris Cahill is the systems manager of The Heights. His column
appears biweekly in this space.
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Familiar program used differently
Beset by storm,

displaced students use
Facebook to connect
By Joseph Dreeszen

For The Heights

Most students will log on to the Facebook to check out a friend's new photos
or to discoverthe interests of someone in
a class. For students visiting from New
Orleans,however, it's not somethingthey
dofor fun - it's a way to get their life back
together.
Loyola sophomores Nicole Waivers,
Cristina Catanzaro, and Will Wilson are
now studying at Boston College, and they
discussedhow they'veusedthe Facebook
in the wake of the hurricane.
"Youcan't expect calls everyday, and
Facebook is just so much more convenient," said Waivers.
She's been checking thesiterepeatedly
throughout her days at BC.
The creators never thought that the
Facebook could grow so big, let alone
serve to help students involved in this
disaster.
"We didn't expect this typeof thing at
the outset," said Chris Hughes, a Facebook
spokesman. "In the beginning Facebook
was a small project for Harvard kids that
endedup explodingand becoming a major
national site."
Headded that the creators didn't expect
that the site would act as a life line for
some students during a national crisis.
AfterHurricaneKatrina rippedthrough
the Gulf region, Loyola was shut down.
The university is currently being repaired
andmadeready for the students' proposed
return in January. As a result, the student
body was split apartanddisbursedall over
the nation.
"I wasn't planning on separating from
myfriends until graduation,"said Waivers,
who'sfrom New Orleans. "I just want to

HEIGHTS PHOTO / MARC ANDREW DELEY

Nicole Waivers, a Loyola studentspending the semesterat BC, has been using the Facebook to stay in touch with friends from Louisiania.
gohome."
"We were there for four days," said
Catanzaro in reference to her and Wilson.
Both hail from Connecticut.
All agree thatBC has been more than
accommodatingto thestudents from Louisiana, but it's just not the same as living
in the Big Easy.
"It's nice to be here in Bostonbecause

we'reclose to home, yetfar enough away
that we can't just go home," saidWilson.
Before going their separate ways, the
Loyola students signed up on a Facebook group with their name and city to
know where their friends were going.
New groups have formed such as "BC
Refugees" and"I Attend the University
ofAtlantis."

The Facebookhas allowedCantanzaro
to keep in touch with her classmates not

only from Loyola, but also with friends
from her high school. Wilson uses the site
to keep in touch with his roommate.
"We've made a nice community here,
but we all are waiting to go home," said
Catanzaro.
"We're waiting for January."

When the many are
wiser than the few
By Andrew Buttaro
MarketplaceEditor
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Sovreign Bank has free student checking with no minimum balance or monthly fees.

Students struggle to
balance finances
By Denise

Ekenstierna
Heights Editor

It's seems so easy -just whip out that
shiny card with the raised numbers and
money spits out of the ATM. One swipe
at the registerin themall andthe purchase
is yours without money ever actually
changinghands. But is itreally that quick
and painless?
USAA Financial Planning Services
recently conducted a survey titled "Freshman Finance 101" in which it found that
"79 percent of students surveyedhave not
discussedabudget for discretionaryfunds
with anyone, and almost one-fourth (23
percent)believethey can spend up to $500
without their parents' approval."
In addition to credit and debit cards,
many college students live an insulated
day-to-day life in terms of financial responsibility - they live in residence halls
without the worry of monthly bills and
purchase food with the "fake" money of
meal plans and systems such as the Eagleone card at Boston College. Although
students (or their parents) pay for these
things in the form of tuition, it is easy to
take monetary matters lightly when the
actual money doesn't come out of your

pocket ona daily basis.
At BC, most students seem to be aware
of the financial issues that they face as
students at an expensiveprivate university. Jen Luoma, A&S '06, spoke with her
parents abouther financial responsibilities
before coming to BC freshman year.
"We talkedabout how I was going to
pay for books, my own spending money,
and if I was going to put away my summer earnings," she said. Now that she is
a senior living on campus without a meal
plan, she is evenmore aware ofhow she
uses money in her daily life. "I definitely
think about how I'm going to buy groceries and about living cheaply. I have an
on-campusjob, so that helpswith weekend
spending."
Kate Armstrong, A&S '09, discussed
financial matters with her parents andtook
on the responsibility of paying for part of
hertuition in addition to her ownpersonal
and social expenses.
"We made a deal that I wouldpay 20
percent of tuition, so I workedall summer
and I have a job here," she said.
Students also said that their parents
trust them to make good decisions regard-

See Finance, C6

"No one in this world, so far as I know,
has ever lost money by underestimating
the intelligenceof the great masses of the
plain people," the American newspaperman H.L. Mencken once infamously
remarked.
Mencken was wrong, concludes James
Surowiecki in The Wisdom of Crowds:
Why the Many AreSmarter Than theFew
andHow Collective Wisdom ShapesBusiness, Economies, Societies, and Nations.
In fact, under most circumstances, crowds
makebetter decisions than the individuals
comprising them.
This isn't exactly a revolutionary conTHE WISDOM OF
cept. It's the theory behindthe freemarket
CROWDS
forces thatAdam Smith wrote about over
two centuries ago. It's also the thinking
Why the Many Are Smarter
that undergirds American democracy.
Than the Few and How
"State a moral case to a ploughman and
Collective Wisdom Shapes
a professor," wrote Thomas Jefferson in
1787. "The former will decide it as well
Business, Economies,
and often better than the latter because
Societies and Nations
he has not been led astray by artificial
By James Suroweicki
rules."
Yetit's a concept that stillcould benefit
Doubleday Books
from a robust defense, and Surowiecki
296
pages, $24.95
delivers one.
"Ask a hundred people to answer a
question or solve a problem," he writes,
Surowiecki sees a modern day equiva"and the average answer will often be at lent of this phenomenonin the very populeast as good as the answerof the smartest
lar (and very profitable) Zagat restaurant
member. With most things, the average
guide. Back in 1980, Nina and TimZagat
is mediocrity. With decision-making, it's
were dismayed by the consistently poor
often excellence. You could say it's as if culinary advice they felt they were getting
we'vebeenprogrammed to be collectively frommanyprofessional critics. They asked
smart."
some oftheirfriends to fill out a two-page
The first story that Surowieckirelates
survey rating the quality of food, service,
aptlyillustratesthis concept. In 1906,Engprice, and atmosphere ofrestaurants, and
lishscientist Francis Galtonperformed an
to add any generalcomments.
experiment that he hoped would illustrate
Fast forward 25 years. Zagat now has
the stupidity ofcrowds(and by extension, 250,000
voluntary surveyors, evaluating
the folly of democratic government). At
everythingfrom restaurants to movies all
arural livestock fair, those in attendance
overtheworld.And consumers apparently
were given the opportunity to guess the
find this groupwisdom valuable. The New
weight of an ox that was about to be
York Restaurant Guide, a Zagat publicaslaughtered. Almost 800 villagersgave an tion,
sells overa half-millioncopies alone
individual estimate, but none guessed the
each year.
exact weight of 1,198pounds.
The same phenomenonis at work in a
Collectively, however, they nearly did
See Crowds, C6
- the group average was 1,197.
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AIM, but better
Tech columnist Chris Cahill offers advice on improvingyour instant messaging. C7

The Bottom Line

Using time is
an important
skill to have
Nov. 7, 2005. Oh
yeah, that's today's
date. I am a senior.
We're approaching
the end of our first
semester at Boston
Collegethis year.
Wow. Take that in.
JOHN
Some ofmy Heights
Murray
brethren are noticing thatthis journalistic project is waning. Timehas
been on my mind lately not just in a
senior year moment, but in the economical sense. There are 168hours
a week. How we spend them is up
to us. These 168hours are the same
168 hours that people like George W.
Bush, Sen. Rick Santorum, and Pope
Benedict XVI get to enjoy. What we
do with it us up to us.
For example,why do people pay
to have their lawns cut? Why is it that
every major executive has a personal
assistant? It really is an economical decision. I know we are not high
power executives at this point in our
lives,but there is a serious issue here.
I have acquaintances that do not do
their own laundry anymore. Is this a
fit ofunabashed laziness? Maybe, but
one of these acquaintances will drop
his laundry off and then drive over to
the library to work on his law school
applications. I wouldargue that in the
latter case the gentlemanis making
the best use ofhis time.You everrun
into people who cannot find enough
time in a given week to do everything? Maybeyou allknow a few.
Ah, actually probably many ofyour
collegiatefriends wouldfall into this
category. Getting stuff done is tough
whenyou sleep until 3 p.m. everyday. There are somerare situations
where a person is really making the
most optimal use ofhis time. These
are few and farbetween. The most
successful people in the world are often those who spend the least amount
of time asleep as possible, because
they know thattheir time is worth too
much to them to be asleep for longer
than the minimum necessary time.
Here's another interesting story.
Let's say you log your mileageon
your car, which you use forboth
business and personal use. Why
wouldanyone do this? Say you are a
self-employedprofessional,perhaps
an accountant who moonlights as an
accountingprofessor. You can deduct
theportion ofyour mileage each year
used for business purposes to get a
tax deduction for a great tax savings.
I have a friend who does this. I did
some mathematics on the cumulative time spent logging miles on his
car. He says he's been doing it for 20
years. If you figure he spends at least
three minutes entering his mileage
every day for 20 years, he will have
spent 364 hours logging miles in 20
years. As mentionedearlier, there
are 168hours in a week. So that
translates out to be the equivalent
of slightly over two weeks spent
loggingmileage on his car. Another
example. Manypeople at BC spend
time at the Plex in a given week. If
you spend an hour and a half at the
Plex for six of the seven days for 40
out ofthe 52 weeks of the year, you
also will have spent slightly more
than two weeks gettinghuge.
It's all about economy. There is a
scarcity ofresources in the world. In
each of our lives, there is a scarcity
of time. If we all were to live to be
80 years old, we have 700,800 hours
to live. How scary is that? Seniors,
how are we going to spend the hours
we have left here at BC? How do we
plan on spending those hours that we
have left to live? Hopefully we'll all
live past 80. Nobody should forget
something like 168 hours. Some
people are looking for the highest
financial profit in their 168 hours.
Some are looking for profound relationships. I'd like a littleof both. I'll
see you all 168hours from now.
John Murray is thelocalsales manager
of The Heights. His column appears
every Mondayin this space.

Hillary and 2008
The newscare: avian bird flu
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Synergy flips the switch
In its first performance of the school year,
Synergy took a trip down Comm. Ave.
Liu
Asst. Arts & Review Editor

By Lloyd

In only an eight-minute routine, Synergy elicited
one of the loudest cheers at Boston University's Tsai
Performance Center, according to members of the
group. The BU Fusion Elements VI show sponsored
by Jam'n 94.5 andRed Bull invited dance groups from
around Boston, as well as two majorprofessional dance
organizations, for a hip-hop shakedown held on the
university's campus.
Sold-out and packed beyondcapacity, the Tsai Performance Center was so full that the fire marshal had
to come in and check for tickets. Students got tossed
out left and right, but that didn'treally change a thing
and certainly didn't distract Synergy, or make it skip
a beat.
For Synergy,the BU Fusion Elements VI show was
complete crunch time. The group, only a year old, had
never had so little time to preparefor a show before.
To turn up the pressure even more, one of the dancers

twistedhis ankle and was put out ofcommission, which
forced a complete reorganization of the routine and
choreography.In the middleof the week, Synergy was
scrambling to reassemble its routine. Another dancer
had a problem with her hip and had to sit out for one
of the pieces.
With a depleteddance corps and a fresh andunfamiliar arrangement, Synergy, with its remaining dancers,
had a true test cut out for itself in its very first performance of the year.
"Everyonewas telling me to calm down. I was so
nervous, but everyone was so amazing," said Whitnie
Lowe, A&S '07, a member of the group. "It looked
really clean."
It was just eight minutes on foreign turf one night.
It was just a few injuries, just some last-minute choreography before the big show in a house packed
shoulder-to-shoulder. These were just small obstacles
for Synergy. That's because that's what Synergy does.
Themembersmake theinsane andthe improbablelook
fluidand seamless.

AMANDA WIDONIAK / DAILY FREE PRESS PHOTO

The high energy dance group Synergy took its moves to Boston University on Saturday night. The group opened
an event that saw people turned away at the door and the majority of tickets sold before the day of the event.

Opening the

A room full of support

curtain
By Rebecca

Kim

Nestled in an obscure edge of campus, somewhere
behind Robsham Theater and next to the back entrance of
Corcoran Commons, is a row ofwindows that looks like
an office butis in fact the home ofBoston College's theatre
department. Walk through the doors and the department
is the backstage ofRobsham. Students assemble sets in a
garage-likeareafilledwith toolsandwoodand put together
their own costumes in the costume shop. It's the creative
corner of campus.
The theatreprogramstarted in 1865, two years afterthe
University opened, debuting with its first show of Joseph
and his twelve brothers. The Dramatic Society formed
shortly after, in the 1880s, and still exists as one of the
oldest student organizationson campus.
In the 19405, theatre classes began to be offered
through the Lynch School of Education. The foundation
for the theatre major followed in the early '70s, when the
theatre major was established as part of the department of
speech, communications, and theatre. This is why theatre
classes still have the prefix CT in front ofall theircourses,
something the theatre department has been trying to get
changed, according to Stuart Hecht, directorof the theatre
department. In 1993, the theatre department became its
own formal major.
A milestone for the theatre department was the construction of Robsham Theater, the permanent home ofall
theaterand other student productions to this day. Built in
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See Theatre, D2

and readers only grew when it was time
for the open mic portion of the evening. At
this point, the applause grew louder and the
On Thursday, the Women's Resource words of encouragementbecame morepersonal as several young womenwere drivento
Center held "A Room of Our Own," a program devoted to the voices of the Boston the stage by the prompting of the crowd.
"The Women's Resource Center strives
College women. The Chocolate Bar was
transformed into a place for the arts. The to give women on campus a space to be
crowd sat down with their favorite drinks heard and expressed," said Noelle Huskins,
and chocolate treats as students and faculty another staffmemberofthe WRC andLSOE
alike shared their poems, readings, stories, '06. "But we also try toreach outside of the
dances, and songs for the crowd. "A Room Boston College community."
of Our Own" beautifully transformed the
A representative from the North Star
night into an evening ofpersonal reflection, Program - a division of the International
in which one could sit back, relax, and listen Rescue Committee - waspresent to explain
to words from the heart.
the program to students and receive donaThe program began with some Irish step tions. The North Star Project's goal is to
dancing. The high energy and fast pace aid refugee women with young children.
promptly set the emotional tone for the "Ifanyone would still like to donate to the
evening. This wouldbe a night ofrevealing North Star Program, we'd be happy to pass
oneselfto a crowd and not holding anything it on to them," said Huskins. The WRC is
back.
in McElroy 141, with office hours Monday
Poetry and short stories dealing with throughFriday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
women'sstruggles and triumphs thenensued.
The evening ended in the same fashion
One such reading, by Abigail McKoy, A&S it began: with music. This time around, the
'06, was truly moving. McKoy, amemberof Sharps, BC's all-female a capella group,
the WRC's board, helpedplan the evening's took the stage. Their four-song set ended
event. "Tonight was about celebrating the evening rather well. The entire crowd
women," she said, "and by getting up there was hooked by their catchy melodies and
and speaking, I wanted to further show my inspirational vocals.
"A Room ofOur Own" provided a stage
support for the women whoread and those
of the BC community."
for personal and emotional works to be
This idea of support was a constant shared with a supportive crowd.
throughout the night, each speaker being
"[lt] was definitely a success," said
Huskins.
"There's no doubtwe'llbe having
greetedby an encouraginground ofapplause
and cheers. The solidarity betweenlisteners anotherprogram like this next semester."
By Pat
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A peaceful moment in a theater that sees art, emotion, and drama.

Bat Boy
Man and bat sought some sort ofmutual peace in the
weekend's performances of the musical. D2

Jarhead

Jake Gyllenhaal stars in the latest in a not-very-longline of
GulfWar movies. D3

Column by Gregory White
What's on your iPod?

D2
D2
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Now Playing
on Tim Westfield's iPod
Counting
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Crows - Mr.

Man Behind the Music

Jones

Rent: Original Broadway cast - Seasons of Love
Green Day -Boulevard of Broken Dreams
BarenakedLadies - The Old Apartment
Casablanca soundtrack- As Time Goes By
Pat McGee Band - Walking in Memphis
The Irish Tenors - Fields of Athenry
Semisonic - Closing Time
The Beatles-Blackbird
Five For Fighting - Superman
Les Miserables: Original Broadway Cast On My Own
Moulin Rouge soundtrack - Elephant Love Medley

"It's funny when you put my iPod playlist on shuffle and
every other song is a show tune. I blame my roommate,"
Tim Westfield, A&S '06, says smiling. This onetimetheatre
and physics major saw the insanity of that combination
and switched to something much more sane - theatreand
math. He wasrecently seen on Robsham's mainstage in The
KingStag'm October, and is currently directinga 10-minute
play he wrote for After Hours. Thatshow will take place on
Dec. 3 at 10:30 p.m. in the Bonn Theatre. This proudly
Irish lad is also a member of University Chorale and is a
rabid Red Sox fan, as he's OFD (originally from Dorchester).
Westingfield's plethora ofinterestsis reflected in his choice
of music, which ranges from classic Beatles to modernday
musicals, with a little Green Day angst thrown in for good
measure. April Rondeau
?

Embracing Bat Boy, and this show
By Ross Warren
Heights Staff

It is human nature to fear what we do
not understand - but, as Bat Boy: The
Musical so poignantly tells us, we cannot
judgepeople based solelyon theiroutward
appearance. This visually stimulating and
catchy musical, directedby Will Nunziate,
A&S '06, tells the story of a young boy
who (through a bizarre set ofcircumstances) happens to be half man, halfbat.
When simple-minded villagers from
HopeFalls, W Va. stumbleinto Bat Boy's
cave, they capture him and bring him back
to their town. Terrified of the monster
that attacked one of their children, they
demandthat he be destroyed. Fortunately
for Bat Boy (Patrick Ryan, A&S'O6),
Sheriff Reynolds leaves him in the care
ofveterinarian Dr. Thomas Parker (Scott
Towers, WCAS '10). His kindly wife,
Meredith Parker (Lacey Upton A&S'O6),
insists that they keep him alive and try
to teach him how to live in a human
community. What ensues is a hilarious
and sometimes disastrous journey when
humans and Bat Boy try to come to terms
with one another.
Upton brings kindness and humor to
her role as Bat Boy's new mother. With
perfect pitch, she belts through loving
melodiesandraucous ballads, all with the
message of trying to make people accept
her new "son."
She enlists the help of her bubbly,
blonde daughter, Shelley Parker (Danielle
Naugler, LSOE '06), and together they
teachBat Boy how to speak Englishusing
BBC tapes. She even names him Edgar,
andhe quickly shedshis animalisticways
to become part of society. Naugler is superb as the, at first, snobby but, ultimately
loving Shelley who sees Bat Boy as more
than just an animal. Yet the smarmy Dr.
Parker doesn'tlikehis wifeand daughter's
new affectionfor Bat Boy and plans toturn
the villagersagainst him.
EmilyBerg, A&S '06, works overtime
as the no-nonsense Mayor Maggie and
grieving hillbilly mother Mrs. Taylor. A
taskmaster to a T, she tries to keep the
villagers in line, but quickly becomes
convinced (along with everyone else)
that Bat Boy is responsible for killing the
town's cattle and Ruthie Taylor. Sheriff
Reynolds (Dave Harris, A&S '06) brings
to mind Reno: 911 in his role as a good
natured, but slow-wittedcop, andis forced
to hunt down Bat Boy upon the villagers'
insistence. Ryan seized the physically
challenging and musically demanding
leadrole with gusto while leaping from
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All eyes were on Bat Boy-. The Musical, this weekend, and it seems as though everyone wanted their hands on him, too.
scaffolding and biting his way through
the cast. His performance is savage, yet
tender, and his musical solos and duets
make the show. He only wants to fit in,
but he knows people will never accept
him. When everyone turns against him,
he finds comfort and love in Shelley
Parker, much to Mrs. Parker's horror.
The unlikely couple escapes into the
forest, where an uproarious take on procreationis acted out by writhing, mating

Providing a stage and a
forum for the arts
students and the quality of the students
is becoming more and more diverse and
1981,Robsham seats 591 in the main themore sophisticated, he says.
ater, and has a fully equipped stage house
"Oneofthe goalsfor the theatredepartwith an orchestra pit. There is also the ment in the coming years is to continue to
Bonn Studio, which seats about 150-200 grow and evolve as a department," says
people. The Bonn Studio is a black box, Hecht. "Many studentsstill aren't aware of
with no stage or specialseating. It is used the opportunities that they have to become
by the theatre department for workshop involved in any sort of arts on campus."
productions.
Another goal, or more so challenge,
Before theatre became a department, for the coming years is to find more perthere was an average of33 students maformance space. There is a large demand
joring in theatre per year, many double for the use of Robsham among all the
majoring in business. Now, there are student organizations that want to use it, in
about 135 theatre majors activelypursuing additionto thesix productions done every
careers in theatre, two-thirdsofwhomare year by the theatre department. Earlier
double majoring. Theprogramis booming, this month, students petitioned for more
andthe theatre department is becoming a performance and practice space.
nationallyrecognized name.
"We are unable to accommodate the
Theatre classes and productions are rapidly growing interest in the arts due to
open to all students. The star of the spring a lackofperformance space," says Enoch.
musical Candide was not a theatre major. "Students have just been using their own
Just last weekend, Robsham Theater dorm rooms or classrooms to practice
opened its 2005-2006 season with The everythingfrom a capella to dance,"
The theatre department is one artistic
King Stag, which got a very goodresponse
fromthe students. Howard Enoch, director corner, out of many creative outlets on
of Robsham Theater, says that there is a campus, readily availableto all who look
big arts audience present on campus and for it. Be on the lookout for events and
there are more and more students who opportunities available with the theatre
are comingwith a desire to exercise their department.And for those ofyouwho pass
artistic expressions. "The arts continue to by that row ofwindows in the Robsham,
open up your life," he says. The qualitago on in through the glass doors and see
tive interest in boththebackground of the what goes on behind the scenes.

wildlifeand leaf-cladactors. The simple
set in the Bonn StudioTheater comes to
life through creativeprops andthe gifted
student "Batcave" bandunder conductor
and pianistChristopherHopkins. Lauren
McLaughlin, LSOE '09, pulled off not
one, but four high-energyroles including
a livelyevangelical ministerwho triesto
save Bat Boy's soul.
In the end, Bat Boy: The Musical is
aboutmore thanthe issues ofracism, xc-

nophobia,andthe human need to belong.
The universal messages of acceptance
and understanding are central to the
story, andtheideathat we all have a little
"beastinside" shines through. Everyone
can relate to Bat Boy's strugglein an unfriendly andsometimesterrifyingworld.
Undertheskillful anddedicateddirection
of Nunziata, this musical reminds us to
"hold and love our Bat Boy," no matter
who he or she is.

MAKING MUSIC ON NEWTON
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Stores as
quirky as

their wares
I find shopping in
record stores to be one
of the most pretentious
activities in my life.
When I say record store,
I don'tmean a store that
sells CDs. I mean the
Gregory csort of shop still stuck
in the bygone age of
White
ineedles and plastic.
Record shops exist
in numbers far beyond what you might
imagine, despite how few people still
haverecord players today. A simple walk
throughany ofthe moreartistic neighborhoods ofBoston might confront you with
five or six of these establishments.All of
them look relatively the same: dingy, catinfested, and dreadlocked.But each one
tends to carry a differentidentity.
Record stores are like a reflection of
the neighborhoodin which they exist.
In Notting Hill, I stumbled into a house
music-only record shop.
Now this was an amazing moment, as
housemusicisn't even considered by most
peoplein this country. I could spend hours
pouring over therarities and b-sides that
dominatesthis space.But alas, I had to see
the sodding Parilament. Oh well.
In the case of Philadelphia, stores
reflect the less rampant indie-scene and
instead focus on the college student
crowd who will stomach most new releases by Dave Matthews. South Street
is littered with these places, albeit a shop
like Spaceboy Records still holds it head
above water.
The Princeton Record Exchange is
the epitome of choice. The size of the
Boston College Bookstore, this place
is an afternoon killer. It caters to those
classical music listening folk from the
town's prestigious institution, but they
still have cats.
In Boston things are a bit less specific.
It seems as if with all the college students
here, places just sort offigure themselves
out over time. With specialized stores,
particularly a nice little hip-hop gospel
outfit in Central Square, and more broad
events in Allston, there is not much to
complain about.
The peril of walking into one of these
places is that it's hard to walk out. I once
spent two hours in the Princeton Record
Exchange flippingthroughalbums I knew
I wasn't going to buy. I mean, let's behonest, I don't evenown a record player. Most
peopleI know do and I've made a sort of
career of biting off of their devices, but
it's really not the same. So I rarely buy, I
just sort of look, imagining what it would
be like if I were cool enough to own a
record playerpurchased from someplace
like Ikea.
What makes the whole event rather
pretentious is that it is so unapproachable.
I mean, can you really dothis sort ofthing
with anyone else? Who wants to stand
by while I make witty comments about
artwork,repeating myself over and over
again, for hours? Iknow I wouldn't; I find
myselfrather boorish.
While the art of record shopping is
pretentious, shopping without purpose
is even more so. I go into the store with
no intentionsof buying anything like I'm
goingto a library or something. The guys
at the record store know this; they see it
in my eyes. They know I'm just there to
walk around and look cool, at most pick
up a cheap disc for my brother or something. They hate me, because I'm the
anti-consumer.
Arecord playerjust isn't a verymobile
piece of equipment. I feel as if, at 19, I'm
not prepared to own something that can't
fly on a plane with me. Perhaps that's a
personalmental issue, but so be it. Record
players are for people who are settled, or
who enjoy the sensation for settlement.
Seriously, record stores need to get
over themselves. I'm tired of dirty looks
and conflicted decisions on my attire
from the clerks. I've grown tiredof cats
in a place ofbusiness. I have no personal
problemwith cats, but just don't see them
as a viable source ofincome.Also, it's not
cool to have an oldcouch in your shop that
used to be on your Southern front porch.
This isn't reading class or the teacher's
lounge at a high school. And, finally, stop
sellingjustrecords. The mystique, no matter howpowerful it may remain, is just not
that impressive.

>

Selected four records I stole from my
parents:
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BC bOp! brought its sound to Newton campus Friday night at 8 p.m., appropriating
bringing jazzto one of the dorm lounges. The University Chorale also performed
on Newton on Friday, making thefreshman campus a little more musical.

The Kingsmen Louie, Louie 3/5
Diana Ross and the Supremes, Greatest
Hits 4/5
Sinatra, A Man andHis Music 4.5/5
Gershwin, Rhapsody in Blue 5/5
Gregory White is a sophomore in the
Collegeof Arts andSciences. His column
appears weekly in this space.
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on screen

History repeats, in news and
By Andrew Buttaro

Heights Editor
Jarhead is a new movie about
thefirst Gulf War, and therein lies
the problem. Like the conflict it
depicts, it really isn't all that entertaining.
The movie, based on Anthony
Swa f ford's
best-sellJARHEAD
ing memDir. by Sam Mendes
UniversalPictures
oir of the
same
name, chronicles the sheer boredom and frustration of the life of
a deployed Marine. Much of the
time is spent with the men hoping
for action - a hope the audience

shares. It opens with the obligatory training session showing the
severity of military discipline.
Throughout boot camp, Swafford
(Jake Gyllenhaal) seems to be
just a little smarter thanhis fellow
enlistees.
He's caughtreading Camus on
the toilet, and at one point, when
his drill instructor asks why he
joined, he replies, "I got lost on
my way to college, sir."
Then the men are deployed.
Saddam Hussein's then threatening, now laughable promise to
wage "the mother ofall battles" is
duly recited, andthenthe men wait

for action. And wait. Andwait.
It never comes, although the

movie does a good job of show-

D3

ing the routine of deployed life.
Thankfully, there are plenty of
amusing moments. When commandingofficer Sgt. Sicks (Jamie
Foxx) catches the men playing
football in front of reporters, he
orders them to continue playing
- only this time, in their chemical weapons suits, including gas
masks.
Their escape plan? They pretend to be gay, and the image
conscious military brass quickly

shuffles the reporters out.
When the battle finally starts,
the men are fired up and ready to
go. But the closest they come to
real combat is being fired upon
by their own airplanes. Swafford
and his fellow sniper later have a

chance to assassinate an Iraqi of-

ficer, but a ranking officer decides
thathe wants the glory for himself,
and instead orders air strikes.
Swafford's teammate is so upset
he breaks down at seeing his one
chance for action slip away.
The lack of any real action
would be unbearable if it were
not for strong acting in the leading
roles. Gyllenhaal turns in a solid
lead performance, as does Foxx.
But Foxx's character could have
used much more development.
Early on, he barely shows any
emotion when a recruit is killed
in a training exercise. Then later,
when Swaffordasks himwhy he's
a Marine, he simply says that he
loves the job. Hoorah.

PHOTOS COURTESYOF YAHOO! MOVIES

All appearances to the contrary, Jake Gyllenhaal (left) is not having a holly
jollyGulf War. But at least he's not as angry as Peter Saarsgard (top).
Near the end of the movie,
Swafford andhis fellow sniper are
crossing overthe desertto returnto
base when they hear screams. They
anxiouslycross over a dune, only
to discover that it's a celebration
- the war is over, and Swafford
never fired a shot.
The one taboo topic in thefilm
is politics. The one character who
attempts to broach the subject at
various times is silenced by the
other men. Taking a more clear
stand on the conflict might have
helped give it direction, although

I don't think Jarhead's apolitical
stance really hurt it.
Most of all, though, the movie
feels like a time capsule. It's
strange to watch a movieabout an
easy war in the Middle East, and
then leave the theater to return to
the bleak headlines coming from

there now.
One wants to return to the good
old days, when we could fight a
quick and easy war in the desert
and have people complaining
that there wasn't enough fighting
to

do.

Zach Braff grows into

his new role as a very
tiny chicken

Feeling artsy?

So are we!

falling because ofhis bad rep and

Hanh Nguyen
Zap2it.com
(KRT)
By

uninspiring size. Chicken Little
realizes thathe's on his own when
he uncovers an interstellar secret
LOS ANGELES Because of that proves he wasn't imagining
a mouse, actor Zach Braffdecided things after all.
to play chicken.
Braffbegancreating a voice for
The Garden State and Scrubs Chicken Little based on a picture
star pursued the lead in Chicken of the young fryer.
Little becausehe grewup watching
"I didn'twant to do my regular
voice. I thought it would make it
Disney films.
"I think that there's something a lot more fun to do some charspecial about Disney. I thought it acter-y thing. Something in the
would be great to be part of the Barry White, James Earl Jones
area didn't work," he jokes. "It's
Disney lineage ofbeing an animated character," says Braff. "When basically my impression of a little
this project came up, I asked to boy."
The first-time voice actor imaudition. I justthought it was really
pressedthe animators with his skill
clever and I got it."
The role of the young chick and instincts.
"His vocal performance was
nobodybelieves, however, wasn't
always his for the taking. During so spot on. He's able to speak so
fast, so clearly that he gave a great
the first half of the five-year production process, Chicken Little nervous energy to the character,"
was a female chicken, consistent Ryan says. "He actually put in
with the original folk tale. The thesebreaths into theperformance.
gender switched after former There's a shot in the movie where
Disney CEO Michael Eisner felt Chicken Little is thanking his
there was more comic potential in lucky stars, and he goes, 'Thanks,
a small rooster-in-training trying (inhales) Thanks for the chance.'
And that breath is absolute gold
to prove himself.
"When you think about it, a because now the animator can
small teenage girl doesn't really really make that characterbreathe
worry about her height all that on the screen. It makes it more
much. (But) a small boy teenager believable."
Braff, whose expressions were
It just means so much more to
have thatkind of affliction, if you sometimes translated to Chicken
will, to be vertically challenged," Little's feathery face, found he
says animation supervisor Jason could identify with his character's
Ryan. "She was so cute though. social outcast status.
Some of the girl chicken anima"1 was auditioning for things
tion, you'll see a lot of that stuff in New York City when I was 13
on the DVD. She was adorable, years old. While other kids were
but I understand why the decision playing Little League, I was off
trying to get into parts in theater,"
was made."
In ChickenLittle, the townsfolk says Braff. "I definitely did my
of Oakey Oaks are unwilling to own thing; 1 was a loner in that
believe the plucky hero when he respect. I waspicked on and I had
once againsquawks that the sky is to find some way to stand out to
?

...

...

...

Write for

Arts&Review
makefriends. Sowhat I was doing
was trying to make people laugh
- sometimes to no avail."
It's understandable then, that
one of Braff's favorite scenes is
the baseball sequence in which
Chicken Little holds his own
among his larger, more athletic
classmates.
"I'm 30 years old, and I went
to this movie thinking 'Alright,
let me see the cute kids movie I
worked on,'" he says."And I was
on the edge ofmy seat rooting for
that damn chicken to hit the ball.
It's exciting. It fully enveloped
me."
So after playing an animated
chicken, does Braff have a better appreciation of his feathered
friends?
"I just had chicken for dinner
PHOTOS COURTESYOF YAHOO! MOVIES
last night and it was dynamite,"
sweet
Ahh,
Little,
by
darling Zach Braff,
validation:
Chicken
voiced
indie
he says.
getsto see all his fears come true in the new Disney film.
(c) 2005, Zap2it.com.
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GIRLS & SPORTS/BY ANDREW FEINSTEIN

"HOW UAS X
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THE QUIG MANS/ BY BUDDY HICKERSON

GETFUZZY/ BYDARBYCONLEY
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Student Services
Join us for this informal
networking

Registration Calendar
for Spring 2006 Semester

M

\

Meet and mingle with alumni working
in the following arts-related careers:

Graduate/WCASU Registration

Registration begins on Thursday, November 10.

Film

*A

GSSW Registration

Music

Photography

Theater

Writing/Editing

Visual Art

Registration begins Monday, November 14 at 7:00 p.m. and closes
Friday, December 2 at 5:00 p.m.

-_!

Graphic Design

...andmore!!!

Law Registration

Class of2006 Wednesday, November 30
Class of 2007 Thursday, December 1

Undergraduate Registration
Academic advising period begins on Monday, October 31.
Class of 2006 Friday, November 11 and Monday, November 14
Class of 2007 Tuesday, November 15 and Wednesday, November 16
Class of 2008 Thursday, November 17 and Friday, November 18
Class of 2009 Monday, November 28 and Tuesday, November 29

I

Careers in the Arts

\u25a0JU

Registration Information/Degree Audit forms were sent to the following
undergraduate students: A&S - Class of 2006; CSOM - Classes of
2006, 2007, and 2008.
All other undergraduate students should contact their faculty advisors
or peer advisors (CSOM) for their Registration Degree Audit forms
beginning Monday, October 31.
Before registering, reference the Schedule of Courses available in Lyons
Hall, dining hall level or view the Schedule of Courses and course

descriptions at http://www.bc.edu/courses.

Wednesday,
November 16, 2005
7 PM-9 PM
McMullen Museum
Devlin Hall
Hosted

l\*J
\u25a0

The Boston College Arts Council
& Tne Boston College
Career Center

Visit www.bc.edu/artscareers
or call 617-552-4935 for details.
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Crossword
ACROSS
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THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME

Unscramble thesefour Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.

ZEBAL

by Henri Arnold and Mike Argirion
This is a good
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(Answers tomorrow)
Jumbles: PARTY
LIMIT
FACIAL
BELFRY
Answer: Why she went shopping with her sugar
daddy ?HE FIT THE "BILL"
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45 Niagara's

Check
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41 Musical Porter

AO

unexpectedly
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Me"
Fit to be served
Disgraces
Made disorderly
Big constrictor
Cigar residue
In honor of

La Brea pit fill
Flamboyant tic
Result
ultimately
66 Make a goal
67 John Doe's
dog?
68 Fake coin
69 Comforted
70 Actress Harper
71 Swiss chain
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6 Spherical

bodies

OtUmpeClf

7 Org. of Toms

and Couples
8 Fluid transition

g AfricanAmerican poet
Maya

23 Waterston and
Wanamaker
26 Laertes sister
27 Periwinkles
28 Male hawks
30 Lower digit
32 Morning
moisture
DOWN
33 Nest-egg $
1 Inflatable boats 35 Prevent
2 Wrinkle-free
beforehand
fabric
36 NFLer Manning
3 With menace
37 Actress Sandra
4 NYC arena
40 Womanizer
5 Interrupts rudely 43 Flew
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10 Drinks counter
11 Giraffe's cousin
12 Religious grp.
13 Dog on "Frasier"
18 River horse
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Desires
Geisha's robes
Critic Roger
Degrade
Puccini opera
Tex-Mex order
Larceny

55 Enjoy avidly
56 Least desirable

portion
59 G-men
62 Raw mineral
64 Compete
65 NATO member
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39 Oft-used abbr.
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34 Took in the
sites?
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Stanley

"I hope you realize you let your
life insurance run out in 1955."
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31 Cohort of Curly
32 Bring shame
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1 Chamber
5 Conks on the
head
9 Dwelling place
14
, Shirtsleeves1
H
15 Implore
16 Au naturel
17 Pilot's tote
19 Stately
20 Avoirdupois unit
21 For what
worth
22 Put into service
24 Taro dish
25 Uses too much
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Like the photos you see
in The Heights?
Buy one today!
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77ze Heights is selling the great photos that you see every Monday and Thursday

Remember the great plays through our comprehensive sports photo archive.
Get photos of BC's performance
groups, lectures, and everything in between.
If you're interested in learning more or purchasing a photo
e-mail Marc Deley at photo@bcheights.com.
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